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IS DEDICATED
TO THE STUDENTS OF LSU. MAY
THEIR VOICES BE HEARD AND
THEIR IDEAS CHANGE THE WORLD.
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From the
As I write this, I struggle to find
the right words to piece together
how finishing this book has made
me feel. Empowered, stressed,
and accomplished are all words
that seem to come to mind. This
book has been a labor of love in
a multitude of ways. Being that
this is our first online-only Gumbo
edition, Catherine and I felt a big
weight on our shoulders in making sure this book was finished
the right way. We spent numerous
summer days brainstorming ideas
of how to finish off this book in a
way that would leave a mark on
the LSU community. While this
book was a challenging one to
complete, it nonetheless is one
we are proud of. This was a test
of Catherine and I’s capabilities
as Co-Editors going into the 20192020 school year, and it has truly been a learning experience, and one I am grateful for. I
look forward to stepping into my role as Co-Editor for the upcoming school year and I am
beyond excited to see what Catherine and I can create next.
Sincerely,

Briley Slaton
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e Editor’s desk....
When I think of what a yearbook means to me, I think of the many years I’ve worked on
a yearbook. I’ve been on a yearbook staff for the past 3 years, and I can defintely say
it has shaped me into the person I am. The dedication that goes into compiling an entire year of memories in one book is truly amazing. When compiling a book, you have
to think of what a year was like for an entire campus, not just yourself. You have to be
inclusive and highlight the big events that brought that year together. This year was like
no other. With this book transitioning to online-only, it put a new meaning on the importance of perserving memories. Briley and I took on a big role this summer to finish the
book while making sure it was up to par to Gumbo standards. Finishing this book has
shown me what I am capable of and can do in the future for the next year’s book. I look
forward to working alongside Briley as Co-Editor and our entire staff to create an amazing book.
Sincerely,

Catherine Carpenter

Design // Briley Slaton
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Changing the Flow
Local Artist breaks the norm of
the rap world
endric Luhmont, more commonly known as “The
LuhMont” or just “LuhMont,” is breaking the stigma
behind young, modern rappers by staying focused,
keeping away from drugs and challenging himself to
test other genres.
He wrote the majority of his latest album “Still on Fire” in just one
day. “Still on Fire” is made of 10 songs that shouldn’t flow, but
manage to mesh together well. LuhMont spent hours crafting the
lyrics for seven of the album’s songs that day.
“The lyrics all have meaning to me. There isn’t a song that I’ve put
out that isn’t a part of me,” LuhMont said.
The first song, “Meditate,” kicks the album off on a mellow beat
with surprisingly intense lyrics: “Will I fail or prevail, will I end up
dead or in jail?”
LuhMont said he is inspired by Nas and Tupac, who are both
known for songs that speak on real world topics like violence and
white privilege. LuhMont said he wants to bring emotion back into
the rap world instead of just talking about drugs and guns.
LuhMont is trying to break the stereotype that rappers need to be
associated with gangs, drugs and other criminal activity, but that
isn’t to say he’ll never rap about it. He has personal experience
with the violence that can come from guns. He has seen friends
shot and has consequences, which makes his raps even more
personal.
“Guns can look cool, but I don’t want young kids who listen to my
music to think that I just hang around with guns all day. That isn’t
me,” LuhMont said.
His most recent music video for his single “Rollin’” features several
guns, so LuhMont is considering taking it down.
“It’s a good video, but it’s just not what I envisioned for the song,”
LuhMont said. “The more I watch it the more I realize that it isn’t
me.”
LuhMont produced his own music video for his song “Boom Bye”
Jan. 2018.
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“The idea came to me in my sleep in the middle of the night,”
LuhMont said.
He woke all of his friends up and made the video in one night. The
video is completely different from “Rollin.’” It is more of LuhMont’s
true style, which is slow yet meaningful and simple. He doesn’t
need guns or cash to make his videos flow with his music and
lyrics, which he writes completely by himself.
“I started writing when I was in middle school,” LuhMont said. “I
liked to write poems and that slowly turned into me writing raps.”
His poetry and writing helped him transition into his rapping career,
and he first recorded himself rapping when he was 17. He prefers
recording himself with his own equipment rather than in a studio
so he can have more control of his style.
LuhMont’s said his favorite tape is “XTape,” which he made in
honor of his ex-girlfriend. It is titled “XTape” because it is about the
unknown. He uses effects like a gun shooting at the end of one of
his tracks to make the listeners experience more than just a song.
He makes his songs with his own equipment, but the results are
professional-grade. He wants his music to be completely his, which
is why he isn’t rushing to sign to any labels. He makes his own art,
write his own lyrics and is interested in making his own videos.
“I want people to feel something more than just a beat, though the
beat is important,” LuhMont said.
LuhMont records himself alone and makes everyone leave the
room, even his best friend, who goes by the stage name Germx.
Germx and LuhMont have been friends since school at Lafayette
High School and are still going strong.
LuhMont recently launched his own website with links to his music
videos. He plans on producing more music and videos in the
next few months which can be found on his Instagram account, @
theluhmont. His ultimate goal is to reach a wider audience and
expand his brand to cater to different genres, he said.
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Whatever You Like
T.I. brings the bounce to Bengal Bound
tudents celebrated their return to campus at rapper T.I.’s
concert to close out Bengal Bound 2018, the University’s
official welcome week, on Aug. 18. The concert, hosted
by the Student Activities Board, Student Government
and Campus Life, wrapped up the week of activities scheduled to get
students excited about the University and encourage involvement on
campus for Bengal Bound.
“Bengal Bound was extended to a week this year, so the students
moved in a week early, and it really gave the opportunity for us to have
bigger events like this,” SAB President Walter Scott said. “More people
are encouraged to go, like the freshman on campus. We were actually
reached out to by the committee to try to throw a concert.”
SAB tweeted out a poll in May, asking for student input on who
should perform at the Bengal Bound 2018 concert. People could vote
between Charli XCX, DNCE, T.I. and Tracy Morgan. Based on the poll,
more than half of the students who voted wanted to see T.I. perform at
the University. Scott said they did not expect to get as many retweets
and votes as they did when they initially posted it.
“We talked to our middle agent, and they gave us a list of people who
were available and in our price range, and we put them on Twitter
to see who people wanted,” Scott said. “It was as simple as that. We
wanted to see who really gauged interest in people. Clearly, it was T.I.”

DJ C-Mix hyped up the crowd before T.I.’s performance with a mix
of throwbacks and current hits, from TLC’s “No Scrubs” to Drake’s
“God’s Plan.” DJ C-Mix also brought out local rapper and University fan
favorite Darker Parker.
T.I. performed some of his biggest hits like “Whatever You Like,” “Live
Your Life” and “Bring Em Out.” He encouraged the crowd of students
to work hard to get to where they want to in life, saying that he’s living
proof that any of them can do anything in the world, based on where
he came from to where he is today.
At the end of the concert, T.I. brought a guest he met through the
Make-A-Wish Foundation of America on stage to perform with him.
With all the hype leading up to the concert and the excitement
garnered from the Twitter poll in May, students said the concert was
exactly how they wanted it to be.
“It was good,” kinesiology senior Glory Ogunyinka said. “It was hype. It
was what I expected from T.I.”

Story // Michelle Gauchet
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Chloe Bryars

SAB reached out to SG to use money from SG’s new initiative fund to
put on the concert.
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NICHOLSON NEWNESS
Campus Additions
xtending along the western side of campus between West Chimes Street and Skip Bertman Drive lies Nicholson
Gateway, providing residents with a view of Tiger Stadium on one side and the Mississippi River on the other.
Brought about by a shortage of on-campus housing at the Univerity, the complex comprises seven residential halls, a
University Recreation space, a local grocery store called Matherne’s Market and 1,550 new parking spaces including a parking
garage. A retail area still in development will include Starbucks, Wendy’s, Frutta Bowls, Private Stock Sneakers and Apparel,
along with several unannounced venues including a rooftop restaurant.
“I don’t think students yet can conceptualize how it’s really going to be like a traditional neighborhood development,” said
Associate Director of Communications and Development Catherine David. “You’ll have everything you need right here.”
The project has been in the works since 2012, its completion amounted to $235 million and was funded by a public-private
partnership with RISE: A Real Estate Company.
Students began moving into their apartments Aug. 9. The University offers 10-month and 12-month leases. The cost of rent
per semester ranges from $4,000-$7,000, and the summer rent ranges from $2,000-$3,600.
International business and finance freshman
Charles Klous, who is a resident of Nicholson
Gateway, is pleased with both the setup and
location of the University’s latest housing
complex.
“I think it’s super nice,” Klous said. “It’s modern.
It’s spacious. I think it’s great to be able to just
walk downstairs and get my food. It’s not really a
long walk to class either.”
Nicholson Gateway enforces similar security
measures that can be found among other oncampus housing locations. Residents must use
their LSU PAWS IDs to swipe into each apartment
building, to use the elevators and to access their
rooms along with a four-digit PIN code. There are
also three 24-hour help desks.
David said that the University is doing everything
to keep its residents safe in a convenient manner.
“We don’t grant access to anybody that doesn’t live here,” David said. “As long as you’re not disturbing your roommates or the
community, [then] visitation is 24 hours. RAs are not here to be watchdogs, or anything like that. They’re a resource.”
Chemistry graduate student Isaac Dos Reis said he already feels safe at Nicholson Gateway.
“One of the big reasons I decided to live on campus is because it felt safer than going off campus,” Dos Reis said. “I wanted
the peace of mind. That’s a big reason why I came here.”
While some residents see the various levels of security as an effective safety tool, others see it as an inconvenience. Theatre
junior Streisand Zeno said the card-swiping requirements are difficult for having friends over.
“If I want to have a little get-together, I have to go all the way downstairs to open the door and get my guest up the elevator,”
Zeno said. “[The University] advertised the apartments to be guest friendly, with the pictures in advertisements that depicted
friends having a gathering on game day. [This implied] that it would be great for such events, and it is nothing of the sort.”
Residential Assistant and Psychology Prelaw sophomore Gracie Wilburn said the view from her room was the first thing she
noticed when she moved in.
“I have three huge windows that cover my wall, and I can see over Tiger Stadium [and] into campus,” Wilburn said. “I’m on
call for the LA Tech game, and I’m literally just going to sit in my room and watch the game from the big screen because I can
see it clear as day.”
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Forever LSU
A new perspective on the beauty of LSU
niversity alumnus Michael Key's collection of landscape
photography introduces a new perspective of the beauty
all around LSU's campus. The exhibit opened in the Student
Union Art Gallery on Aug. 24 and will be open through Sept. 24.
Key graduated with a Bachelor's in Political Science and a Masters in
Marketing. Key now works as a Public Information Officer and still finds
the time to hone in his talent for photography. In Jan. 2018, Key decided
to use his developed skills to show the University in a way that he did not
experience while he was attending the school.
“I had to disassociate my personal ties to the LSU campus because I was
always looking at it in just a one-world point of view,” Key said. “I really had
to separate myself and just kind of start from scratch on how I look at LSU
because when you’re focused as a student, it’s different as an alumnus
and it’s completely different as a photographer. So it’s like going through
these separate phases as having to view LSU through a different lens."
The gallery depicts landscapes that students, teachers and visitors see
everyday in a way that many don’t notice in passing. Key said he wanted
people to see there wasn’t just one thing that defines the University –– it
is the things that you see in your day to day life that just need to be seen
from a new perspective.
“You really have to be weary of depth, the details and how you give
the viewer a sense of prospective,” Key said “That really pushed me to
look at all of these well-known LSU locations and put them in different
perspectives and just a more surrounding, open worldview and how
everything just fits together in and of itself.”

Since the beginning, Key’s main interest was landscapes and all he ever
wanted to do was to travel and take pictures of the the natural charm of
the world around him, he said. Photography wasn’t an interest of his until
his senior year and since then, he has hoped to capture the aspects of the
campus that are sometimes overlooked.
Like most students, Key said his main focus was just getting to class and
hanging out with his friends, never really taking the time to look up and
take in all the campus has to offer. Key advises students to branch out and
really get into the University’s surroundings.
“Don’t have your experiences at LSU be so defined by what you know,”
Key said. “Try different things and incorporate new things into your life that
really just enrich your experience during your time at LSU.”
Key brought his talents back to the place that he discovered his love. He
found a way to make the campus look different to people who see it every
day. Key hopes his gallery will inspire old, new and future students alike to
go out and take the time to explore the campus in their own way and really
take in the beauty of it all.
“I want to give thanks first to God for blessing me with this building and
being able to share with LSU campus,” Key said. “But more so with LSU
auxiliary services who give services like these to both current students and
alumni the opportunity to show off their art work in a formalized, gallery-set
setting that is accessible to both students present, past and beyond.”

Story // Amaya Lynch
Design //Chloe Bryars
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Agriculture
to
Fashion
"Go big or go home"
liberal arts.

athan Watson knew from a young age he wanted to be a
fashion designer, but he didn’t always know an agriculture
degree would take him there. Watson, who is a senior,
is pursuing a textiles-based major in the LSU College of
Agriculture, rather than attending a university that focuses on

“[At LSU] there’s an emphasis on the chemistry and textiles and how the
fabric feels,” Watson said. “Being able to communicate actually helped me
at Proenza so much knowing the folds of fabrics, the weights of fabrics,
specifically with the designers. Being able to communicate that because of
that science-based major helped me out [ten-fold], which I loved.”
Proenza Schouler is a well known womenswear brand, with clothing and
accessories ranging from $100 to $3,950. The company is a five-time
winner of the Council of Fashion Designers of America Award.
Watson was surprised to receive an internship with the company. He said
he applied to “unrealistic” internships because he knew he had to “go big
or go home.” He received a FaceTime interview with the company, which
praised Watson’s portfolio and believed he fit the brand very well.
He was the head design intern, with other interns working under him.
He also worked directly with designers Jack McCollough and Lazaro
Hernandez, who made their mark by working with Barneys New York.
Watson’s responsibilities included collaborating with the designers about
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what kind of fabrics to use, understanding fabrics, seeing if shipments
needed to be sent to Italy and sewing runway samples.
“One thing I really liked was the way they designed,” Watson said. “They
pull a lot of vintage inspiration, so they’d do research for about 20 days day in and day out of the office.”
Watson also had the opportunity to work with Victoria Traina, a fashion
consultant for Proenza Schouler, helping to style for the upcoming
collection with a fellow intern.
“It was the most unbelievable experience I’ve ever had,” Watson said, “To
be able to watch two designers who are the most awarded designers in
fashion, seeing how they work and their creativity ... what sparks it.”
Watson said he was constantly ridiculed in the past. People told him he
was never going to make it, but he has always been very ambitious.
When Watson was a child, he loved playing dress-up with his sisters and
their dance costumes Being their stylist sparked his interest in fashion.
One of Watson’s fashion inspirations included Lady Gaga when she
became popular. Her "freshness" inspired him to begin sketching and
designing his own work.
Watson plans to go to New York City after graduation to pursue his dream
of having his own label. He wants to first learn how every major designer
designs so that he can create something no one has ever done before.

Story //Brittney Forbes
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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The Collected
"The Eye of Imagination" Exhibit
here once was a man more eager than any other to submit to
the mortifying ordeal of being known, and knowing in turn. In
life he collected thousands of artifacts to help him, and in
death he bestowed them on the University so others might
take that same journey.
The exhibition, titled Seeing and “The Eye of the Imagination”: Fantasy,
Surrealism and Horror in the Clarence John Laughlin Book Collection, will
be presented on the first and second floors of Hill Memorial Library until
Sept. 21. Laughlin was a photographer from Lake Charles, Louisiana, and
is largely considered to be the first true surrealist photographer in the U.S.
He thought of himself as more collector than artist.
The exhibition features art and novels pertaining to science fiction, fantasy
and the occult and writings from surrealist author and collector Laughlin
himself. Exhibitions Coordinator Leah Wood Jewett and co-curators
Kristina Sutherland and Michelle Melancon put together the exhibition to
highlight the collection.
“You will see that the collection is very, very broad,” Jewett said. “The
common thread is visual, imagination, and his purpose was to build a
collection that would be an inspiration to artists and other people. By
maintaining that collection, and then by exhibiting examples from it, that’s
what we’re trying to do. We’re trying to help fulfill his original purpose.”
Sutherland and Melancon said in addition to providing inspiration for
artists, the collection tracks the evolution and lineage of horror, science
fiction and fantasy due to Laughlin’s attention to detail during the process
of building up the collection.
“When you’re reading some of our descriptions you’ll see that some things
are cross referenced and we’re pointing you other places, but then those
places are pointing you back,” Sutherland said. “It’s like a never-ending
circle.”
The collection was originally exhibited in 1998 and has been available in
the LSU reading room since the ‘80s, and is being emphasized now due to
developments in current events and the arts.
“This stuff may be older, but it’s still relevant now, and it’s becoming more
and more relevant as we advance technology, as we consider what it
is to be human all over again with things like elections or other things,”
Sutherland said. “It’s just one of those things that you can revisit every
now and then and find something new, especially because it’s such a large

library.”
The collection features various editions and fine art books of traditional
fairy tales in addition to the more modern genres featured. Sutherland said
some pieces in the exhibition can’t be fully appreciated within their cases
because it’s not possible to display all of the pages of a book at once.
Sutherland and Melancon emphasized the potential influence of the
collection as tools of research and personal enrichment.
“I’ve been digging in this collection for probably two years now, and I can
say that more than half the books that I’ve bought in that time have been
from this collection, because I’ll find something and then it’ll be like 'I have
to have this,' because just looking at it at work is not enough,” Melancon
said.
Melancon said Laughlin was interested in trying to explain his ideas
to people, and wanted to be understood. His personal notebooks and
collection can potentially provide insight into the mind of Laughlin.
Jonathan Williams said it best in his intro to “Clarence John Laughlin: The
Personal Eye": “CJL’s worry is that nobody in life sees what he’s up to.
He, being All Eyes, is surrounded by sightless, pathetic materialists and
abstractionists who do not understand.”
University alumnus Michael Key's collection of landscape photography
introduces a new perspective of the beauty all around LSU's campus. The
exhibit opened in the Student Union Art Gallery on Aug. 24 and will be
open through Sept. 24. Key graduated with a Bachelor's in Political Science
and a Masters in Marketing. Key now works as a Public Information Officer
and still finds the time to hone in his talent for photography. In Jan. 2018,
Key decided to use his developed skills to show the University in a way
that he did not experience while he was attending the school.
“I had to disassociate my personal ties to the LSU campus because I was
always looking at it in just a one-world point of view,” Key said. “I really had
to separate myself and just kind of start from scratch on how I look at LSU
because when you’re focused as a student, it’s different as an alumnus
and it’s completely different as a photographer. So it’s like going through
these separate phases as having to view LSU through a different lens."
The gallery depicts landscapes that students, teachers and visitors see
everyday in a way that many don’t notice in passing. Key said he wanted
people to see there wasn’t just one thing that defines the University –– it
is the things that you see in your day to day life that just need to be seen

Story // Amaya Lynch
Design //Chloe Bryars
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from a new perspective.
“You really have to be weary of depth, the details and how you give
the viewer a sense of prospective,” Key said “That really pushed me to
look at all of these well-known LSU locations and put them in different
perspectives and just a more surrounding, open worldview and how
everything just fits together in and of itself.”
Since the beginning, Key’s main interest was landscapes and all he
ever wanted to do was to travel and take pictures of the the natural
charm of the world around him, he said. Photography wasn’t an interest
of his until his senior year and since then, he has hoped to capture
the aspects of the campus that are sometimes overlooked. Like most
students, Key said his main focus was just getting to class and hanging
out with his friends, never really taking the time to look up and take
in all the campus has to offer. Key advises students to branch out and
really get into the University’s surroundings.

“Don’t have your experiences at LSU be so defined by what you know,”
Key said. “Try different things and incorporate new things into your life
that really just enrich your experience during your time at LSU.”
Key brought his talents back to the place that he discovered his love.
He found a way to make the campus look different to people who see it
every day. Key hopes his gallery will inspire old, new and future students
alike to go out and take the time to explore the campus in their own way
and really take in the beauty of it all.
“I want to give thanks first to God for blessing me with this building and
being able to share with LSU campus,” Key said. “But more so with LSU
auxiliary services who give services like these to both current students
and alumni the opportunity to show off their art work in a formalized,
gallery-set setting that is accessible to both students present, past and
beyond.”
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LSU student Courtney Williams discusses her Youtube
channel at the quad on Wednesday, Sept. 5, 2018.
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The One With the
YouTube Channel
Courtney uses her platform as a way
to uplift women and girls to be more
confident in their everyday lives.
ouTube may be filled with Vine compilations and late-night talk
show interviews, but mass communication sophomore
Courtney Williams wants to use the platform as a way to uplift
women and girls to be more confident in their everyday lives.
Williams first joined YouTube when she was 8 years old. She and her two
sisters started their own channel, which would be named “Super Drama
Queens” or “SDQ” for short. They posted a few videos on drama, but the
account has since been taken down.
About a year ago, Williams decided she wanted to start a channel of her
own. Her account is under her first and middle name, Courtney Desir’ee.
She decided to make a lifestyle account with a focus on clothes and
thrifting, which has been a passion of hers since she was much younger.
“I remember when I first discovered thrift stores and I’ve considered them
to be some of my favorite stores ever since,” Williams said.
Williams began thrifting her freshman year of high school and might be
considered to be a thrifting pro at this point. Some of her favorite thrift
stores in Baton Rouge include Goodwill and Family Thrift Center.
“I enjoy the entire process of thrifting,” Williams said. “I spend a lot of time
finding clothes that I like and then I usually alter them to fit my style more.”
Williams knew she wanted to show people how easy thrifting could be
and that you can look great on a budget, so she saved up to buy her first
camera. She worked at Firehouse Subs, and within only four months of
working, she earned enough to buy a Canon T6 camera.
Once she had her dream camera, she started the filming process. Her first
video, to no surprise, was a thrifting haul. She went to all of her favorite
thrift stores and gathered all of her previously thrifted items and filmed her
haul.

“The filming didn’t really come naturally,” Williams said. “I had to work
on becoming comfortable in front of the camera because you want your
viewers to feel like they’re just hanging out with you.”
Though Williams loves thrifting and doing hauls, her favorite video on her
channel right now is her “Beginner Friendly Everyday Makeup Routine,”
which is one of her most recent videos. This was the first video that she
filmed with a new, updated background and higher quality lights.

Her most viewed videos include her best friend tag and her try on thrift
haul video, which both have almost 1,000 views.
Williams is planning on filming boyfriend tag with her boyfriend Lamont,
who is also an influencer. Lamont is an underground rapper who just
dropped his EP “Love Lamont” on Spotify and iTunes. Williams is going
to delve into her and Lamont’s relationship by asking him a series of
questions for her video.
“I just like to film videos that I know I like to watch,” Williams said. “I really
like boyfriend tags and hauls so I stick to filming those.”
Williams’ goals for her YouTube channel are pretty simple: she wants to
inspire people to love themselves and show them that anyone who posts
constantly and has a passion can become the YouTuber that they like to
watch.

Story • Kelly Swift
Photo •Lauren Watson
Design • Chloe Bryars
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Doctor to Detective
Only F's for Fighting Crime
SU Technology and Entrepreneurship Professor
James Davis hopes to make Baton Rouge
residents and University students aware of
potential dangers through an app that reports where and
when crimes happen each day.
The free app, BTR Crime, was first released in 2015. It
opens a map of Baton Rouge on the user’s iPhone and
drops pins where a crime has been committed. Upon
clicking a pin, users can find out what type of crime was
committed, whether it be a robbery, assault or homicide.
The app also gives the incident number with each pin so
users can seek out more information on a specific crime.
“I built [the app] for me and the types of the things I
would want to know,” Davis said. “If you ask me what I
hope [anyone else] can get out of it, [I’d say] something
similar. How safe is my community?”
The app helps residents gain a sense of how safe their
areas are, and future residents can find out which
neighborhoods are the safest to live.
The only other way a resident can get this information
is directly through the Open Data Portal from the Baton
Rouge Police Department, but it can be time-consuming
and not as efficient.
“If you go out and look at the Open Data Portal, it’s just
not very user-friendly,” Davis said. “[With BTR Crime,]
you get a quick bird’s eye view of everything in a format
and on a platform that I think we as a society are
comfortable with.”
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The app has also caused a bit of concern among users
who did not previously know the extent of crime in the
city.
For instance, as of Sept. 4, there have been 262
attempted homicides already reported in 2018, which
averages about one homicide every day, according to the
app.
“I’m not naive,” Davis said. I know there’s evil in the
world. If you asked me to guess how many homicides
there were [this year] in Baton Rouge, I would not have
guessed [262].”
BTR Crime is free in the iPhone app store, but is not
available on other devices.
“I made [BTR Crime] for myself,” Davis said. “I have
an iPhone. No one has asked me to [make an Android
version]. When I first released it onto the app store, I
thought maybe [BTR Crime] would get some attention.
Maybe someone would take notice and say, ‘Hey, would
you be interested in adding some additional features or
making additional versions?’ No one took notice until
recently.”

LSU Professor James David develops a crime app available for use on
Tuesday, Sept. 4, 2018 in Campbell B. Hodges Hall.

Story // Benjamin Holden
Photo // Christa Moran
Design // Briley Slaton
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Seaux Good
Rolling in Donuts
new TigerCASH option gives students another
way to experience the magic of bubble tea
and an assortment of original donut flavors at
Prince Donuts & GEAUX BOBA.
Prince Donuts is a bright and bubbly donut shop located
next to the frequented lunch spot, Inga’s, on Brightside
Drive. The small donut shop sells not only an array of
donuts and pastries, but also milk tea, iced tea and
frappes. Manager Aleigha Watson has worked at Prince
Donuts for five months now and has grown to love
creating the items on the menu and eating them herself.

“Making donuts, I have to be here at 3:45 in the
morning to start my day,” Watson said. “It’s very
meditative when you have to massage the dough. It
all gives this place a family atmosphere and just gives
good vibes everywhere. I could literally drink everything
and eat anything on that menu. It’s all amazing.”
Prince Donuts aims to reimagine the simplicity
behind each and every item on its menu. Watson said
everything on the menu is special in its own way.
The dough for the donuts is mixed by hand with real
ingredients, and the tea is made in-house every day.
This is the closest shop to the campus that offers both
pastries and bubble tea, creating a fresh and oneof-a-kind experience that can’t be found in a more
convenient spot for students.

The donut shop has been open for three years under the
current ownership. Originally, the shop only sold donuts,
but to develop its customer base, they added something
new to the menu — bubble tea. Bubble tea, or boba tea,
adds a chewy and sometimes bursting element to the
traditional water-based tea and milk tea using tapioca
pearls or popping boba.
Even with its new product, the shop continues to grow
its menu with new tea flavors, iced drinks and donut
flavors. With its convenient location and wide array
of products, students on their way to campus could
stop by and pick up a donut, pastry, tea or frappe for
a fresh start to their day. Included in the long list of
donut flavors are Oreo, coffee, maple bacon, lemon and
strawberry — all made with natural ingredients.

Watson said she wants the shop to be a place where
students can feel good vibes while studying or just
hanging out. They hope that by allowing purchases
with TigerCASH, University students will become more
familiar with their tasty breakfast bubble so close to
campus.
“Just keep looking forward to the new innovative things
we’re doing over here,” Watson said. “Keep your eyes
open because some change is coming.”

“It’s definitely unique because the
products that we use are unique,”
Watson said. “I would say it’s different
from other tea shops because it’s true to
authentic taste and it’s unique products.
For instance, we have a coffee donut
and use croissants as our kolaches, and
everything is made in-house. We make it
all ourselves.”
Story // Amaya Lynch
Photo // Alyssa Berry
Design // Briley Slaton

Donuts are displayed in Prince Donuts & GEAUX BOBA on Thursday, Sept. 6, 2018.
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Prince Donuts & GEAUX BOBA sits on 1750
Brightside Lane on Thursday, Sept. 6, 2018.

Bubble teas are displayed in Prince Donuts & GEAUX BOBA on Thursday, Sept. 6, 2018.
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First Impressions
Learning How to Dress
to Impress
ob interviews are important, especially for college
students looking to start out in their dream career. With
all the preparation you’ve done with school and building
your resume, the last thing you want is to lose out on a
great opportunity because you didn’t dress properly for
the interview.
The Dress for Success Fashion Show hosted by the Office of
Diversity and Inclusion within the E.J. Ourso College of Business
prepares students for the professional world by showing them the
do’s and don’ts of professional attire so they can make a great first
impression.
The fall 2018 event marked the fourth Dress for Success show
since it started in 2014. It is an annual event held in the Business
Education Complex Rotunda, but the 2016 show was canceled
because of the flooding in Baton Rouge that summer.
Diversity and Inclusion Director for the Office of Business Student
Success Angela Guidry came up with the idea for a fashion show
featuring business clothes following a discussion with an accounting
student on the difference between business casual and business
professional clothing.
“We also wanted to make sure the students were prepared and
were able to make that great first impression for their job interview,
because that’s a big part of it,” Guidry said. “The moment you walk
in, people are looking at you and your appearance.”
The outfits are pulled from either department stores or stores that
specialize in work-wear. In the past, stores like Talbot’s, Jos. A.
Bank and Banana Republic have provided clothes for the Dress for
Success Show. This year’s show included clothes from White House
Black Market, Dillard’s and JC Penney. Guidry said it’s important for
them to feature a good balance of options for men and women in
the show.

The show highlights the variety of options for students to make
the task of shopping for a professional outfit less daunting. Models
walked down the runway in purple, yellow, pink and bright blue,
proving there’s more than just the plain black, gray and blue clothes
that may come to mind when you think of businesswear. Even in the
more conservative business professional outfits, a pop of color or a
faint pattern on a shirt or tie can make the look more interesting and
well- put together.
The models for the show are mostly students from the College of
Business, so they get to put their Dress for Success skills to use.
Guidry said the models get to have some input on what they wear in
the show because it’s important they feel confident and can exude
that confidence when they’re walking in the show.
“I look for a lot of really simple things, like right now I have on
just a navy dress, but with something kind of funky about it,” said
marketing senior and Dress for Success model Symone Lacour.
“I like to be daring sometimes with color but keep it simple at the
same time.”
Guidry said the difference between dressing business casual
and business professional can all come down to how the outfit
is layered. A business jacket like a blazer can take almost any
business look from casual to professional. She said it’s important for
students to go into any interview dressed in a business professional
style, even if the day-to-day wear for employees is more casual.
“Get the dress for success part done and out of the way,” Guidry
said, “so you can focus on doing the research on the company and
preparing yourself for those interview questions that are going to
come your way.”

Story // Michelle Gauchet
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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ith the stress of school, many students ignore their natural talents and
choose a more secure route. Instead of covering up his talents, Luke
Dugas covers art.
Environmental engineering student Luke Dugas is striving to prove the
divide between left-brained and right-brained people can be merged
through shared skills. Though he is a STEM major, he makes a business for himself
by creating album cover designs for up-and-coming musicians.
It all began when Dugas started making mixes of his favorite music on SoundCloud.
He wanted to have a graphic to entice people to listen to his mixes, so he decided to
make his own. Once he was in high school and his friends started rapping, he agreed
to do their cover art.
Dugas now uses Adobe Photoshop and pays over $25 a month to use it, unlike in
the past when he used free editors like Google Drive and Microsoft Paint. Thankfully, Dugas said the money he invested in Photoshop to waste — he has made quite
the name for himself in the local music scene and local rappers are willing to pay for
his work.
“I look back on my old stuff and I just see how much I’ve grown as an artist,” Dugas
said. “The industry’s standard for cover art is really low and hopefully in my career
I [can] see that change.”
Art in the music industry is only getting more intense as people find more ways to
show the world their sound. Now that people can upload music whenever they want
through SoundCloud or Spotify, the need for cover artists is through the roof. As
music spreads like wildfire, Dugas said he has to work harder than ever to come up
with original ideas.
Dugas has created over 50 cover arts for clients, and over the past two months alone
he has created over 25 pieces. He said he tries to do two to three pieces a week and
likes to post them on his Instagram account so his work grows in recognition and
popularity.
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He posts his work daily so that he can be featured on one of his favorite Instagram
pages, @Coverartmatters. The page features several artists who are just as motivated
as Dugas to create and work with local musicians.
Dugas works with many musicians, but he said he prefers to have consistent clients
so he can develop a working artistic style and relationship. One of his clients he has
worked the most with is Joe Scott, an up-and-coming rapper. Dugas has made all of
Scott’s singles covers so far, and they see a working relationship continuing long into
the future. Their most recent collaboration was on Scott’s new songs, “We Litty”
and “1717.”
“The relationship that I have with artists is very important to me,” Dugas said. “Just
like any business, the relationship has to be beneficial to both sides.”
Dugas said he makes sure the artists he works with know that his art for their music
will get them as many clicks as possible, and the artists know that by working with
him, other musicians will see his work and want to collaborate with him too.
Though it’s hard to juggle school work and his art, Dugas said he plans on continuing his art work, finishing school and then growing his business. His dream collaboration is with the rapper Future, but what he really wants to do is make artists’
dreams become realities.
“One of the most satisfying moments of my life is knowing that people see my art
and that it means something to them,” Dugas said.

Story // Kelly Swift
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter

Creative Engineer
Left and Right Sides Merging
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Pharmacy Closure
LSU Student Health Center ends its services
everal cubicles and a conference room sit in the LSU Student
Health Center where University students once could fill
their prescriptions. The Pharmacy at LSU was a full-service
pharmacy that offered over-the-counter and prescription
drugs, vaccines and more. Many students were not aware of the Student
Health Center’s on-campus pharmacy before it closed in the spring of
2018. The pharmacy closure is due to financial instability, but the students
who depended on it worry about the decision to close.
Graduate student Sydney Epps said she is concerned about the
pharmacy’s closure because of the new on-campus living requirement for
all freshman students starting this year.
“[These students] should be able to access all the facets of health and
wellness on campus,” Epps said.
Although students new to campus this year don’t know about the
pharmacy, Epps said there’s a “remarkably large populous” of graduate,
non-traditional and international students who were especially dependent
on on-campus medical resources like the Student Health Center’s pharmacy.
Before the pharmacy closed, students could see a doctor, get a
prescription and immediately have it filled in-house, Epps said.
“It was a one-stop shop,” Epps said. “It was amazing. It was a great idea,
and I think it was very well-celebrated when it first opened.”
Keystone Pharmacy Services, the private company operating the oncampus pharmacy, closed the business and ended their lease early
due to a lack of usage, according to Student Health Center executive
director D’Ann Morris. The company took over the pharmacy in 2016 after
the Student Health Center determined the 25-year-old self-operating
pharmacy wasn’t financially stable enough to remain open.
“The LSU community is opting to use pharmacies off-campus rather than
on-campus,” Morris said in an email. “It is as simple as that. That’s why the
self-op closed. The private venture failed because there wasn’t enough
business to keep it open.”
Morris said the self-operating pharmacy began losing money around 201112 due to low usage and issues with health insurance.
“In the Student Health Center, we believed in the value of the pharmacy,
but could not sustain the cost by using student fee money to subsidize it,”
Morris said in an email. “We need to be good stewards of [students’] money.”
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The Student Health Center converted the space previously occupied
by the pharmacy to a cubicle-style office space for six employees and a
conference room, Morris said.
Now, the lack of a pharmacy slows the process of students’ access to
medical resources, especially those who might have transportation
andlanguage barriers that already make medical care difficult, Epps said.
“It was much more convenient to just walk across campus than having to
drive to a CVS or another pharmacy,” Epps said.
Morris said most doctor’s offices and clinics don’t have an in-house
pharmacy and that pharmacies are not necessary for medical diagnoses.
After the pharmacy announced its closure, Epps began collecting
notecards with student feedback about the pharmacy’s closure. She
posted a box outside of her office door for students to leave comments,
and she received about 120 student opinions that she passed on to LSU
Student Government.

SG also received feedback from about 50 to 100 students toward the end
of the spring 2018 semester, according to SG executive press secretary
CJ Carver. After receiving emails from students asking SG to intervene
in the pharmacy’s closure, Carver said he reached out to the previous
administration, but they didn’t have any involvement with the decision to
close the pharmacy. SG president Stewart Lockett then contacted Morris.
“Following the Student Health Center’s decision to close the in-house
pharmacy, Student Government received concern from students over the
closure and our involvement in it,” Carver said in a press release. “After
discussing the closure with the executive director of the Student Health
Center, D’Ann Morris, the timeline shows Student Government had no
involvement in this decision.”
Speaker of the student senate Christina Black said she hasn’t heard much
from students directly because several students didn’t know the pharmacy
existed. She said several of the students she asked about the pharmacy
said they prefer to use the CVS and Walgreens pharmacies off-campus.
Moving forward, Carver said SG will continue to work with the Student
Health Center to provide students with the necessary resources. Black also
said the student senate is open to working with the Student Health Center.
The LSU Student Health Center Pharmacy closes and new
office spaces are constructed on Tuesday, Sept. 4th, 2018.

Story // Sheridan Wall
Photo // Bella Biondini
Design // Dakota Baños
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Vida Pura Spa
Spa treatment without a gimmick

ida Pura Spa offers customers a full-body release without the
gimmicks. The workers at the spa gear their treatments toward
bettering the body and not succumbing to the latest fads and
trends you see in the media for the sake of business.
The owner of Vida Pura Spa, Rebecca Brumfield, has been a massage
therapist since 2008 and has legally worked for herself under Vida
Pura Spa since 2011. The spa now offers facials, body wax, scrubs and
specializes in cupping therapy. Brumfield describes cupping as an inverse
massage, meaning that instead of pushing down on the muscles, the
cups provide a suction like a vacuum and pull up the muscle. This in turn
loosens the muscles and promotes the body’s healing.
Vida Pura Spa offers not only massage therapy but also natural skin care.
There are a lot of things that are legal to use in skincare products that
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Brumfield doesn’t feel comfortable using, and in using these products,
Brumfield is able to label her practice as a “holistic spa.”
By putting the “holistic” stamp on its services, the spa shows that they are
taking the steps needed to bring something pure to the Baton Rouge area
and stressed out students searching for a healthy release.
“The holistic definition would really be ‘whole body approach,’” Brumfield
said. “A natural approach from the earth using natural ingredients. I
don't try to sell people on gimmicks or scams or the new fads. I've been
doing cupping therapy since I started doing massage –– I didn't do it just
because Michael Phelps was doing it. I've been doing cupping therapy for
almost 10 years now because I love it and it works.”
Brumfield had firsthand experience to show her the lasting benefits of
cupping therapy. When she suffered from an injury, she was referred to

an acupuncturist that introduced her to the newly popular, ancient form
of therapy that has been used by the Chinese, Aztecs, Egyptians and
Mayans.
“The acupuncturist did cupping on me and I thought ‘This is strange,’”
Brumfield said. “It kind of feels like being hugged by an octopus. It's tight
and it feels awkward, but it doesn't hurt. After he did cupping on me … I
didn't have any pain after that.”
Not only does Brumfield offer the service in her spa, she travels around
the city and the country to teach others how to practice cupping therapy.
Brumfield said she finds it important to go out and educate people of the
public about what cupping therapy is because it’s not painful, it doesn’t
hurt and it is actually good for you.
While anyone could benefit from Vida’s services, Brumfield said students
and athletes are two of the largest groups of people that could really
benefit from the spa’s stress-relieving techniques.

“Students are the most stressed out people that we see,” Brumfield
said. “They're bent over a desk all day, or their postures aren’t good and
they're always on their phone or on a computer or writing something. I've
seen students with more muscle tension than I have in people who are
Engineers or athletes. I really love working on them because when your
body is not holding all this weight, stress and tension, it just feels like a
sigh of relief.”
Vida Pura Spa is a great treat for people who want a break from stress
and want to better their body. Brumfield thinks people should really take
the time out of their day to take care of themselves because it’s what any
overworked, overstressed person deserves.
“Taking care of yourself as a full-time job and one thing I tell my clients all
the time is self-care is not selfish,” Brumfield said. “It's OK to take care of
yourself.”

Rebecca Brumfield the
owner of Vida Pura Spa off of
Sherwood Forest practices
cupping therapy on Thursday,
Aug. 30, 2018.
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Tanzania Project
Professor studies effects on coastline
SU’s College of the Coast and Environment travelled
to Tanzania to study the effects of economical and
socio-economical impact on the coastline. Graduate
students Xiaochen Zhao and Mario Hernandez, along
with several other students, traveled with oceanography and
coastal sciences associate professor Victor H. Rivera-Monroy to
evaluate 13 different villages across the Pangani and Rufiji districts
of Tanzania. They analyzed the local mangrove ecosystems with
human influence and interaction.

Africa is a continent where poverty is even more [widespread] than
in the Americas.”

Rivera-Monroy has done work in tropical areas with mangroves,
which are one of the dominant wetlands around the world. He
chose to travel to Tanzania because “it’s right there.”

“Everything related to environmental issues has a mix of different
factors coming from the environment itself and how humans use
the environment,” Rivera-Monroy said. “In order to do a really good
job in trying to understand the relationship between poverty and the
ecology of wetlands you have to have a multi-disciplinary team.”

“The coast of Tanzania is undergoing major social changes, and
it has a very challenged economy,” Rivera-Monroy said. “The
National Science Foundation has several projects for implementing
an understanding of how natural systems are affected by society,
especially how that occurs in developing countries.

LSU Oceanography and Coastal Sciences Associate Professor
Victor H. Rivera-Monroy stands with his grad students Xiaochen
Zhao and Mario Hernandez on Monday, Sept. 17, 2018.
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Rivera-Monroy said they all wrote a proposal to work with economies
with scientists who do coastal ecology including fisheries.
Rivera-Monroy said the team was lucky to secure funding for the
project because of competition from other scientists. The NSF
funded the project because of the project’s potential to examine a
link between the economic struggles and the environment.

Given the opportunity to do this project, the University was invited by
the University of Rhode Island for this project, which was the prime
institution in initiating the idea of having a multi-disciplinary project.

“It was a very good match, because with environmental economists and
the expertise of hydrology that they have we [had constructed] a very
good team,” Rivera-Monroy said.
Mangroves have a lot of utilities in the tropical areas, according to RiveraMonroy, through ecosystem services, which include the production of fish
and protection from storm surges. Although they are ecosystem services,
they also serve as a service to society.
Deforestation is one of the biggest issues in African countries because the
wood is required to cook for the locals. The researchers purposely went to
an area that suffered greatly from deforestation.

get an idea on how ecology will help their own life so they can get a more
positive strategy for management.”
Rivera-Monroy wanted to emphasize how they wanted to study poverty
traps actually become an effect in sustainability to the source, including
fisheries and wetlands. They wanted to identify the issues of conservation,
and the importance of restoration long-term.
“What we learn from the mangroves in Louisiana, we are also transporting
that information to places like Tanzania,” Rivera-Monroy said. “We have to
think globally in order to have conservation otherwise it won’t work.”

“Unfortunately in the area where [the researchers] were in the northern
part of Tanzania the incidence of deforestation was very high,” RiveraMonroy said. “That was one of the major reasons why we wanted to go
there to measure the dimension, the extension and what is going to be
the future for that type of resource they’d need and how we could help to
conserve and restore.”
Tanzania has numerous policies designed to protect the wetlands,
according to Rivera-Monroy. However, with the social pressure given by
poverty, the laws aren’t enforced.
“People cut the mangroves, but there isn’t much we can do besides
highlight the dimension and the data because they don’t have the
information.” Rivera-Monroy said. “We try to create a sustainable
management for these forests.”
Rivera-Monroy grew up in Mexico, so he has been exposed to developing
countries with coastal areas that are poor. He said the poverty in Africa is
difficult to conceptualize until it is seen up close.
“One of the things that really, really impacted me was the level of poverty
that Africa as a continent goes through,” Rivera-Monroy said. “You can
read about it, someone can tell you about it, but until you are actually
there, you realise what poverty is, and that gives you a very humble
experience because you have to be a little more realistic in the type of
things that you can recommend to estates.”
Rivera-Monroy felt the trip has motivated him because he learned that
the only way to free people in terms of economics was to enhance
their education.
The people who live on the coast of Tanzania greatly depend on fish not
only to eat, but to create a livelihood. Rivera-Monroy said he was struck
by how content and happy the people of Tanzania seemed while fishing,
despite the poverty level and dying coastlines. He knows he and his
researchers are obligated to help the country because they have the tools
necessary to make a difference.
“With different researchers and graduate students in our community, I feel
that we have an impact on the community, and that’s very rewarding for us,
but we need to follow up,” Rivera-Monroy said.
Mario Hernandez took part in researching the local fish ecology and
fisheries, and Xiaochen Zhao took part in studying the distribution of
mangroves in wetlands and factors that regulate their ecosystems along
side Rivera-Monroy.
“[The locals] heavily rely on the mangrove forestry. The people have no
actual house,” Zhao said. “I hope that [the research] will help themselves

LSU Oceanography and Coastal Sciences Associate Professor
Victor H. Rivera-Monroy stands with his book "Mangrove
Ecosystems: A Global Biogeographic Perspective" on Monday,
Sept. 17, 2018.
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Madison Buratt
Senior develops a hobby into business
Textiles, apparel and merchandising senior Madison
Buratt started painting as a way to relax, but with a bit
of luck and the help of Instagram, she’s managed to
grow her hobby into a business.
Most recently, Buratt’s work was part of the traveling pop-up
Pancakes and Booze Art Show in New Orleans on Sept. 15. Her
work will also be on display in a Halloween show called "Saturday
Spooks" on Oct. 27 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The Arts Council
of Greater Baton Rouge has included her work in their Firehouse
Gallery in Downtown Baton Rouge. Outside of the Arts Council,
Instagram and Etsy have helped her get connected with the art
community and grow her business.
Buratt began selling her art on Etsy when a complete stranger
saw some of her work in the background of an Instagram post and

asked to buy one of the pieces. The confidence she got from that
first sale led to her posting more of her paintings on her Etsy store,
which all sold out.
“I was very fortunate — it was
all kind of just spur of the
moment,” Buratt said. “Like, I
never took an art class.”
Buratt’s abstract paintings are
inspired by whatever she’s
feeling at the time. She said she
will sometimes listen to music,
but mostly paints as a way to
work out her own feelings and
emotions.
“I find I’m a nervous person, like
I don’t know how to relax, so if
I have a lot of energy I’ll just sit
down and paint,” Buratt said. “I
figure out how I feel by looking
at what I painted. This is never
typically pre-sketched — I just paint and hope for the best.”
This is the first year Buratt has started showing her art in shows
and galleries, but she has already had her work shown in three
shows since February. Buratt first submitted some of her work
to the Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge to start showing her
paintings beyond her Etsy store. Her work was first on display at
Cane Land Distilling Company for six months.
“I don’t take myself this seriously so I kind of just laugh and go with
it,” Buratt said. “I feel like if I had tried I wouldn’t have gotten it.”
In addition to her painting, Buratt is the president of the Fashion
Association at LSU. Buratt has been interested in fashion since
she was a kid and would draw along with the challenges on
Project Runway. Before she started the textiles, apparel and
merchandising program at the University, she had little sewing
experience.
Buratt has a carefully curated personal style, as evidenced by her
Instagram account. Her red, black and white color palette finds its
way into her artwork as well as in the projects she designs for her
school work. She credits Gucci, Alexander McQueen, Alexander
Pictured are several of Madison Buratt's designs.
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Wang and Vivienne Westwood as her favorite brands and designers.
Since her art has taken off so well, Buratt plans to continue painting and
pursue art over fashion once she graduates from the University in May 2019.
“I’ve been really lucky with my art, to the point where I can pay my own rent,
so I’m hoping it stays,” Buratt said. “I have three art shows coming up and
possibly a gallery. I’m hoping I can keep up my social media and market
myself through that.”

Story // Michelle Gauchet
Design // Dakota Baños
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LSU commemorates 50 years of the Louisiana Sea Grant College Program
with an exhibition in Hill Memorial Library on Friday, Sept. 28, 2018.
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Louisiana Sea Grant
LSU is among 33 universities
that are able to call
themselves Sea Grant
nly 33 universities in the country have the privilege of calling
themselves a Sea Grant University, and LSU is one of them.
Sea Grant is a Federal-University partnership program that
allows for scientist to make a concentrated and coordinated
effort to find solutions to coastal issues across the country.
The University was selected as the 13th Sea Grant College of the nation
in 1968, marking 2018 as the 50 year anniversary of the base of Louisiana
Sea Grant.
Hill Memorial Library is hosting an exhibit titled “Louisiana Sea Grant, 19682018” to commemorate the efforts this federal program has made toward
solving marine issues across the state. The exhibit shows Lousiana’s
coastal history through written and visual pieces from newspapers,
magazines and other sources.
The program has had its hand in each of the four issues that it has
identified to be especially important in the state of Louisiana: healthy
ecosystems and habitats, resilient communities and economics,
sustainable fisheries and aquaculture and education and workforce
development. It strives to address coastal and marine issues that affect the
day to day life of people all across the state.
From the crawfish you eat to the coastal hazards faced every year,
Louisiana Sea Grant has had its place in ensuring the safety of Louisiana
citizens while also working alongside students at the University on
research projects. Director of Outreach and Communication Roy Kron
described the relationship between university researchers and as a
symbiotic one.
“As long as the research has some relationship to coastal issues, we’re
willing to look at it and fund it,” Kron said. “We have an extension program
where we cooperate with the LSU Ag Center. We have county agents
and they work with fishermen and folks in the fishing industry in helping
get information to them and for them to get information back to the main
offices to know what kind of coastal issues we’re facing ... and to find and
fund appropriate projects.”

2018 marks 50 years since the University was announced as a Sea Grant
University. The exhibit at Hill Memorial Library shows just a small snippet
of what the projects and programs have done in the recent years to
better the state of Louisiana and its wetlands. Leah Wood Jewett, the
exhibit coordinator for special exhibits, said it’s hard to define everything
Louisiana Sea Grant does, but the program focuses on issues detrimental
to the Louisianians that inhabit the coastal wetlands.
“It’s important to remember that coastal wetlands loss is not a new
problem,” Jewett said. “Louisiana Sea Grant in particular has been trying to
deal with that for decades. You hear coastal wetlands loss on the regular.
This has been an ongoing problem for a long time, and here you can see
what has been tried over the years.”
Sea Grant looks to expand the reach of their research to the people who
will continue on with it in the future by hosting educational events for
children
ranging from kindergarten to eighth grade. To help educate these
students, they focus on coastal issues and the little things they can do
to help everyday. A few of their annual programs include Coastal Roots,
Marsh Maneuvers and Ocean Commotion hosted in the PMAC.
“Later this month, we are hosting Ocean Commotion at LSU,” Kron said.
“We’ve hosted that there for 20 years now and this will be our 21st year
where we’ll have 2000 k-8th graders come to the PMAC. We organize
around 60 exhibitors and it’s all coastal related content. It’s kind of like a
big science fair.”
Louisiana Sea Grant has had a base at the University for 50 years now
and has worked with the students to make a difference through funded
research projects and internship programs. Louisiana Sea Grant provides
research and projects that can benefit the entire community.
“It’s important to see what is being done for me as a citizen and where my
tax dollar is going.” Jewett said. “I think most people would be surprised
about the broad number of projects that are being funded and the positive
change that Louisiana Sea Grant is making.”
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Astronomy and astrophysics professor Geoffrey Clayton
takes care of the Landolt Astronomical Observatory on
Tower Drive on Tuesday, Sept. 25, 2018.
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Lets Go Stargazing
Hidden at the top of nicholson
is an obervatory basically
untouched
or something that has a storied past and a lot of sentimental
value, the Landolt Observatory is unknown to many University
students. Besides occasional class visits and monthly public
viewings, the observatory remains undisturbed.
At the top of Nicholson Hall, winding stairs lead up to the observatory. The
only signage is a piece of paper, written on with black Sharpie. Inside, the
walls are bright blue. The only desk is wooden, and looks like it’s been in
place for years, with a little stuffed spaceship toy on top of a map labeled
as a chart of the heavens. In the center of the rounded room, there’s a
mammoth refracting telescope.
The telescope has been there since the observatory was built in 1939.
It was made by Alvan Clark and Sons. Clark was considered to be the
world’s best refracting telescope maker, and the telescope is considered
an antique.
Geoffrey Clayton, professor in the LSU Department of Physics and
Astronomy and observatory caretaker, said the telescope was fun to work
with despite its age. Clayton said that operating it manually lead to a more
immersive experience.
“I think there’s a certain quaintness to it,” Clayton said. “We have to

actually pull it around and point it by hand. I can actually do that because
I’ve been looking at stars for a long time.”
But from the early 1990s to 2005, the telescope was unusable. After the
observatory maintainers moved away, the space was abandoned until a
group from the Physics and Astronomy Department cleaned and
refurbished everything.
“Before that, it was so bad that the telescope was actually resting on the
floor, not active,” Clayton said.
After this, the observatory was reopened and named after professor
emeritus of physics and astronomy Arlo Landolt to honor his work and
contributions to the field of astronomy. Despite being retired for the last 10
years, Landolt can still be found in Nicholson Hall every day.
In the observatory, monthly viewings are available to the public on Public
Night, which will be on Oct. 14. Clayton said he is excited for the next
viewing, as Venus, Jupiter, Saturn and Mars, along with the moon, will all
be visible. Clayton said that these viewings are important, as most aren’t
really familiar with astronomy.
“Most people grow up now in a big city, and they don’t even know the
stars are there because nobody looks up,” Clayton said. “And if they do
look up, because of the city lights, it’s hard to see the stars. It’s good to
actually look in a telescope.”
Besides, its importance as a teaching tool, Clayton says the Landolt
Observatory should be valued for its history.
“In Louisiana of course, everything is about the history, and some of
it’s good and some of it’s bad,” Clayton said. “I think that it’s one of the
oldest things on campus, and it deserves to be preserved.”
Story • Rachel Mipro
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Astronomy and astrophysics professor Geoffrey Clayton
takes care of the Landolt Astronomical Observatory on
Tower Drive on Tuesday, Sept. 25, 2018.
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Greaux Tigers
New Endeavors
he LSU AgCenter expects to have the first legal
crop of medical marijuana grown in Louisiana
by November.In 2015, the Louisiana Legislature
had authorized the AgCenter to start growing
marijuana, but because of the many budget problems the
state has faced since then, the AgCenter struggled for years
to get funding for the project. “Because the AgCenter has
been cut so drastically in the last 10 years, we felt like we
couldn’t spend state tax dollars and money coming in on a
marijuana project when we were cutting other programs,” said
Ashley Mullens, the AgCenter’s coordinator for the medical
marijuana initiative.
The AgCenter finally got private funding in 2017
from its partner GB Sciences, a national corporation that
specializes in medical cannabis.
“[GB Sciences] made it very clear to us that they
knew what they were doing, they had experience, and that
research was just as important to them as it was to us,”
Mullens said.
GB Sciences is paying for all costs associated with
the program, including renovating the 5,000-square-foot
warehouse in Baton Rouge into a “state-of-the-art” facility for
medical marijuana research.
The products sold will not be smokable, but in the
form of droplets called tinctures. The AgCenter has also been
discussing other delivery methods like patches or lotions.
The Louisiana Legislature added intractable pain
disease and post-traumatic stress disorder —which account
for a large number of eligible patients in other states—, to the
list of conditions that qualify a patient for medical marijuana.
The state also lifted a regulation that restricted the number of
patients a doctor can prescribe medical marijuana to.
Dr. Victor Chou, a Baton Rouge doctor licensed to prescribe
medical marijuana, said he has a waiting list of 300 patients.
Since the University is one of the only two places allowed to
grow medical marijuana in the state, it is trying to meet the
rising demand as quickly as possible.
“It’s really important to us that we meet the demand because

that’s going to grow our program exponentially,” Mullens said.
Because further testing is needed, the amount of cannabis the
AgCenter is growing now is minimal. The bulk of the crop will
be grown starting in January. From planning to packaging, it
will take an estimated 16 weeks before medical marijuana is
ready to be sold in a pharmacy.
Only nine pharmacies have been approved to sell medical
marijuana in the state with the closest being Capitol Wellness
Solutions in Baton Rouge.
The University will receive only 10 percent of sales revenue
because GB Sciences is paying for most of the project’s
expenses.
The main reason the AgCenter decided to pursue medical
marijuana was not for the potential profit, but for the research
opportunities.
“Although people may see the benefit economically right now
with just getting the product to patients, we don’t,” Mullens
said. “We see the long term benefit in creating intellectual
property with research.”
The AgCenter has a long history of discovering new plant
varieties and finding the best growing practices, and they
hope to bring that to cannabis.
More research still needs to be done concerning cannabis,
like how to extract as much effective compounds like THC out
of the plant as possible, and how the plant grows in various
conditions.
The AgCenter also looks to use breeding and genetics to
create varieties and strains that may have higher THC content
or grow better in Louisiana.
“We hope to create a genetic library for cannabis where
people can come to us and say they are looking for plants
high in THC or any of those attributes, and we will be able to
provide that to them,” Mullens said.
The AgCenter hopes to make LSU “the go-to land grant
university” for cannabis.
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Great Strides
Working Towards A Better Future
he Paul M. Hebert Law Center Immigration Law Clinic
has helped gain asylum for 23 immigrants facing
danger in their home countries.
The clinic also helps clients with naturalization, green card
applications and visas for abused, abandoned or neglected
juveniles, but the vast majority of cases involve asylum.
Clinic director Lauren Aronson said these cases also tend to be
tricky and challenging for the law students to tackle.
“Because asylum is so complicated and because it’s what we do
the most of, I devote three entire weeks of class to it,” Aronson
said.
Aronson is responsible for picking which cases the clinic accepts,
supervising the law students’ work on the cases and teaching
immigration law, all while challenging her students by picking
cases that are not easy to win.
“Basically, what I’m looking for, is if [the case] would be an
interesting issue for a student to work on,” Aronson said. “I don’t
pick a case because I know for sure it’s going to win. It just has to
be viable.”
One case involved a woman from Baton Rouge who entered
the country illegally in 1999 when she was 15 years old. She
was granted temporary protected status two years later. Then in
2018, she was under threat of losing her legal status in the U.S.
To complicate things even further, she had lost all of her and her
husband’s paperwork in the 2016 floods that documented her legal
residence. The Immigration Law Clinic had to hunt through any and
all remaining forms their client had to prove her lawful presence.

Many cases were also emotional for the students. For example,
one case involved a woman fleeing to the U.S. to escape horrifying
domestic abuse in Honduras.
Annie Lanier, the student responsible for her case, said the woman
had been forced into marriage at gunpoint when she was only 12
years old. During her time in Honduras, her husband repeatedly
beat her in public and once cut her with a machete.
The woman has been in the U.S. for about 15 years and has four
children living here legally. The Law Clinic has already helped her
two daughers get asylum and they have completely prepared her
asylum application, but she still has not decided whether she will
risk applying for asylum because if her application is rejected, she
will be put into deportation proceedings, Lanier said.
“It was really nerve-racking and frustrating,” Lanier said. “If she
goes back, I think [her ex-husband] will find her [and kill her] ... I
don’t know if I would have been able to make it. I don’t know how
she’s still alive.”
These cases are becoming more difficult since U.S. Attorney
General Jeff Sessions narrowed the scope of asylum cases over
the summer, removing gang violence and domestic abuse from the
list of qualifiers.
Even though the Immigration Law Clinic continues to take on
difficult cases, it has a perfect record for the all the asylum cases it
has submitted.
“We’ve had a couple cases where I thought there’s just no way
where I think a person should qualify,” Aronson said. “But I doubt
the government will agree, but miraculously, it did.”

“There were a lot of variables,” said Chris Chesne, the student
responsible for her case. “I did not expect it to be as intense of a
process as it was.”
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Director of the LSU Paul M. Hebert Law Center Imigration Clinic
Lauren Aronson during the LSU Law Immigration Clinic on
Tuesday, March 20, 2018, in the LSU Law Center.

Volunteer Victoria Heyer scans documents for immigrants attending the clinic during the LSU Law
Immigration Clinic on Tuesday, March 20, 2018, in
the LSU Law Center.

Scott Bassett (Right) helps two immigrants with obtaining proper
documentation for the United States during the LSU Law Immigration
Clinic on Tuesday, March 20, 2018, in the LSU Law Center.

The LSU Law Center stands tall at its location on East Campus Drive on
Tuesday, March 20, 2018, on University's campus.
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(Above)
Signs directing guests hang
on display at the Delta Mouth
literary festival on Saturday,
April 7, 2018 in the Women's
Center on LSU campus.
(Right)
Audience members listen to
a panel at the Delta Mouth
literary festival on Saturday,
April 7, 2018 in the Women's
Center on LSU campus.
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Calvin Morris
Poetry becomes performance
lthough I walk through the valleys of the frat house, I
shall fear no Caucasian foolishness.”
For communication studies sophomore Calvin Marquis
Morris, known by stage name Kalvin Marquiz, writing
his truth in poetry is not enough. He seeks to bring life to his
poetry through performance by engaging with his audience and
transforming his written work into a spectacle.
Morris considers himself queer in all aspects of his identity, and
uses magical realism in his poetry to explore topics like race,
sexuality, gender identity, police brutality and other systems that
harm marginalized people. He said it is his duty as a writer to make
people in marginalized communities, especially black people in the
South, feel they are seen and know life is worth living.
“I try to talk about all the grief and all the death and all the bullshit
that we face in life, but also very much delve into what other
possibilities that can be had despite this grief, or in spite of this
grief, or because of this grief,” Morris said. “What world can we
collectively imagine that is better than this one, or what moment can
we live in to bring us joy when there’s so much sorrow around us?”
Morris is a performance artist. He writes poetry, performs spoken
word poetry, acts, sings and writes songs. He aspired to be a
singer-songwriter as a child, but when the dream didn’t seem
achievable, his focus turned to poetry.
“If poetry is my wife who I’m in a relationship with contractually,
who I married because her family had money and I was poor, then
music is like the love of my life who I go see on the side and I write
sonnets about,” Morris said.
Morris delved into poetry and writing professionally through
WordCrew, a youth spoken word collective, in 2016. He performed
with the group at the Delta Mouth Literary Festival last semester.
Morris said his favorite thing about poetry his that he doesn’t have
to use complete sentences to convey abstract thoughts, images
and emotions without it being false. Spoken word allows him to
talk about life in a broader, metaphorical way that speaks to the
audience on a more universal scale.

“I think poetry has this nice way of allowing me to be like, ‘I’ve
transformed into a f**king Phoenix, and I slapped the white girl
who touched my hair,’ which didn’t happen but it’s like it still has
the same truth,” Morris said. “It still reveals this greater truth about
what it means to be black and what the experience had provoked
in me.”
Morris draws inspiration for his work from all aspects of his life,
ranging from going to Splash and boy problems to jokes he’s made
that sounded like mantras his grandmother would whisper.
“I write poems about like, making awkward eye contact with
people,” Morris said. “I’m working on a poem right there that
explores what it means to be black and queer, and how all our
words to describe what it means to be black or dark skin are
related to food and how that deals with how we are seen as
something to be consumed or something that is like appetizing for
white audiences.”
Morris said he is closest to his friends who are supportive, give
him confidence in his poetry when he wavers and push him to
be better. He said his family only gets his “happy church negro”
poetry, as they are openly homophobic and he believes allowing
for a healthy space between them and some of his work allows
them to still be his family until they’re ready to accept him.
Ultimately, Morris’ poetry is not only for others who may need it,
but himself. This is evident with his poem “Dreams of Mississippi
Burning” in the September edition of The Adroit Journal, which
explores his complex relationship with his mother, the conflict
between her expectations and sexuality, and survivor’s guilt from
her miscarriages.
“I’ve always seen poetry as a way for me to fully — not even
embrace, but for me to understand my own identities —
understand my own personhood and that was something that they
could not be a part of for me to be my fullest and my best self in
the truest form of myself that I needed to be,” Morris said.
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Small and Exotic
The club for all animal lovers
alike
he LSU Small and Exotic Animals Club had its first meeting on
Thursday featuring birds making special guest appearances
from the LSU Veterinary Teaching Hospital.
Animal sciences junior Layni LeBlanc was inspired to found the
organization after learning about chapters at other universities and
realizing that the University did not have a recreational club for students
interested in animals. Although the University does have a pre-vet club,
LeBlanc wanted there to be an organization on campus that welcomed
students of all majors and included both social and academic aspects.
LeBlanc discovered her fascination with exotic animals while researching
turtling and wanted to share that passion with others.
“There wasn’t a general animal science club,” LeBlanc said. “I wanted to
give students who aren’t wanting to become vets to still do something that
lets them interact with animals. Exotic animal science is really cool, and we
didn’t have anything like that.”
LeBlanc connected with other animal sciences majors and gathered a lot
of interest.
“Once she mentioned it, I realized it was a genius idea,” said fellow animal
sciences junior and social chair Carolyn Tran.
Nutrition and Food Sciences sophomore and club vice president Bryce
Franklin shared her enthusiasm.
“I’m not even an animal science major,” Franklin said. “This is something
you don’t have to be an animal science person to be a part of. I feel like we
really needed that.”
The club has partnered with BREC Zoo to provide opportunities for
volunteer work and community involvement. Some other volunteer
events they already have planned include working with the Louisiana Bird
Observatory to learn about handling wild birds, participating in LSU’s Spay
Day and working alongside Raptor Rehab.

Networking is also a key aspect of the organization. Several social events
are already in the works, including gameday tailgates and a picnic where
people are encouraged to bring their dogs. With the inclusion of different
majors, the social events will be an opportunity for students who might not
have crossed paths to bond over a mutual interest.
“Our tailgate is our first event, but hopefully we plan to do more,” Tran said.
Although the first meeting featured exotic birds, they plan on having
different animals present at its events. One of the club’s goals is to feature
a different animal at its meetings, which take place every other week.
“We want to have a live animal at every meeting for students to interact
with and to learn about, because that’s the way people learn,” LeBlanc
said. “The birds are exotic, but also we’re going to bring a cat to a meeting,
a dog to a meeting, things like that.”
Animal sciences sophomore and volunteer chair Leah Prudhomme
encouraged anyone who is interested to come to one of their meetings.
“Small and Exotic Animal Club is a great opportunity for those who are
interested in a veterinary career and those who aren’t,” Prudhomme
said. “This club is for all animal lovers alike. As a volunteer chair, I am so
excited to open new doors for students to help out our community and our
animals.”
Prudhomme said she was especially eager about the club’s creation
because she wanted to learn more about animals when she came to the
University but didn’t feel like there were a lot of extracurricular options for
that interest.
“I’m excited to bring animal science into perspective to a lot of people,”
LeBlanc said. “A lot of people get intimidated if they’re not wanting to go to
vet school. We want this to be a place where people can come and have a
good time, meet people and get some hands on experience.”
The LSU Small and Exotic Animals Club is still welcoming new members.
Meetings will take place every other Thursday at 5 P.M. for the remainder
of the semester.
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Caption This
Put Your Thinking Cap On
f you’re looking to rep social issues, show off
your black girl magic or get a chuckle from a
meme with your graduation cap art, Grad Kap
Magic can give you exactly what you’re looking for.
Graduate student Taylor Simien is a creator. She is also
a part-time intern with iCare and a shift manager at
McDonald’s. When Simien graduated from the University,
she decorated her own cap, and it went viral.
Simien then decided in 2016 to start her company Grad Kap
Magic and now decorates caps for graduates across the
country.
Simien said it can be stressful and challenging to keep up
with her four classes, part-time internship and work. Grad
Kap Magic provides her a break from this and allows her
to express her artistic ability. For Simien, art is not unlike
therapy.
“It’s something that I can do that isn’t mandatory,” Simien
said. “I don’t have to do it. I do it because I love it, and when
I paint it’s me by myself, nothing on, no TV, no music, it’s just
me submersed in my own thoughts and expressing myself
in the best way that I can.”
Simien started off painting directly on caps, but because
she gets orders from all over the country, she now uses cap
toppers to simplify the process.
Simien said her favorite part of the process of creating caps
is showing the commissioner the finished product. They
give her their vision, she shows them what to expect in a
black and white sketch and then the cap is painted.
“I’ve yet to have someone who is unsatisfied with their caps,
whether that would be they just didn’t want to tell me or I’m
just doing a good job,” Simien said. “I think that’s why it’s my
favorite part — because they can finally see their vision right
in front of their eyes.”
Story // Ashlei Gosha
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Briley Slaton
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Simien said she considers herself to be more of a creator
than an artist, and has always been creative in many
different avenues. Last semester, she created staffs for
Alpha Kappa Alpha, and has participated in things like paint
parties.
“I have not had formal art training — I’ve never taken an
art class or any of that,” Simien said. “It just kind of came
naturally and I picked up different things, painting being the
one that I go to the most, but I’m trying to dabble in different
things and I would definitely love to take formal art classes
in the future if time permits.”
Simien’s life was chaotic when she made her first cap,
she said. Her mother was laid off at the time and she was
working at LSU Dining to help out with money. She said
graduation seemed like the light at the end of the tunnel.
Simien said being the first grandchild to graduate from both
her mom’s and dad’s sides of the family was important to
her.
“Just to be a black woman in today’s times — I feel like black
women have it the worst, and being able to go to college,
graduate from college — it’s a really big deal,” Simien said.
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A Leap in Medicine
Standardizing 3D Printing
he medical world has long been looking for
ways to apply 3D printing technology. An
LSU professor may have just found a way.
Director of the Medical Physics Program
Wayne Newhauser and his research team are working
to make 3D printing technology a part of cancer
treatment.
3D printing has the ability to help specialize treatments
for individual patients. It is already providing cheaper
prosthetics for amputees that cater to each patients’
needs.
Doctors are also using 3D models of a patient’s chest,
face or other relevant body part to test potentially
dangerous procedures before treating the patient.
The survival rate of nearly every type of cancer has
greatly increased over the past 25 years due in part to
more effective radiation therapy and chemotherapy,
according to Cancer.org.
Over the past 20 years, cancer treatment and radiation
therapy in particular, which is the delivery of highenergy beams or particles to kill cancer cells, has been
getting more precise in targeting cancer cells and
not healthy cells, according to the American Cancer
Society. However, there are still many cases where
patients are missing certain organs or other body
parts, or have bodies that are usually fragile. For these
patients, radiation therapy needs to be even more
precise or the treatment may kill vital cells and tissues
when trying to hit cancer cells.
“Radiation therapy is very safe and very effective, but
there are some cases where we know that [radiation
therapy] struggles,” ” Newhauser said.
One of the ways doctors have been continuing to
perfect radiation therapy is through testing models
called phantoms. These 3D models simulate a part
of the body like the head, torso or even a full body
model, and effectively serve as a testing dummy for

doctors looking to calculate the correct radiation dose
and placement before administering the treatment to a
live patient. However, these phantoms are not usually
made for a specific patient which presents problems
when dealing with unusual cases.
“If you have a store-bought phantom, it’s going to
look like the average person, and it may not be at all
relevant to [certain patients],” Newhauser said. “You
need to have a phantom that mimics those same
anatomic characteristics [of the patient].”
Newhauser gave the example of a patient whose nose
had been amputated. The standard tools at doctors’
disposal did not allow for the same preciseness as
normal patients.
Newhauser said he hopes to use 3D printing
technology in order to print phantoms for these
patients with unique characteristics. His team is
already able to convert CT scans, which almost every
cancer patient receives, into a set of 3D printing
instructions. From there, all they need is a special
printer and ink to make a phantom specific to the
patient.
As of now, Newhauser and his team have not used this
technology on many patients, and are still in the testing
phase of their research.
“The short-term goal is to show that it’s feasible to do
this,” Newhauser said. “Everyone has known since [the]
get-go that in theory it ought to work, but there’s quite
a difference between being able to recognize that it
will work and being able to demonstrate that it’ll work.
Our goal is to print a whole body, a 3D personalized
phantom that mimics the properties of an actual
patient.”
After their testing phase is complete, Newhauser said
they hope to find a company that can commercialize
what they’ve done, so that 3D-printed phantoms can
become more widely available to patients across the
country.
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oach Ed Orgeron was still LSU's interim head coach the last
time UCF lost a game.
The Knights' 25-game winning streak ended Tuesday as the
Tigers took them down in the PlayStation Fiesta Bowl 40-32.
"First of all, we want to congratulate the guy on our team and
our coaching staff," Orgeron said. "This was a tremendous year and we
got to come out west for a business trip. I do want to compliment Central
Florida. They have an excellent football team, they were well coached.
What a heck of a football game."
Quarterback Joe Burrow had the best game of his LSU career, going 21-of34 for 394 yards and 4 touchdowns.
Senior kicker Cole Tracy also went 4-for-4 on field goals, putting him in
sole possession of the NCAA all-division career record (97) and the LSU
single-season record (29) for field goals made.
LSU won the toss and elected to receive for the first time the season.
The Tigers didn't wait for the first offensive drive to come out strong.
Sophomore running back Clyde Edwards-Helaire returned the opening
kick 77 yards down to the LSU 16-yard line.
Senior running back Nick Brossette immediately came out with an 11-yard
run, but that's where LSU's drive stalled. A false start penalty on offensive
lineman Saahdiq Charles and a sack on Burrow left the Tigers to attempt a
field goal.
Tracy drilled a 24-yard field goal for LSU to take a 3-0 lead with 12:38 left
in the first quarter.
UCF took no time to combat LSU's scoring drive with one of its own. It only
took six plays and 1:38 off the clock for the Knights to score, capping it off
with a 25-yard touchdown run by running back Greg McCrae.
LSU was marching down the field and was in the red zone after driving 60
yards downfield. What looked like for sure LSU points flipped quickly as
Burrow missed receiver Derrick Dillon and UCF defensive back Brandon
Moore intercepted it for a touchdown.
Burrow took a hard hit as he attempted to make a tackle on the return and
had to be looked at by LSU trainers.
The Knights took a 14-3 lead with 6:39 left in the first quarter.
As LSU started its next drive, it struggled to get the run game going.
Brossette only had 10 carries for 30 yards at the end of the first quarter.
Burrow showed no signs of head injury as he opened the drive with a 15yard completion to junior receiver Stephan Sullivan and ran for 11 yards of
his own.
A UCF unsportsmanlike conduct penalty after a third down sack kept LSU's
drive alive. The Tigers capped it off with a 22-yard touchdown pass from
Burrow to sophomore receiver Justin Jefferson to cut UCF's lead to 14-10.
LSU seemed to continue turning the tide. After UCF went four plays for 23
yards, junior linebacker Devin White forced a fumble on UCF quarterback
Darriel Mack and junior linebacker Michael Divnity recovered it.
Despite LSU's good fortune, senior cornerback Terrance Alexander was
disqualified from the game for throwing a punch as a UCF player blocking
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him.
Burrow continued to show toughness and he started the drive with a 10yard run. Two plays later, he hit Derrick Dillon up the middle. Dillon broke a
tackle on the sideline and kept going for a 49-yard touchdown. LSU took a
17-14 lead as time ran out in the first quarter.
Despite the losses in the secondary, the LSU defense forced a three and
out on the UCF the following drive.
Burrow started the next LSU drive by completing to Sullivan again for a big
gain of 19 yards. Burrow then hit Chase and Edwards-Helaire for nine and
eight yards respectively.
After a holding penalty on Charles seemed to stall the drive, Burrow
completed a 33-yard touchdown pass to Justin Jefferson, who was wide
open in the end zone. LSU took a 24-10 lead with 7:11 left in the first half.
The LSU defense settled in in the second quarter, totaling five sacks and
nine tackles for loss. They seemed to be in a groove until sophomore AllAmerican safety Grant Delpit was ejected for targeting halfway through the
quarter.
Neither team score for the remainder of the first half until UCF quarterback
D.J. Mack hit Gabriel Davis for a 32-yard touchdown in the corner of the
end zone with four seconds left. UCF cut the lead down to 24-21 at the
end of the first half.
UCF got the ball to start the second half, but went three and out on its first
three possessions. The LSU defense did not allow a first down in the third
quarter.
LSU, on the other hand, only needed four plays to get back on the board
as it seemed to finally get the ground game going. After a 1-yard run by
Brossette. Burrow hit senior tight end Foster Moreau for a 16-yard gain.
Brossette then rushed for 24 yards to bring the Tigers down to the UCF
32-yard line. LSU capped off the drive as Burrow connected with freshman
receiver Ja'Marr Chase for a 32-yard touchdown to extend the Tigers' lead
to 31-21.
On UCF's third punt of the second half, Jefferson, back as the punt
returner with Jonathon Giles out, muffed the punt and left the Knights in
prime position at the LSU 20.
The LSU defense stepped up once again, not allowing a first down and
limited UCF to a field goal to hold onto a 34-24 lead.
The Tigers started the following drive with a bang after Burrow hit
Derrick Dillon against, this time for 37 yards after multiple broken tackles.
Edwards-Helaire then ran for 19 yards and Burrow hit Chase for 10 yards
down to the UCF 13-yard line
But once again, LSU was unable to do anything in the red zone after
Burrow fumbled a snap. Jefferson could not hold onto Burrow's touchdown
pass and LSU was forced to bring out Tracy again. The Tigers maintained a
37-24 lead with 12:09 left in the game.
The defense continued to play as UCF was forced to punt once again.
With 11:24 left in the game and a 13-point lead, LSU took the next drive to
attempt to run out the clock and maintain that lead.
After four straight runs for 31 total yards, Burrow went downfield on third
and seven to hit Sullivan for 42 yards. LSU one again struggled in the red
zone and brought out Tracy to kick a 46-yard and extend the Tigers' lead
to 40-24.
Face mask and unsportsmanlike conducts penalties on linebacker Jacob
Phillips gave UCF 30 penalty yards to start its next drive. The Knights then
drove 45 yards downfield and capped it off with a one-yard touchdown run
by Taj McGowan to cut LSU's lead to 40-32 with 2:24 left in the game.
UCF tried to onside kick, but Moreau recovered and held onto the ball.
LSU went three and out on its final drive and was forced punt with 39
seconds left.
With UCF trying to tie the game, LSU safety JaCoby Stevens intercepted
Mack to clinch the game for the Tigers.
This is be the first time that LSU will finish the season higher than they
started since 2011.

Knights are Tigerbait
LSU defeats UCF, 40-32, in
Fiesta Bowl
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Tiny Tigers
Helping tiger moms
new lactation space with three private stations opened
Friday after a ribbon cutting ceremony in LSU’s Student
Union.
The space is open to all mothers in the LSU
community, including students, faculty, staff and visitors. To access
the rooms, a Tigercard or another form of identification must be
presented to the information desk on the second floor of the
Union.
The University needs at least 12 lactation rooms to accommodate
an adequate number of students and faculty members, according
to Tiny Tigers committee member Dr. Jane Cassidy. In November
2018, she said the program hopes to end up with as many as 15
locations spread across campus. Spots are already available in
Middleton Library and Patrick F. Taylor, among other places listed
on the Women’s Center website.
This new lactation space is the only one in the Union, located
on the second floor across from On-the-Geaux. The space was
previously an unused closet, and turning it into a lactation space
made use of the area while meeting the demand for such a space
in the Union.
Each station includes a chair, a large bottle of hand sanitizer, a roll
of paper towels and a lactation space resource booklet provided
by Tiny Tigers, LSU's official pregnancy and parenting program
that offers information about navigating work and school as a
parent.
Rachel Henry, the director of event managing and marketing for

LSU’s Auxiliary Services and a member of LSU’s Staff Senate,
pushed for a lactation space in the Union. She has had two
children during her time working at the University, and she
struggled to find adequate areas to pump. When a fellow staff
member returned to work after being on maternity leave, Henry
wanted to help.
“I had an opportunity to provide something that wasn’t given when
I was here,” Henry said. “We were able to do a resolution with Staff
Senate, and I was able to make a proposal to add those spaces
here.”
A year-long trial of the space occurred prior to its introduction in
which requests were taken to improve the space. A record was
kept on the number of people requesting and utilizing the space,
which was in the exact same area as the newly dedicated space.
Henry said that, initially, five or six people would use it per month,
and when that number increased to around 10, she realized the
need for an official space there.
Henry said the space will be available for use any time that the
Union is open, and there is no time limit for how long women can
use the stations. So far, there have been no instances of all three
stations in the Union space being used at the same time.
LSU Auxiliary Services is currently open for feedback regarding the
space, and research on how the space can be further improved is
being done.
“We’re going to baby-step it until it’s perfect,” Henry said. “If we get
significant feedback with certain requests, we will absolutely look
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Forest sits outside of Companion Animal Alliance after his walk
on Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2019.

Companion Animal Alliance's new shelter location is foud on 2550
Gourrier Ave. Baton Rouge on Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2019.
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Paw Points
Date-a-Dog
ust in time for Valentine’s Day, Companion Animal
Alliance is starting a new program that allows lonely
hearts to go on all the dates they want.
Date-a-Dog is a volunteer program at CAA’s new location on
campus across from Alex Box Stadium. Started by Susan Arnold
and Holly Carville, volunteers for the non-profit shelter, the initiative
aims to help socialize the dogs for adoption and also serve as
advertising.
Another benefit of the new building is that University students who
live on campus and are not allowed to have pets can now easily
sign up for Date-A-Dog and spend some time with a four-legged
companion. All they need to do is participate in a 30-minute
orientation held each month.
CAA was founded in 2010 to decrease the number of animals
euthanized in East Baton Rouge Parish. The shelter has increased
the EBRP animal save rate from 20 percent to 70 percent over
the past decade, according to its website. The save rate is the
percentage of animals the shelter takes in that are adopted.

“Fun,” Carville said. “It is just about fun.”
She said there are all kinds of activities people can do with the
dogs, such as bathing them before leaving and hopping in the car
for an adventure.
Now, with the recent change in location and the creation of the
Date-a-Dog program, CAA wants to raise the number of activities
even higher. Carville said the organization loves its new facilities
and location next to the LSU School of Veterinary Medicine.
“My sister (a member of CAA’s board) said it just has made
everyone so happy to be in such a fabulous facility,” Carville said.
While the program is geared toward helping the dogs at CAA, it
can also help people who just want to relax by spending time with
man’s best friend. Lacey Lamana, a nurse in Baton Rouge, said her
friend invited her along for the orientation on Jan. 5.
“I had rescued a dog before and that changed my life, so I’m
passionate about homeless animals,” Lamana said.

The women both credit each other with getting the program
running, but Arnold said Carville did all the work.

Like CAA, Lamana believes that Date-a-Dog will help the
community to be more aware of the good nature and adoptability
of shelter animals.

“Holly was the one who really took the bull by the horns,” Arnold
said.

“I think it brings awareness to the public that there are great pets
in the shelters that need good homes,” she said.

In less than a month, Carville got t-shirts, bandannas and posters
made. She also got the word out through social media and worked
on the logistical aspects with CAA. But for Carville, Date-a-Dog is
only about one thing.

Lamana’s chosen dog, a black bull-terrier mix named Kanye, could
barely contain his excitement once he got outside. His tail wagged
constantly as he dragged Lamana along, ready to explore LSU with
his new friend.
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Long Live the
Asphalt
Engineering Professor Finds a Way to
Increase the Longevity of Our Roads.
niversity mechanical engineering professor Guoqiang
Li and his team worked for the past eight years to
create an asphalt sealant that prevents water from
seeping into the asphalt, increasing its longevity.
The earth’s soft soil with its lack of support is one of the reasons
why streets crack. The other reason is precipitation, which is what
Li’s research is trying to solve. His sealant stops the water from
penetrating into the pavement because when water penetrates it,
cracks become unsealable.
Li majored in civil engineering and taught nine years in pavement
and design, but now teaches mechanical engineering.
“We have already sent humans to the moon, but we just cannot
solve the problem under our feet,” Li said.
The problem is that the pavement suffers from its thermal
properties, Li said. In summer, all the materials expand, but in
the winter all the materials contract. When trying to seal cracks
in pavement, a material that behaves in the opposite way is
necessary. In the summer, the sealant would need to shrink, and in
the winter, it would need to expand.
About 10 years ago, Li started studying shape-memory polymers.
Shape-memory polymers behave opposite to conventional physics
and, with that, realized that shape-memory polymers were a good
material to solve the problem with pavement.
He received grants from the Transportation Research Board and
Louisiana Research Board to study shape-memory polymers. On
what is now Engineering Lane at the University, he installed two
pieces of sealant in 2011. Today, they are still working perfectly,
according to Li.

The materials needed a complex process of agitation. The material
itself does not work opposite to conventional physics, so, as a
result, humans need to agitate it before the installation. This sort of
agitation is a form of mechanical deformation. Two postdoctorates
on his team in 2011 spent their entire winter break trying to prepare
the two pieces of material. Li found this process too complex.
In 2012 and 2013, Li discovered a new material called a two-way
memory shape polymer. This material does not need humans
to agitate it while the regular polymers had to be. Naturally, it
provides the agitation. He disclosed this idea to the University’s
intellectual property office and submitted the first patent
application in 2014, with a second application following in 2018.
The intellectual property office at the University encouraged him
to start a small business in 2016. Hosted in the Louisiana Business
and Technology Center, the Louisiana Multi-functional Material
Group helps develop two-way memory shape polymers. In 2016, Li
received his first Small Business Research Initiative grant from the
National Science Foundation, and last year, he received his second
one, which they are currently working on.
In December, Texas Transportation Institute tested the sealant
in a way that simulated real use, and the material passed their
specification. During the spring, the Louisiana Research Center
will test the pavement in an accelerated loading facility. Pavement
usually takes 20 years to test but, there, it takes three months.
They have also been offered the opportunity to test the sealant
in Minnesota, which offers a cold alternative to the hot and humid
climate of Louisiana.
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Take Me Back to
1857
The Market at Circa 1857 is bringing one-of-akind vintage and original pieces to the people
of Baton Rouge.
he Market at Circa 1857 is bringing one-of-a-kind vintage and
original pieces to the people of Baton Rouge.
Circa 1857 is an artistic community boasting several unique
businesses — The Market being one of them. The business
is located on 1857 Government Street, directly in the heart
of Baton Rouge, and the spirit of the city is apparent as soon as you step
inside.
At The Market, art is the main focus. Showcases of local artists like
Jade Brady and Gerry Wacker line the walls while vintage furniture and
decorations sit below. It’s no surprise that the owner, Garrett Kemp, is an
artist himself.
Kemp began working at The Market in 2013 as he began his college
career. As a studio arts major, he found Circa 1857 was a place to get
hands on experience in the field.
“I wanted to be involved in the arts,” Kemp said. “This was just the place to
do it.”
Along with the featured artists, he said he began to develop an interest in
the antique and vintage pieces the store carries. In 2016, an opportunity
arose. The previous owner decided to sell the business, and Kemp,
encouraged by his family, took the leap and bought the property.
Since then, he has been curating an expansive collection of vintage
pieces. Instead of limiting his choices to a certain era or style, he instead
focuses on structure and lines, architectural accents and how an item can
be both aesthetically pleasing and functional. The store carries pieces
from as far back as the 1800s, all still in top-notch condition.
The antique market is still mostly dominated by an older demographic,
but Kemp stressed the opportunity that vintage shopping presents to the
younger crowd.
“[You can] not break the bank,” he said. “But you can still get a good
quality piece that’s interesting and different than what you’re going to get
at Ikea.”
Thanks to the younger generation’s growing focus on sustainability and

quality, vintage shopping has experienced quite the boom. With the
guidance of a young owner and staff, The Market is doing what it can
to cater to this new audience and encourage both an appreciation for
antiques and art.
Kemp is dedicated to keeping the antique store fun and fresh, despite the
age of their products. In the next few months, the store will host several
events guaranteed to prove that The Market is more than just a store.
“I do just want a younger demographic to come in,” Kemp said. “It’s not just
a sleepy, mom-and-pop antique shop.”
On Valentine’s Day, Country Roads Magazine will be hosting a sit-down
dinner at The Market with the theme, “Mid City is for Lovers.” Guests will
enjoy a four-course meal, courtesy of Marcello’s of Baton Rouge, while
taking in the surrounding artwork and antiques of Circa 1857.
Slightly further down the line, The Market will host its third annual
Champarty. For a $5 cover fee, guests will be able to sip on unlimited
champagne and enjoy local music, food and artisans while browsing the
store’s collections. This event will take place Mar 29 at 6:30 p.m.
Beyond events, The Market also recently added a section of the store
dedicated to art supplies to encourage more local artists to visit and
become involved.
“We’re hoping to reach more and more artists and host individual art
events and exhibitions for them.” Kemp added.
Overall, The Market is a celebration of art, past and present, and what
makes Baton Rouge special.
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Case Warmed Up
Manship Students Open Cold Cases
From Civil Rights Era
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esearchers from the University's Cold Case project are
investigating unsolved Civil Rights era murders in
Louisiana and southern Mississippi to bring closure to
affected families, pursue justice and rewrite history
before it’s too late.
Since the project began in 2010, around three dozen students
have investigated cases from the 1960s in which African Americans
died or disappeared at the hands of klansmen and other white
supremacists who were often backed by local law enforcement.
“I think it was important for LSU to take this on because these
deaths occurred in LSU’s backyard,” former University professor
James Shelledy* said. “It has the resources to look into these
things.”
These researchers are part of the Manship School of Mass
Communication’s Statehouse Bureau, an experiential journalism
program headed by former New York Times investigative
reporter and University professor Chris Drew. The program allows
students to cover Louisiana’s legislature for nearly 50 news
outlets statewide. This semester, six students from that course are
investigating the cold case, with help from two volunteers. The
project teaches students real-life journalism skills by making them
meticulously analyze documents and have compelling interviews
so families who suffered during the era can finally get answers.
Researchers have historically taken semi-annual trips to the
National Archives in Washington, D.C., to retrieve FBI documents
requested through the Freedom of Information Act. Their plans
to do so this semester were postponed due to the government
shutdown, but Drew still plans to send two students to copy two
files containing a combined 2,172 pages of documents.
These partially redacted documents include information about
Robert Fuller, a former Klan leader who killed three black
farmhands in the 1960s in northeastern Louisiana, and the White
Knights, a faction of the KKK that emerged during the Civil Rights
era. While they wait to retrieve those files, researchers are
sifting through FBI interview reports and other documents on
the Deacons for Defense and Justice, an armed black resistance
group that aimed to defend black communities from klansmen. A
few chapters emerged in Louisiana, and one was in Bogalusa. The
Washington Parish town is a crucial part of another subject of the
team’s research. Some students are investigating the murder of
Oneal Moore, one of the parish’s first black deputies.
Information that researchers find on the case will be relayed to
Stanley Nelson, who plans to write a book on the case. Nelson is
the editor of the Concordia Sentinel, a newspaper published in
Ferriday, La., and he has investigated cold cases for years. As an
editor, he does not have time to travel to the National Archives
to retrieve documents, so the work of the researchers helps him
greatly.
Nelson explained that in most cases during the era, the FBI kept
files, and when the cases were closed, the files were put away and
sometimes became inaccessible. Students were able to retrieve
some files for the first time since the 1960s, enabling them to
discover who the FBI was investigating decades ago and connect
it with evidence from their own research.

Some criticize the return to these cases, but Nelson defends the
importance of doing so by asking critics to consider if their family
members were victims of the crimes during the era.
He said that an unsolved murder in any community is horrible,
especially a Civil Rights era murder that went unsolved because
klansmen were involved with law enforcement and intimidated
witnesses into silence.

Drew noted the value of revealing the names of witnesses who
had the courage to speak out.
“Some people feel better when they see that even though the
FBI didn’t crack the case, three local people actually stood up as
witnesses and told them what they knew,” Drew said.
Drew’s predecessor, Shelledy, said that law enforcement and the
FBI have been too consumed with other issues to revisit 50-yearold cases that would probably not lead to a conviction. The task
falls almost entirely on the students and journalists like Nelson,
and, as witnesses and perpetrators age, the window to conduct
interviews is narrowing. Luckily, the location of dozens of murders
allows them to fulfill this duty.
One of Shelledy’s teams believed it discovered what happened to
Joseph Edwards, a black man who disappeared in Vidalia in 1964.
He is suspected to be the victim of foul play by klan-sympathizing
law enforcement officers, according to an article on the project’s
website. Shelledy said they interviewed witnesses and were able
to draw a conclusion through circumstantial but clear evidence.
Andrea Gallo,* now an investigative reporter for The Advocate,
was a cold case researcher under Shelledy in 2012 and 2013.
The primary case she worked on involved the murders allegedly
committed by klansman Ernest Parker. He was accused of tying
two black men to the motor block of his Jeep and throwing them in
the Old River near Tallulah. Reporting on the case taught Gallo how
to condense thousands of pages she had read into a single story.
“It was really cool as a student just to go to the National Archives
and to do that level of research that really showed how to be an
investigative reporter,” Gallo said.
Gallo said it is incredibly tragic for a loved one to be brutally
murdered and never get answers. The project allows students to
piece together information to bring justice and closure to families.
Nelson stressed how important it is for families to know that
someone cares and is working to get answers. Even if cases are
not solved, researchers can give families information that the FBI
did not.
“It’s just the right thing to do,” Nelson said. “It’s what we ought to
do. It’s the moral thing to do.”
Nelson said this research may be the most important thing
students ever do, and he believes they will always be glad they
were involved with such essential work.
“Students sacrifice a lot of time for this, and they are motivated by
doing what’s right,” Nelson said. “They’re led by their hearts.”
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History in the
Walls
Allen Hall has more to it than just classrooms
nside Allen Hall, dozens of murals line the top of the
walls, depicting various images of farming, science and
education.
“There is no single answer to [what the murals depict],” said art
history professor Darius Spieth. “There are multiple parts of it.
The primary thing is to show how LSU is relevant to the state with
research and agricultural elements.”
These frescoes were painted by University art students in the
1930s, Spieth said. They were all students of Conrad Albrizio, a
professor in the school of art. Stylistically, these murals are very
similar to Albrizio's work.
Albrizio is famous for the murals in the Union Passenger Terminal
train station in New Orleans. He painted them in 1954 and, by
this time, his style had changed. They are very colorful and cubist
inspired, according to “Art Rocks!” a Louisiana Public Broadcasting
television series.
Albrizio also did frescoes in the Louisiana State Capitol that are
very similar to the ones in Allen.
These murals in Allen date back to the time of Work Progress
Administration (WPA) Art. During the New Deal, the WPA funding
became available to construct large-scale art projects. The artists
produced work for the public. Mural paintings are seen in post
offices, state capitols and public buildings.
Jackson Pollock is an example of an artist that created WPA Art. A
common art style at the time was figurative while some included
bulky figures. A lot of the work of the WPA included depictions of
local history.
According to “The Murals of Allen Hall: Reclaiming a Legacy,” a
book designed and produced by the College of Art and Design
and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, the Allen Hall
murals did not have WPA support because they were student
projects, but they did have influence from the WPA.
The murals in Allen Hall are not real frescoes as real frescoes are
plastered into the wall. These murals are painted on the drywall
with oil paints, according to Spieth.
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According to “The Murals of Allen Hall”, Allen Hall is very
significant to the University's campus. The hall is a part of the
library group with Hill Memorial Library and Peabody Hall. Peabody
and Allen frame Hill Memorial Library. Allen Hall is also the first
building along the western edge of the main quadrangle.
Some murals in Allen are missing today because they have been
covered up. Some frescoes were destroyed. In the original murals
before they were restored, some frescoes included political
content, which included World War II and rise of fascism. There
were political comments about Hitler and Mussolini in the murals.
An administrative assistant insisted they be removed.
The frescoes on the western end were visible until 1962 when the
stairwell in Allen was modified to gain access to the third floor,
at which point they were covered by the stairwell addition. Each
student had a segment, and were allowed to paint whatever they
wanted which led to political content.
For decades, the murals were covered up. A restorer in the 1990s
removed a layer of paint and so the murals became visible again.
Some of the original artists were still alive when the murals were
restored.
In 2001, the comprehensive conservation campaign of the fresco
cycle of the 1930s began with the restoration of murals on the
interior of each end of Allen Hall. These murals had never been
painted over and remained visible, although not as vivid as they
once had been.
In 2001, the murals were chemically analyzed with a non-invasive
cleaning methodology using dry cleaning followed by deionized
water applied to Japanese rice-paper for the removal of the
accumulation of surface dust and deposits. Minor repairs were also
made, especially near a window where a leak had been present,
according to “The Murals of Allen Hall”.
In 2012, when the stairwell in Allen Hall had been reconfigured
and the recovery of the murals on the western end began, the
removal of the layers of overpainting was carried out by means of
a compatible solution applied to small areas.
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Stroke of the Guitar
Stroke victims now have a creative option for their
rehabilitation, thanks to a team of University students
who have built an adaptive guitar specializing in
restoring motor function. The guitar, which is the second of its kind,
was originally the brainchild of Assistant Professor of Kinesiology,
Nikita Kuznetsov.

wants to experiment with playing their adaptive guitar. Kuznetsov
compared the experience to the popular music game Guitar Hero,
although the technique involved is significantly more difficult.
Students should not get discouraged if they initially find playing the
instrument challenging, especially since they are instructed to play
with their non-dominant hand.

“I have a friend who had a stroke and he was a musician,”
Kuznetsov said. “He basically couldn’t play anymore, and he had
played the guitar. I thought this might be one way to help him.”

“Some students get very frustrated the first day,” Cherry said. “It
moves very quickly, so they get overwhelmed at first.”

Kuznetsov said his friend tried to develop a similar device, but
couldn’t get it to work. Whenever Kuznetsov started his faculty
position at the University, he saw it as the perfect opportunity
to continue his friend’s work. Kuznetsov enlisted a diverse team
ranging from undergraduate freshmen to alumni to work on the
project. Kinesiology graduate student Marcelline Dechenaud
immediately jumped on board, since it was a unique opportunity
to combine her academic interest in kinesiology with her musical
hobby.
“I’m a musician,” Dechenaud said. “When I heard about the project,
I thought that would be a very cool thing for me to be involved in.”
Dechenaud plays the cello but finds it difficult to devote time to
music amidst her academic pursuits.
“I wouldn’t do it professionally, since I don’t have enough time, but
I try to practice as much as I can,” Dechenaud said.

The benefits of the adaptive guitar not only apply to stroke
victims or those seeking to learn how to play an instrument on
a basic level. Seasoned musicians might be fascinated by the
guitar’s capability to play chords that are impossible on a standard
acoustic due to the complex hand placement. LSU alumnus James
Kirsch, who graduated with his bachelor’s in engineering but still
remains closely involved with the project, said the project had its
fair share of doubters. The idea has been attempted multiple times
before, but this version is by far the most complicated and the
most successful.
“No one else expected it to work,” Kirsch said. “They thought it
was too complicated. When we finally presented it, one of the
guys who said there was no way it was going to work said, ‘I don’t
understand how you did this.’ He called it black magic.”

“This is my first experience with research at a university setting,”
Cherry said. “It’s such a great opportunity for me to be involved in
during my freshman year of college.”

Despite the skeptics, Kirsch said the team always remained
confident. It took a lot of long nights, but they eventually
accomplished their goals.

Each year in the U.S., an estimated 795,000 people suffer from a
stroke. Despite popular misconception, it is not a rare condition
that only affects the elderly. It is extremely common, and can
happen to anyone at anytime.Recovering from a stroke can also be
a lifelong process.

“A few days before, I realized it wasn’t physically possible to put it
together, so I had to make a lot of last minute modifications,” Kirsch
said.

Although the adaptive guitar has only been tested on University
student volunteers, the University will soon bring the device to
Baton Rouge General Hospital. Kuznetsov is currently working on a
grant to expand funding for the project.
“This project involves a lot of people, so it’s a great motivator,”
Kuznetsov said. “We’re all in this together.”
The project is still seeking volunteers and welcomes anyone who
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“After the first few days, it was so easy, they weren’t concentrating
anymore, and so then that’s the reason they would mess up,”
Dechenaud said.

Kinesiology freshman Sarah Cherry was excited to have been
included in such a meaningful project during her first year at the
University.

“I think this is something that I think a lot of people can understand
and relate to,” Cherry said. “It’s easy for me to get excited about,
because it has such an awesome impact on people.”
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The adaptive guitar has the added benefit of being like a starter
guitar for students who are not musical. Although it can be difficult
at first, most of the test subjects got the hang of it quickly.

Although Kirsch emphasized the stress the team was under in the
last few days before the presentation, he mentioned his respect for
Kuznetsov as an inspiration.
“Nikita’s great,” Kirsch said. “Making him happy was worth it.”
Although the difficult part of developing the device is over,
Kuznetsov said that his project has a higher ultimate goal of
becoming a commonplace rehabilitation method.
“I want to do something that helps with the quality of life in the
community,” Kuznetsov said. “Down the line, this could be used
for people with Parkinson’s, children with autism or aging adults. It
could really be helpful in a variety of situations.”

LSU students help rehabilitate stroke
victims with adaptive guitar
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LSU pathobiological sciences research assistant professor Paul Rider and his grad
student Farhana Musarrat partake in lab work inside of the Veterinary Teaching Hospital on Friday, Jan. 18, 2019.
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Malaria Vaccines
LSU Department of Pathobiological Sciences
research assistant professor Paul Rider
created a malaria vaccine that targets the
liver stage of the disease.
SU Department of Pathobiological Sciences research assistant
professor Paul Rider created a malaria vaccine that will
receive financial support through a “Leverage Innovation for
Technology Transfer,” or LIFT2, grant provided by the LSU
Board of Supervisor.“When I came to LSU from Berkeley, I was surprised
by how many opportunities there were at LSU to do research,” Rider said.
“I’m happy to be able to take advantage of those opportunities to do this
kind of work. I’m excited about all of the things that we’re doing here.”
Malaria is one of the “big three” infectious diseases, along with HIV and
tuberculosis. There are approximately 200 million cases of malaria each
year and 400,000 deaths caused by the disease, most of which are in
children under the age of 5.
“The best part about our vaccine is that we target the liver stage,” Rider
said. “The pathogenesis, the part that makes you sick, is the blood stage.
We’re stopping it before it gets to the blood stage and causes malaria.”
When a person is bitten by an infected mosquito, the mosquito introduces
sporozoites, cells that will cause infection, into the bloodstream. The
sporozoites travel through the liver and divide into schizonts, which
further divide into merozoites that infect the blood cells. The blood cells
then burst, which causes anemia and other symptoms of malaria. Rider’s
vaccine targets the parasite before it enters the blood cells.
Rider’s work expands on the research of LSU Department of
Pathobiological Sciences professor Gus Kousoulas, who created a Herpes
Simplex Virus vaccine. Kousoulas’ vaccine has two mutations in it that
disrupt the virus’ ability to enter neurons. This prevents the virus from
establishing latency, in which it lies dormant within a cell and periodically
reactivates, causing the host to experience symptoms.

Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) can be categorized into HSV Type 1,
which most commonly causes cold sores, and HSV Type 2, which
most commonly causes genital herpes. When Rider began working in
Kousoulas’ laboratory, Kousoulas and his team were determining if their
vaccine could protect mice from both HSV Type 1 and HSV Type 2.
Two years ago, Rider began looking for opportunities to use Kousoulas’
vaccine to vaccinate against other infectious diseases and cancer. He
began putting antigens from other infectious diseases into the vaccine and
testing the vaccines’ safety and efficacy.
Rider began collaborating with Dr. Ahmed Aly, who currently works at
Bezmialem Vakif University in Turkey, after Aly showed interest in using
malaria antigens in the HSV vaccine. After Rider created the vaccine, Aly
showed the vaccine had sterilizing immunity and completely protected
vaccinated mice from malaria.
The LIFT2 fund supports academic researchers in all campuses of the
University as they transition from researching and developing their
technologies to commercializing them for public use. The LIFT2 fund
awards grants twice a year on a competitive basis. Rider is one of 12
researchers to receive a LIFT2 grant during its ninth round of funding.
The LIFT2 grant will allow Rider to perform experiments with the malaria
vaccine that are necessary for the vaccine to be available for distribution.
Rider expressed gratitude for his colleagues, including Kousoulas and
former University professor Thomas Klei, and the LIFT2 grant provided by
the LSU Board of Supervisors.
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The Tigerland sign sits on Bob Pettit Boulevard, on Monday, Jan. 14, 2019.
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A Tigerland Upgrade
“It doesn’t match the decor because
Tigerland is pretty ratchet and the new sign
isn’t ratchet"
hen people think of LSU, they may think of the amazing
athletics, the innovative academic programs or even the
famous Mike the Tiger. People may also think of Tigerland.
Whether they like itor not, Tigerland is and has been an
important part of the culture here at LSU.
Most weekends and even some weeknights, students can be found having
a good time at one of the six bars that make up Tigerland. Theme nights
like T-Shirt night at Reggie’s and Thirsty Thursday have further increased
the traffic at this popular party spot. The nights the bars offer free cover
and drink specials draw even more of a crowd.
Besides the bars, one of the most well-known parts of Tigerland is the
infamous Tigerland sign. It was almost like a right of passage for students
to take pictures with their friends hanging in front of the sign and post
them on social media. Sadly, at the end of 2018 the old sign was torn down
and replaced with a new one.
This development has been a long time coming. Marc Fraioli, the owner of
Fred’s, came up with the design for the new sign ten years ago. However,
it wasn’t until recently that all of the bars were able to secure the funding
that was needed.
The design of the new sign was intended to be sturdy and last as long as
possible. The old sign had been up for over 40 years. A lot can happen
during that time.

destination for out-of-towners and the new sign would step it up.”
Tigerland has been attracting more than just LSU students and people
who live in the Baton Rouge area. During football season especially,
people from all over the country come to check out the area. The owners
of the bars are doing their best to keep the crowds safe, upgrade the bars,
and improving with every passing year.
Students have varying opinions about the new sign However, a majority of
them feel that the new sign doesn’t really match the rest of Tigerland.
“It’s a classy upgrade, but it’s not really the same.” said animal science
freshman Lainey Stewart.
Sports Administration junior Samantha Larsen also feels that the sign isn’t
really the same, but there is an upside to the new sign.
“It doesn’t match the decor because Tigerland is pretty ratchet and the
new sign isn’t ratchet," Larsen said. "It’s too formal, but now people can’t
hang off of it like they hung off the old one.”
If any students feel especially sentimental and miss the sign dearly, they
can always go visit it at Fred’s where it is hanging in the outdoor section of
the bar.

“All of the bars put money in and all thought it was a good idea and fresh
new look,” said Fred’s general manager Jason Nays. “LSU is such a
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Vegan Friendly Foods operates under normal business hours on
Monday, Jan. 21, 2019 on Bennington Ave.
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Vegan Soul Food
Roy's solution for struggling vegans was to
make soul food vegan, opening a restaurant
without a single animal-based ingredient.
n a small restaurant on Bennington Avenue, Cornelius
Roy planned on revolutionizing Baton Rouge food
culture. Now, around two months after Vegan Friendly
Foods’ opening, the business is still going strong.
Roy, one of the owners of Vegan Friendly Foods, wants to
make vegan food popular for everyone and spread awareness
of healthier foods. As an on-and-off vegan for eight years, he
understands how hard it is to find good vegan options. His solution
was to make soul food vegan, opening a restaurant without a
single animal-based ingredient.
“It’s about spreading and educating. This is kind of like activism
in a sense. It’s weird trying to help people with their diet,” Roy
said. “This is not the healthiest vegan thing to eat, but it’s a good
starting point to help you transition.”
Besides their signature dishes, like jambalaya and mushroom
steak, they also plan on testing out new dishes, like vegan ice
cream. Their desserts, especially the vegan King Cake, have been
big hits. Other dishes took a lot of effort, like the Backslider Burger,
which was the restaurant’s effort to make a good vegan burger.

want to see how they work first here in the restaurant before I
break off and do other stuff.”
Right now, Vegan Friendly Foods gets around 70-100 customers
a day, frequented by both college students and members of the
Baton Rouge community. They’re just starting to expand, getting
their first catering event for February.
One of the best experiences Roy’s had since Vegan Friendly Foods
opened is the support and the appreciation from the Baton Rouge
community. Roy said the restaurant has gotten a lot of positive
feedback so far.
“Those things really touch me because they’re appreciative of
the food, they say ‘thank you for being here,’ like ‘Baton Rouge
needed this,’” Roy said. “Those types of interactions with the
community have been very touching.”
Vegan Friendly Foods owner Cornelius Roy sits outside of his
restaurant on Monday, Jan. 21, 2019 on Bennington Ave.

“So we’re vegan right? We need to have a burger that we can eat
that’s comparable to another burger that someone would eat that
has bacon and cheese and all that stuff on that,” Roy said. “So
that’s why we did like a coconut bacon, the cheese, the avocado.”
Another challenge was making good vegan mac and cheese,
which took them some trial and error, especially in the taste and
consistency.
“That is something in the vegan community that is the definer,”
Roy said. “If you have the mac and cheese, we love you. And that
is something, ironically, we’ve been struggling with nailing that
down.”
They eventually succeeded in making good mac and cheese by
using nut-based cheese. After having a customer taste it without
any complaints, Roy thinks they finally hit on the right recipe.
Besides experimenting with new dishes, Roy also wants to
implement a monthly newsletter with advice on how to eat
healthily as a vegan along with other lifestyle advice. His goal is to
make the restaurant into a community place, somewhere where
everyone can express their culture.
“The store is a hub, it’s a testing ground. It’s more than a
restaurant,” Roy said. “I have other concepts I want to do and I
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Garage for Clothes
If you’re looking for an oil change from a man
named Tim, you’re about to be sorely disappointed.
If you’re looking for an oil change from a man named Tim, you’re about to
be sorely disappointed.
Brad Jensen, owner of Tim’s Garage, is a creator of clothing and designs
anyone can appreciate. From vintage-inspired LSU gear to Illuminati-esque
logo prints, this boutique has a t-shirt for any Baton Rouge resident.
Tim’s Garage is Jensen’s brainchild, a culmination of his projects all the
way from his college career to now. The store carries all seven of his
brands, and even allows Jensen to support other local businesses and
stock their merchandise as well. Essentially, the store can be whatever he
wants it to be.
The LSU alumnus said his interest in fashion spawned from his love of
BMX. As a kid growing up in the small town of Haughton, Louisiana, he
had little exposure to the world of art and design. BMX opened that door
for him.
“I spent most of my time in between the races going to t-shirt vendors,”
he said. “When I was in high school, I got into that. That really sparked my
interest in design.”
Once it came time for college, Jensen decided to turn that interest into
a career. While pursuing his degree in graphic design, he started his first
t-shirt brand, Icon. He worked at a printing shop, learned to print his own
shirts, and began
producing merchandise.
Though his career began in BMX, the designer slowly began to expand
into more universal designs after a friend wanted a shirt, but didn’t ride
bikes.

Jensen decided then that if he ever owned a boutique, that would be the
name. Now, the eccentric namesake sparks a fair dose of curiosity, but
also allows the owner to make the business whatever he wants it to be.
“It’s like your garage in your house,” he said. “You find a little bit of
everything in it. I thought that the theme of that would allow me to have a
lot of
flexibility.”
Now, Jensen uses that flexibility to his advantage. He doesn’t just
produce one type of design. Instead, his brands draw from a plethora of
inspirations, especially vintage aesthetics.
“Design that was produced in the 1950’s or 60s when the printing process
was a little bit more crude and the capabilities of the production were
limited,” he said. “I think that has translated into my eye for design.”
In the future, the designer wants to use his involvement in the small
business community to help rebuild Mid-City and encourage more people
to appreciate what it’s becoming, especially students at the University.
“I want to help drive more people to this area,” he said. “It’s all about being
part of a business culture that can help reshape this area that is yearning
for it.”
New designs and upcoming events can be found on Tim’s Garage
Instagram account, @timsgaragebr. Current stock can be found at www.
timsgaragebr.com.

“I started thinking about my brand,” he said, “Kind of simultaneously,
I learned about street art and turned my Icon t-shirt brand into an art
moniker.”
In 2009, Jensen opened up an art gallery called Bricks and Bombs. He
used the space to more formally display his own art, as well as feature
other local artists’ work and build the community around creativity.
He began making shirts as merchandise to promote the gallery, and
soon enough, the gallery became a clothing brand itself. From there, his
collection of designs only grew. The gallery evolved into a retail space,
and in October 2017, Jensen moved to his current location and decided to
rebrand. Now, we have Tim’s Garage.
Though the name may seem bizarre, it’s actually been a long time coming.
In high school, a friend of Jensen’s always showed up with unique clothing
uncommon to small town Louisiana. They were hand-me-downs from a
friend. Every time Jensen would ask where he got something, he got the
same
response — “From Tim’s garage.”
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ike the Tiger’s status as a bachelor with one sweet crib has
mostly been solidified since the completion of several
additions to his enclosure in 2017. But in 1945, Mike I had a
fateful encounter with a tiger femme fatale.
According to the book “Mike the Tiger: The Roar of LSU,” a student body
vote declared the majority thought Mike I needed to prove his manhood
and produce cubs. Soon after, Mike I was on his way to a zoo in Jackson
to meet his potential mate, Desdemona.
When Desdemona caught sight of Mike I, she snorted and growled. The
University’s own apex predator could not bear the huffy treatment, and
according to the book, “instead of returning the greeting, Mike I jumped
back in such fear, he landed on his back.”
The lack of tiger sex to phone home about quickly became a problem for
the late Jim Corbett, the director of sports information at the University
from 1945-55. A 2007 article from The Times-Picayune said Corbett had to
keep the story out of the media in fear of the rival school discovering Mike
I’s failed attempt at love.
“Can you imagine the hit LSU would have taken if the word got out
Mike [I] was not macho?” Corbett questioned then. “I looked [the name
Desdemona] up. She was the sexy wife of Othello in the Shakespeare
tragedy. Think of the PR tragedy LSU might have faced.”
Mike I was on campus for nine years when he met Desdamona in
1945. Eleven years before, the Tiger Athletic Foundation said athletic
department trainer Chellis “Mike” Chambers along with athletic director
T.P. Heard, intramural swimming coach William G. Higginbotham and
University law student Ed Laborde decided the Ole War Skule, as the
University was called then, needed a live tiger mascot.
On Oct. 21, 1936, students skipped class and gathered on Highland Road
with other onlookers to see their new mascot.
Mike I died in 1956 and Mike II arrived soon after. But, the new tiger died
of pneumonia after one month. With the football team in a losing season
and fearing ridicule, The Times-Picayune article said Corbett sent a
notice to The Daily Reveille, explaining Mike II was having trouble with
his new surroundings and would be kept inside “until he becomes more
accustomed to the excitement of being a mascot.”
Then-athletic department business manager Jack Gilmore said in The
Times-Picayune that he, Corbett and then campus police chief C. R.
Anderson, buried Mike II after midnight underneath a willow tree on the
Mississippi River.
“When [Corbett] got word the first Mike II died, he was already thinking
in PR terms,” Gilmore said. “He was thinking about people making jokes,
about how Mike [II] died because he couldn’t handle the shame of what
was happening on the football field.”
Gilmore quickly located another tiger cub in a Seattle zoo, and soon the
second Mike II took up his residence on campus. Ironically, he was also
short-lived, staying only one season before dying after complications from
multiple fractures to his back left leg. TAF said the University does not
know how or when he sustained the fractures.

TAF calls the tale of the two Mike II a “legend” on Mike’s official website,
but photographs from the first Mike II’s arrival and after the second was
put back in his habitat show two obviously different tigers. The story
became public knowledge when Gilmore wrote an essay about the ordeal.
Mike III was introduced on the first home game of the 1958 football
season, which also happened to be the first championship season for the
football team as they beat Clemson 7-0.
Mike III spent 18 years as the University’s mascot from 1958-76 and died of
pneumonia after the only losing season of his lifetime. TAF said Mike III is
the only tiger mascot known to have growled on command. Joel Samuels,
Mike III’s caretaker from 1965-67, used this to his advantage one gameday.
Samuels was able to get Mike III to growl by saying “Get ‘em Mike.” TAF
said during one LSU-Alabama game, Alabama’s players were crowded
around Mike III’s cage. Samuels quietly gave Mike III the signal, and
he scared the players so badly that Alabama coach Bear Bryant gave
Samuels a stern talking-to.
Mike IV arrived on campus in 1976. His reign signaled a new era for the
University’s live mascot, as he was donated from Busch Gardens while
the University purchased the previous tigers. The University has not
purchased a tiger since Mike III.
TAF said Mike IV spent the summer of 1981 at the Little Rock Zoo while his
enclosure was expanded from 400 to 1,100 square feet.
Also in 1981, pranksters cut the locks on Mike IV’s cage early in the
morning. He escaped and roamed around campus, enjoying his newfound
freedom. LSUPD notified Mike IV’s vet at the time, Dr. Sheldon Bivin, who
then had the task of sneaking around campus at 1 a.m. in search of a
roughly 400-pound tiger that naturally hunts at night.
Bivin was armed with a shotgun and tranquilizer, according to The TimesPicayune article. But once Bivin found Mike IV inside the LSU Bernie
Moore Track Stadium, he shot Mike IV with three tranquilizer darts before
the feline went down and his caretakers safely returned him to his habitat.
The University retired Mike IV to the Baton Rouge Zoo in 1990 due to
declining health, and he died there in 1995 as the oldest Mike ever.
Mike V had an unusual introduction to the University because Mike IV was
not actually retired by the time he arrived on campus. TAF said Mike V is
considered to be the friendliest and most playful mascot of all.
One of the most notable events in Mike V’s reign was the “I Like Mike”
campaign in 2001, a fundraising effort to improve and expand Mike V’s
habitat. The project was completed in 2005 and Mike V moved into his
new home in August 2005. He died in 2007 from kidney failure, because
he was too weak to withstand the anesthesia from emergency surgery.
Mike VI came to the University in 2007 when he was 2 years old. In May
2016, Mike VI was diagnosed with spindle cell sarcoma, an inoperable
form of cancer. Despite treatment, Mike VI’s tumor grew and his condition
worsened. On Oct. 11, 2016, Mike VI was euthanized in his night house.
Mike VII is the University’s current tiger mascot. He was donated from a
wildlife sanctuary in Florida, and was introduced to the public on on Aug.
21, 2017.
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Mike the Bachelor
Mike the Tiger’s Status as a Bachelor with
One Sweet Crib has Been Solidified Since
the Completion of Several Additions to His
Enclosure in 2017.

Mike the Tiger enjoys the cold weather on Sunday, Jan. 14, 2018, in his habitat on LSU campus.
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Military Makeover
Fighting for Repairs
he Military Science Building isn’t much different than
any other aging building on campus--except that
the military and ROTC programs were integral to the
University’s founding. Now, almost 160 years later, the
building is in disrepair, and these programs receive little support
from the University.
“Our position on campus used to be deeply rooted,” said
Johnathon Price, military science senior and ROTC recruiting
officer. “The Corps has been pushed into this corner that we’re
in, and now we’re sitting here struggling to keep our head above
water.”
The roof leaks constantly and moisture gathers on the window sills,
said Laura Morrow, interim executive director of Facility Services.
The two cannons that once marked the building as home to the
country’s future men and women in uniform have since been
removed, Price said. The hallways are filled with buckets collecting
water from the leaking roof on rainy days, but moisture damage
persists despite efforts to catch the water.
There’s a gaping hole in the parade field behind the building
where the Corps of Cadets and ROTC students train.
But it’s not just the Military Science Building that’s been pushed to
the backburner. As the building and facilities decline, so does the
program’s prominence on campus. Prized University traditions like
the march down Victory Hill, LSU Student Ambassadors and the
Golden Girls are now absent of their military roots.
The Corps of Cadets commander used to hold a place in the
student body president’s cabinet, but the last three administrations
have not included a place for the commander, Price said.
The Corps of Cadets doesn’t receive funding from the University
“despite being the sole reason this university exists,” Price said.
William Tecumseh Sherman established the University in 1860 as
a military seminary, one of a few land grant universities around the
nation founded to develop military and agricultural programs.
The exposed piping in the yard is the result of two major domestic
waterline failures that occurred in the beginning of January,
Morrow said. The domestic waterline supplies water to the campus
for use as drinking water, sink water and more. Despite the
failure, Morrow said Facility Services was able to minimize water
downtime.
The failure occurred when Facility Services began replacing
old pipes behind the Military Science Building and along South
Stadium Drive. The old pipe, which is anywhere from 40 to 80
years old, couldn’t accommodate connection to the new pipe,
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Morrow said.
The parade field behind the building, now obstructed by exposed
piping and shallow holes from pooling water, serves as the ROTC’s
only training area, Price said. Students can’t access the rappel
tower in the training yard either.
“The area is now an active construction zone, but we don’t have
anywhere [else] to go,” Price said.
Morrow said the pipe repairs are almost finished, and she’s
working on a plan to level and re-sod the yard due to the water
damage. But Facility Services is balancing the yard repair with a
$900,000 roofing project that recently began and will continue for
the next two and a half months.
Morrow said she expects the roofing project to yield “dramatic
improvements” in the building. However, she said the roof and
pipe repair are only a band aid for the almost 60-year-old building
and its $11 million of deferred maintenance.
“Laura has to be very strategic with the way she spends
maintenance dollars,” said Tammy Millican, executive director of
facility and property oversight. “Do you continue to put money into
building that has deferred maintenance costs and needs that are
as much as the value of the building?”
But Facility Services is playing a balancing game with buildings like
Military Science whose deferred maintenance cost almost equals
the cost of a new building, Morrow said. And this building is just
one of the many on campus to need renovations with a total of
$720 million worth of deferred maintenance needs across LSU.
“Some of this stuff is minor but when you add this stuff together
and consider that the space will likely move to a different building,
we have to balance that with all the other hundreds of single story
buildings and their issues,” Morrow said. “Then [we have to] try
not to waste [or] spend money in the short term when the building
might go away, so it’s a balancing act.”
Facility Services has a deferred maintenance list detailing all the
repairs needed across all the campus buildings, Millican said. But
limited funds only allows them to respond to emergencies like
waterline failures.
“So we’re reactive and we don’t get much time to be proactive,”
Morrow said.
The deferred maintenance across campus and the lack of funds
to complete long-term repairs is just another consequence of
cuts to higher education across the state, Millican said. There was
a period of time when Facility Services at the University didn’t

receive any deferred maintenance funding.
Despite the ROTC being one of the the longest standing student
organizations, as of 2016 it wasn’t recognized by the University
as an official student organization and had to re-establish its
programs, Price said.
The University used to require every able-bodied male student to
serve in the ROTC or Corps of Cadets programs for at least two
years, Price said. However, the mandatory two-year conscription
was revoked in the late 1960s. Since then, the Corps has
decreased from around 7,000 students to 400 current students.
The University’s founding, military science and ROTC programs
are similar to its sister university, Texas A&M, Price said. The two
programs developed similarly and with identical rank structures
until the '60s. But as the University cut funding, Texas A&M’s
programs continued to excel while LSU’s diminished.
Price said Texas A&M is now considered a senior military college
and that its well-funded and rigorous military science program is a
selling point while recruiting new students. But the University has
difficulty recruiting new students due to lack of funding and poor
facilities.
“LSU made it very obvious that that’s not the direction that they
wanted to take, and now we’re to the point that we don’t have any
funding from the University,” Price said. “I’m the recruiting officer,
and I can’t recruit the best in the state.”
Price said the equipment is also outdated. Most of what the
University has available to military science students is surplus
supplies that the program acquired on its own. Price said some
of the equipment dates back to what his father used in the army
during the Gulf War in the '90s.
As the University prepares to update its campus over the next 10
to 25 years, Price said military science students are concerned
that their program’s needs won’t be considered during the new
construction.
A contract agreement between the Department of Defense, ROTC
program and the host school requires the University to maintain
adequate facilities for the ROTC and Corps of Cadets programs.
But Price said he’s concerned with the lack of plans for a new
indoor range, rappel tower and parade field, all of which are
considered necessary facilities for the military science program.
Millican and Morrow said the University’s Master Plan does include
relocating the military science program to a newer building, which
will provide the students with the necessary training facilities and
equipment.
The Master Plan is a “high level view” over the next few decades,
Millican said, so there isn’t a specific timeline for the military
science relocation yet. But she said it’s likely the program will be
relocated to a building nearby and that it will share that building
with another program.
“We don’t have the ability to say this year, this group will move to
this place, we just know that in the future, that group will not be in
that building,” Millican said.
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Reading is Fun
Children Are Reminded That Reading is
Exciting For All Ages
LSU College of Human Sciences and Education students and
faculty showed elementary students that reading is exciting for
all ages. Volunteers from the University read to students from
Buchanan Elementary School from Feb. 27 to March 1 to celebrate
Read Across America.
Read Across America, sponsored by the National Education
Association, promotes reading motivation and awareness
and encourages every child to enjoy reading. The program is
celebrated on March 2, the birthday of children’s author Dr. Seuss.
All students and faculty within the college were invited to
participate in the program by going to Buchanan
Elementary and reading books to students in grades pre-K through
fifth. Over 30 students and faculty members volunteered over the
three-day period, including the School of Education Interim Dean
Roland Mitchell and School of Education Director F. Neil Mathews.
College of Human Sciences and Education Director of Advocacy
and Engagement Renée Boutte Myer said the program has even
attracted volunteers from outside the college.
“They just heard about it, showed up and are coming back to
volunteer again because they had so much fun,” Myer said.
The University has partnered with Buchanan Elementary for
Read Across America for three years. Myer works with Buchanan
Elementary librarian Michael Guess to coordinate specific times
when volunteers can read to students in each of Buchanan
Elementary’s seven grade levels.
Guess said Buchanan Elementary’s partnership with the University
has greatly benefited the students and their families.
“It means a lot not only to the kids, but also to the community,”
Guess said. “Parents have the chance to come and see their kids
in the classroom having some fun and what we do as a school to
accommodate their needs.”
Students were encouraged to dress up during themed days during
the week. Students could wear silly socks on Tuesday, dress as
their favorite book character on Wednesday and wear Dr. Seuss
hats on Thursday.
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Guess said Buchanan Elementary prioritizes its students’ reading
and writing skills.
Besides the school’s partnership with the University for Read
Across America, Buchanan Elementary students participate in a
range of activities, including book fairs and the Accelerated Reader
program, to develop their reading comprehension and language
skills.
School of Education instructor and Elementary Homes program
supervisor Julie Rollins said it’s imperative that students
develop reading skills because reading is the fundamental
basis for all subjects. Reading aloud to children is even more
beneficial because it helps children develop their language and
comprehension skills.
Rollins said children must hear a word three times to imprint it
into their memory. Through consistent oral reading, children can
quickly learn many words and build their vocabularies.
“Reading aloud is just great all the way around,” Rollins said. “I
can’t think of one negative aspect of reading aloud. It’s one of the
most important things we can model for children and encourage
them to do.”
Student volunteers from the University were excited to act as
role models by reading with the Buchanan Elementary students.
Kinesiology senior Joshua Growden read to a pre-K class at
Buchanan Elementary and enjoyed it so much he volunteered
again the next day.
“It’s a cool opportunity to hang out with some kids and have some
fun reading to them,” Growden said. “The book I chose for the
pre-K class had some great pictures, so they loved it. Seeing their
reactions was really cool.”
Kinesiology senior Jacob Shipper also enjoyed his volunteering
experience, especially because of the impact it had on the
students he read to.
“It was fun seeing all the kids when you walk in the room and
they’re all excited,” Shipper said. “You might think reading a book
to a couple of kids isn’t really that much, but you can see that it
really means something to them.”
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Teacher of the Year
Mass Comm Professor named
Teacher of the Year
Not many professors give you their personal cell phone number,
make you cry tears of joy and help you plan an event with over
700 attendees. Jinx Broussard was named teacher of the year for
doing that and more for her students.
Mass communication professor Jinx Broussard won the 2018
Scripps Howard Foundation Teacher of the Year Award, which
recognizes excellence in innovative teaching, mentoring of
students, leading the faculty and engaging the classroom.
“I just feel like I’m doing my job every day,” Broussard said. “I’m
getting this award for doing what I wake up every morning and
look forward to doing.”
Broussard is regarded as a pioneer in the classroom, using a
service-learning curriculum that includes students creating agency
names and logos before creating and implementing campaigns
for local nonprofit organizations. Her work with students has led
to national organ donation awareness for the Louisiana donor
registry.
Public relations campaigns produced by Broussard’s students for
Donate Life Louisiana have won two first place national awards
and one second place national award since 2014.
“I try to create an atmosphere just like the work atmosphere,”
Broussard said. “It’s not just that we’re doing this on paper. We’re
doing this for real.”
Broussard also gives each student her personal cell phone
number, saying that PR professionals must work in real time, so she
wants to help her students in real time.
Broussard started her teaching career as an adjunct professor
at Dillard University while also working as press secretary to the
mayor and director of public information, teaching a beginning

news writing class. She taught three classes part-time before
transferring to LSU in 2006 to be a full-time professor.
“I just love to see the students’ eyes brighten when they learn
something new or when they write a really good lede or when I
send them out to interview someone,” Broussard said. “I just felt
really good about that.”
Broussard also tries to make personal relationships with her
students. One student, who cried in fear on the first day of class
eight years ago, later led her PR team and planned an event for
organ donation awareness with over 700 attendees.
“At the conclusion of the course, the young woman asked me to
step outside the class,” Broussard said. “She confided that she
even wrote a blog about her experience and its impact on her
journey from student to PR professional. With that exchange and a
bear hug, I knew I had done my job.”
Broussard was nominated for the award by the Manship School
of Mass Communication’s administration and did not know of the
nomination until she won. Broussard also won the LSU Center for
Community Engagement, Learning and Leadership Happy Award
and the Guido H. Stempel III Award for Research in Journalism and
Mass Communication in the same week.
“I’m not doing this for any awards,” Broussard said. “I would do this
day in and day out just to have [my students] go out there and get
good jobs. But more so go out and make a difference in your lives,
in others’ lives and make a difference in the world. I’m not teaching
to get awards.”
The award will be presented at the 2019 AEJMC Toronto
Conference and at the Scripps Howard School of Journalism in
Cincinnati on April 18.
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LSU professor Jinx Broussard speaks at the panel Resistance in the Digital Age on
Thursday, Nov. 9, 2017, in the Holliday Forum of the Journalism Building
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		 Art For A Cause
Keeping Life Colorful
constellation of an origami boat carries a tree
sapling as smaller constellations of animals follow
behind. The boat lands in a Louisiana bayou, and
the sapling sprouts into a healthy tree. Plants grow
around the tree, and wild animals scurry up and around it. The
scene fades to black, and the origami boat floats through the
sky once again.

that art therapy helped cancer patients reduce anxiety, depression and physical pain.

This is the animation playing in the Mary Bird Perkins Cancer
Center lobby. Digital Art professor Derick Ostrenko, the director
of the project, said it is a symbol of the support cancer patients
receive as they undergo their cancer journey.

“The world is so much about technology now,” Ostrenko said.
“It’s changing so much of our lives. I grew up with the birth of
the internet, and I have always thought that creating art is about
what’s happening in the world around us — both on a personal
and cultural level.

Ostrenko unveiled his new art installation, Journey to Wellness, at Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center on Feb. 19. Ostrenko
worked on the project for three years with assistance from art
graduate students Jake Hamill and Sarah Ferguson and the Ann
Connelly Fine Art gallery.
He also received help from a visiting Chinese scholar from Wuhan University of Technology, who primarily created the animations.
“[The project] made me think a little bit more about my role
within the Baton Rouge community more so than my role in a
global and national context,” Ostrenko said. “A lot of times as
professors, we’re focused on the global stage. It’s interesting to
refocus and think about the local community a little bit more.”
The installation comprises a transparent screen over an LED
panel, which plays the animation. It is part of Mary Bird Perkins
Cancer Center’s efforts to incorporate more art into the facility.
Studies show that art and art therapy help cancer patients feel
better, including an analysis of over 1,500 participants performed by the National Institutes of Health. These studies found
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Ostrenko’s interest in digital art began during his childhood,
where he spent most of his time in science museums. He said
he was fascinated with interactive exhibits, and wanted to make
a career in incorporating technology and art.

Ostrenko came to the University seven years ago and now
holds joint positions as associate professor of digital art and a
member of the cultural computing research group at the Center
for Computation and Technology.
In the future, Ostrenko hopes to research quantum computing in
order to incorporate this new technology into art forms. He also
hopes to incorporate artificial intelligence and machine learning into interactive poetry readings, in which the audience may
interact with the poem and reader with their phones.
Journey to Wellness is now open to the public at the Mary Bird
Perkins Cancer Center.
Story // Lara Nicholson
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Briley Slaton
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Dr. Lori Martin, Professor of Sociology and African
American Studies, holds her new book "Black
Community Uplift and the Myth of the American
Dream," on Tuesday, March 19, 2019.
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To Make a Difference
Lori Latrice Martin has published two books that
aim to highlight black women’s leadership in social
movements.
ith years of researching race and its effects on sports and
education, professor of Sociology and African and African
American Studies Lori Latrice Martin has published two books
that aim to highlight black women’s leadership in social
movements.
“Black Community Uplift and the Myth of the American Dream,” published
last year, focuses on the politics of respectability established by black
Baptist women in the early 1900s.
Politics of respectability refers to attempts by marginalized groups to show
their social values as being continuous and compatible with dominant
values, rather than challenging the mainstream for what they see as its
failure to accept difference, Martin said. She said she wanted to revisit that
framework and see how it is applied in contemporary times.
“It is very important when we are looking at a lot of the things that
are happening in American society today that we also put them in an
appropriate historical context,” Martin said. “That helps us understand
how it relates to things that have happened in the past, what we are
experiencing now and what we could potentially do to bring about any
necessary changes in the future.”

Martin published her second book, “Black Women as Leaders: Challenging
and Transforming Society,” in March. She said she was was inspired by
the increase in black women being elected to public office and involved in
social movements.
Martin currently teaches about African Americans in sports, and there are
chapters in each book that look at activism and athletes. Martin said she
believes it is relevant, especially given recent protests in the NFL and
reactions to them.
Martin is also teaching a graduate level course on African Americans
in sociology, where she looks at sociology and how it impacts African
American communities.
Most of Martin’s research focuses on race, wealth, equality and black
poverty. She has also researched sociology, sports and the school-toprison pipeline.
“I think that it is important for us to understand what is happening today
within a broader context,” Martin said, “so if we are interested in being
change-makers, that will help us and help transform society.”

Story // Sophie Liberto
Photo // Bella Biondini
Design // Chloe Bryars
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Chemistry postdoctoral researcher Rolf David, chemistry assistant professor
Revati Kumar and chemistry grad student Pu Du stand outside of their offices on
Wednesday, March 20, 2019.
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LSU's NSF awardee
The Award Will Allow Her to Continue Her
Research Involving the Interactions Between
Graphene Oxide and Various Liquids
SU Chemistry assistant professor Revati Kumar
received a National Science Foundation (NSF) CAREER
award on Feb. 22. The award will allow her to continue
her research involving the interactions between
graphene oxide and various liquids, which could lead to better
materials for water desalination and purification.
The NSF CAREER award is part of the Faculty Early Development
Career Program, which offers grants to assistant professors on
tenure tracks who show promise as researchers and educators.
Award recipients receive five years of funding for their research
projects.
Early-career faculty can only apply for the award three times. This
was Kumar’s second proposal for the award. She won $550,000,
which will fund her research for five years.
“It’s a relief,” Kumar said. “I’m coming up for tenure soon, so it’s a
relief.”
Award applicants must write a 15-page proposal detailing their plan
for research and education on a specific topic in their field. Kumar
studies the interfaces between graphene oxide and liquids.
Graphene is a form of carbon made up of a single layer of
interconnected carbon atoms. When graphene is combined
with functional groups that contain oxygen, graphene oxide
is formed. Graphene oxide has several applications, including
water desalination and purification, but requires an interface, or
boundary, with liquids.
An interface is a common boundary between two substances, like
graphene oxide and water. Molecular activity at interfaces can
differ from molecular activity in the rest of the two substances.
Kumar said the chemistry at interfaces is exciting because of the
asymmetry there.

crisis in Flint. When she read a scientific paper about using
graphene oxide for water purification, she knew she wanted to
explore this topic further.
“This is a really interesting system,” Kumar said. “The carbon layers
are hydrophobic, but the oxygen groups are hydrophilic. You’ve
got these two different kinds of chemistries on one surface. That
must make the interface with a liquid very interesting.”
Kumar’s research involves creating computer simulations of
molecular systems to understand the chemistry of interfaces, such
as the interface between graphene oxide and water. She works
with Chemistry postdoctoral researcher Rolf David and Chemistry
graduate students Visal Subasinghege Don and Pu Du to create
these simulations.
Kumar not only had to describe her research in her proposal,
but also create a plan for an education program related to
her research. One aspect of her outreach plan is a “fun with
molecules” activity for middle school students that relates
simulations of molecular interactions to what they see in real
experiments.
Kumar plans to use the grant to increase the number of students
and postdoctoral scholars involved in the research. She also plans
to develop more algorithms to better interpret the data from the
molecular simulations she conducts.
Story // Bailey Chauvin
Photo // Bella Biondini
Design // Chloe Bryars

“Most of the fun stuff in chemistry happens with interfaces,” Kumar
said. “In the bulk, you have an average environment. When you
go to the interface, you get an asymmetrical environment so cool
chemistry can take place.”
Kumar first became interested in interfaces between graphene
oxide and water three years ago after hearing about the water
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Impacting the
Animals
Students Use Their Academics
to Increase Adoption Rates
any unwanted animals wander adoption clinics alone
and unloved. The chance for many of the animals to
find a home is generally quite low. A group of University art students decided to make a difference and help
these often forgotten animals.
University art students worked with Companion Animal Alliance
and other local animal adoption centers with a goal of increasing
adoption rates. The students created wooden molds of the cats
and dogs they saw while visiting the centers and used these molds
to create large portrait prints.
The students hope the art will inspire those that see it to open their
homes to the rejected animals. The prints will be donated to CAA,
a local animal shelter, so visitors can be inspired.
The project is led by professor Leslie Koptcho in the College of Art
& Design. Koptcho’s prints and bookworks are included in 35 permanent collections worldwide, including Australia, France, Japan,
Portugal, Russia and the U.S. Her aim in creating the program was
to get her students involved with a project that not only teaches
them the required curriculum for the course, but also leaves a positive effect on the community.
“This is the students’ first time working with wood molds,” Koptcho
said. ”Their first attempt is very impressive.”

The students’ prints came to life in the basement of Hatcher Hall.
Students etched designs into wood blocks, using pictures of the
animals available for adoption as a reference. These wooden
molds are coated in ink then pressed into paper to create prints.
Koptcho setup the project with Jennifer Jenkins, the placement
and adoption manager at Companion Animal Alliance. Jenkins
brought an Australian shepherd named Max to the University for
the students to use as a reference when making prints.
“The shelter started Nov. 14, and our volunteer enrollment has only
skyrocketed since," Jenkins said. "We currently have 1,400 people
on the roll now. Every volunteer orientation we have is packed.”
Jenkins said she is hopeful that this can become a yearly project
with the shelter and printmaking class working together.
Students involved in the project are excited to help the animals in
need. Chloe Smith, a printmaking and art history sophomore, went
with a group of students to Companion Animal Alliance and said
she suffered from heartache as she looked over all the unwanted
animals.
“It won’t hurt people to go out and visit an animal shelter,” Smith
said. “There are so many cute dogs that need a home, and it’s hard
seeing them all with their big sad eyes.”
Story // Ean Hill
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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Research That is
Award-Winning
LSU Veterinary Assistant Professor
Receives About $4 million to
Continue His Research
SU Veterinary assistant professor Yogesh Saini
received the Outstanding New Environmental Scientist
(ONES) award, which will allow him to continue
researching ozone-induced lung diseases. Saini is one
of only five ONES award recipients this year.
Saini was awarded a $2.7 million grant that will fund his research
for the next five years. As of now, he has received about $4 million
in funding through various grants for research of the mechanisms
of different lung diseases.
The ONES award was created by the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences in 2006 to support environmental
health research investigators who are in the early stages of their
careers. Saini said the award is widely regarded as among the
biggest awards within the biological sciences.
“This is an honor because it’s very competitive,” Saini said. “When
I used to talk to people in environmental research, they used to
say this award was very competitive. ‘The best and the brightest’ is
what they used to call you if you get it.”
Saini has been generating data in preparation for applying for
the ONES award since he began working at the LSU School of
Veterinary Medicine in 2014. He and his team submitted their
proposal in February 2018 and received their letter of award in
February 2019.
Saini’s research focuses on how inhaled ozone affects lung
functioning. Ozone is a gas that aggressively attacks the lungs
when inhaled and can induce asthmatic symptoms. Anyone
who spends time outdoors is at risk of breathing in ozone, but
children, the elderly and those with preexisting lung diseases are
particularly at risk, Saini said.
Macrophages, white blood cells that digest foreign substances, are
now considered the first responders.
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“Historically, researchers used to think these cells were just
standing there like cops seeing if we inhaled something dirty,”
Saini said. “No one actually paid attention to these cells, but my
research is saying that these are the major players.”
Macrophages are flexible in terms of movement around the
lungs and their population size, giving them an important role of
defending the host from disease. The Environmental Protection
Agency is attempting to limit the amount of ozone in the air,
but Saini said it’s critical to understand the mechanisms of
macrophages to combat the effects of high levels of ozone.
In order to understand the pathogenesis of ozone-induced lung
diseases, Saini experiments with several kinds of mice that differ
in their expression of certain genes. The mice are exposed to
ozone at night in special chambers. Humans are exposed to ozone
at times when they are most active during the day, so Saini’s
experiments model that by exposing the mice to ozone when
they’re most active.
After the mice are exposed to ozone, Saini observes the effects of
the ozone on the different types of mice.
Saini said his current research is key to accomplishing his longterm goal of creating a drug that shuts down the pathways of
ozone-induced lung diseases.
“Drug development is a long process,” Saini said. “We’ll be
fortunate if we get it done in the next 10 to 20 years. The first step
is to understand the pathways of disease in the animals. This study
is the foundation of what we really need down the road.”
Saini plans to use the $2.7 million grant to hire more graduate
and postdoctoral students and buy equipment to continue his
experiments. He attributes his success in obtaining the grant to his
research team and the continued support of administration at the
Vet School.

Story // Bailey Chauvin
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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Service-Learning
Students Gain a Whole New Meaning to
Hands-on Learning
he University’s “Introduction to Engineering” class
learned how to use 3D software and printing
techniques to create learning tools they used to teach
math to Highland Elementary students.
The class, taught by biological and agricultural engineering
instructor Nicholas Totaro and biological and agricultural
engineering professor Todd Monroe, was designated as a servicelearning class by the Center for Community Engagement, Learning
and Leadership, a unit of Academic Affairs, for the first time last fall.
Totaro first contacted Highland Elementary and learned the math
target areas for kindergarten through third grade. The target areas
were then shared with his students.
Totaro’s students visited Highland Elementary in October to meet
with the elementary students, evaluate the resources available to
the students and to get input from the students for the projects.
Totaro said involving the elementary students in the design
process was a crucial part of determining what motivated them.
“You’re not just asking who your target audience is when you’re
doing a service-learning project,” Totaro said. “You’re getting the
community to give input for what you’re making.”
The three sections each focused on a different elementary grade
level, and University students were organized into teams of four for
the project: use 3D software and 3D printing to create a game or
learning tool for the students at Highland Elementary.
During the first visit, Totaro’s students learned that the Highland
Elementary students were interested in learning but needed more
tactile ways of learning.
“Hearing the children’s ideas and what they like allowed me to see
how eager they are to learn,” said biological engineering freshman
Katelynn Ross. “Being able to have an impact on them in their
learning process is a great privilege.”

Totaro’s students had one month to design a learning tool using
3D modeling software. Their designs were then 3D printed in
the Chevron Center for Engineering Education. Many of the
«Introduction to Engineering» students considered the design
process their favorite part of the class.
“The coolest thing was waiting for so long to get the design
printed and then finally having it in your hand,” said biological
engineering freshman Amber Munch.
Totaro was inspired to restructure the course by biological and
agricultural engineering professor Marybeth Lima, who teaches
biology in engineering and incorporated service-learning into
the curriculum by applying the concepts of engineering safety
standards to playground design.
In “Biology in Engineering,” students also volunteer with Volunteers
in Public Schools and tutor elementary students in reading or math
for at least 30 minutes per week. The “Introduction to Engineering”
also partnered with VIPS, but Totaro’s students participated in a
service project rather than volunteering on a weekly basis.
Totaro’s students returned to Highland Elementary to use the 3D
tools they created to teach the elementary students in November.
The University students enjoyed seeing the effects their learning
tools had on the elementary students.
“After we played our games with the same group of students
we had met the first time, we could see an improvement,” said
biological engineering freshman Angelica Nguyen.
Most of the learning tools created by the “Introduction to
Engineering” students were donated to VIPS. Totaro plans on
partnering with more local elementary schools for future sections
of “Introduction to Engineering.”

Story // Bailey Chauvin
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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More Than a Club
The Agribusiness Club Goes Above
Being Just a Social Atmosphere and
Prepares Members for Their Future
or students planning to pursue a career in agriculture
and want to meet others with the same interests, the
Agribusiness club could help you grow professionally
and socially.
The Department of Agriculture and Department of Agricultural
Economics established the Agribusiness club in 1937 for
agricultural business students to come together.
The Agribusiness club currently has about 25 members devoted
to being leaders to help contribute to society by preparing for a
career in agriculture.
The club’s objective is for members to be involved in numerous
activities that not only help them grow as students but provide
them with the resources to develop professional networking skills.
The club accomplishes this through conventions, expos, internship
opportunities and field trips, where members are given the
opportunity to meet business-related professionals.
Colt Hardee, Agricultural Business sophomore and president of
the Agribusiness club, said club members network with agricultural
employers around the U.S.
“It gives us more of a hands-on knowledge of our industry and our
curriculum,” Hardee said. “I would say we are a hybrid between a
professional and social organization.”
The club goes on various field trips and tours to listen to guest
speakers as they share their experience in the agricultural

business industry. Club members develop their knowledge of the
grain industry each year through the organization Grain Elevator
and Processing Society at a national conference in New Orleans
every year.
The club members try to help the other members with anything
from tutoring to moral support.
“My personal goals for the organization is to make [members]
competitive for the job-force as they enter it upon graduation,”
Hardee said.
In the 1980s, club members participated in a “Progressive Dinner,”
where professors would cook for club members.
“[Progressive Dinner] connected students more with their
professors,” Hardee said. “I’m trying to get us back to some of
those roots.”
Greek organizations Alpha Gamma Rho and Sigma Alpha were
created to foster students’ love for agriculture and for those who
want to remain loyal to their agricultural roots. The sorority and
fraternity welcome members of any major and background.
The Agribusiness club had its first meeting Tuesday. The club will
announce its upcoming monthly meetings in the future.
“[The club] serves as an opportunity for anybody in our major to
get hands on leadership experience,” Hardee said. “It’s a lot of
networking and professional development. It’s what we’re founded
on and still do today.”

Story // Brittney Forbes
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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Dead Poet
A New Scene Opens Near LSU Campus
ead Poet, the University area’s newest bar, is spicing
up nightlife for students with their different take from
the traditional college bar.
The bar, located on East Boyd Drive, opened its doors
in December. Local artist Ellen Ogden painted the murals that
feature a wide variety of artists from Edgar Allan Poe to Tupac. The
bar presents live entertainment every Wednesday.
When asked why the name Dead Poet, bar manager Christian
Grimaldo, a University alumnus, explained that there were many
factors that went into the decision.
“We wanted to tie it in to LSU in some way,” Grimaldo said. “We
wanted to do something that drew it back to education. Dead Poet
Society was one of the owner’s favorite books, and we used Dead
Poet as a little tie in. A nod to education and literary themes.”
Along with its name and locale, Dead Poet’s objective is to provide
a different experience altogether from that offered by other
businesses in the area.
“Once you come inside, I think that’s the big difference. We put
a lot of thought and care into the design and the functionality of
the place,” Grimaldo said. “We want to give the student a better
experience than they’ve gotten used to with the offerings in
Tigerland right now.”
The bar is equipped with a large dance floor for customers to
dance in, a stage for performers, sitting areas and Ogden’s lively
murals. It has a wide selection of beers and cocktails, including
margaritas from Velvet Cactus.
“We definitely have places for you to chill out, have a drink and
have a conversation, which is something I think that’s lacking in the
area,” Grimaldo said.
In addition to live music every Wednesday, customers can enjoy
a unique selection of music from two house DJs who rotate every
Friday and Saturday. The house playlist includes selections from
staff, management and the owners.
“We are focused on new music in and not play the same old like
80s rock tunes and nineties rap,” Grimaldo said. “We like all that
stuff but it’s just not, it’s not gonna be the focus.”
The bar’s address, 623 East Boyd Drive, has a history of seeing
many businesses open and close. Some upperclassmen and
alumni refer to it as cursed. Grimaldo, who was a student at the
University from 2010-2016, wwitnessed firsthand the demise of
bars like Shady’s, Top’s, and The Bandit. As daunting as it may
seem, Grimaldo says he’s not put off by it.
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“I’ve heard a lot of that, even from friends and family,” Grimaldo
said. “One, I’m not very superstitious. And two, I think that
everywhere else there just wanted to open a bar. They didn’t really
put any time and effort into it the same way that we did.”
Unlike its local predecessors that wanted to fit in with the
preexisting bar scene, Dead Poet aims to stand out. As of now,
Dead Poet is only one of two venues that offer weekly live
entertainment in the University area. With a team who has carefully
constructed the space and paid attention to every detail, Dead
Poet may defy the odds.
“I mean, we thought of all that whenever we came for this
project, from the Jordan Jefferson incident in 2010 or 2011 to the
surrounding businesses, all that stuff,” Grimaldo said. “But I think
we’re a lot different than those other places. That’s been our main
focus - is to stand out. We don’t want you to remember Shady’s
when you walk in.”
Dead Poet is open Wednesday to Saturday from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Story // Lia Salime
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Catherine Carpenter
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Traditional &
Experimental
A New Restaraunt Opens to Give a New
Spin On Poke and Sushi.
uzu, the recently-opened addition to Government
Street’s White Star Market, aims to please poke and
sushi lovers through a blend of traditional and
experimental style.
The restaurant opened its doors in December as one of White Star
Market’s vendors taking the spot formerly occupied by Jolie Pearl
Oyster Bar to give consumers an opportunity to experience diverse
poke bowls around the Mid-City area.
“We had got the opportunity just a couple months ago,” said
Jordan Ramirez, the co-owner of Yuzu, said regarding the opening
in White Star’s collection of outlets. “We thought this would be a
good concept, it wasn’t in the market yet. You don’t really have
many options in Mid-City so we thought it would be a natural fit.”

Ramirez is one half of Yuzu’s ownership, with his associate Vu Le
also serving as co-owner. In addition to Yuzu, they also own White
Star’s other Oriental-based restaurant Chow Yum Phat – which
resides only steps away. Once the window was open to install
another booth in the market, Ramirez and Le couldn’t help but say
yes.

And that’s only the tip of the iceberg. Since its opening last year,
Yuzu is rolling out a menu that will change to offer even more
compelling reasons to dine.
“We opened back in the beginning of December but we kind of
had a few weeks to turn around with moving Chow Yum Phat there
and Yuzu here, so we opened with a very simple menu. “Ramirez
said. “Now we are about to release our menu with poke burritos,
cerviches… and then we will release our signature bowls.
Even though there is no clear demographic that Yuzu caters to in
addition to White Star’s inviting unity, there is plenty to offer to the
college community.
“Throughout the fall students found out about White Star Market
and we started seeing more and more,” Ramirez said. “I think
it’s become more of a place for people to actually come out on
weekends.”
To close, he remained adamant on the possibility of choice that
Yuzu, and White Star as a whole, advocate:
“It’s good to bring friends and bring a group of people where you
don’t have to settle on one type of food,” Ramirez said. “Everybody
can try something they want or try something different.”

“We always thought it’d be a good idea to do something like this
in the market, but the opportunity never came up,” Ramirez said.
“Once it came up they offered, asked if they wanted us to do it and
we said, ‘sure.’.”
In the middle of Baton Rouge’s poke restaurant boom – with
establishments opening frequently all over the area– what
separates Yuzu from the rest? The answer, according to Ramirez,
is exciting and innovative twists to a conventional poke menu that
consumers will be hard-pressed to find anywhere else.
“What we do at Yuzu is kind of like what we do with Chow Yum
Phat,” Ramirez said. “It’s not so much traditional… Our sauces are
things that we’ve played around with,”
The sauces aren’t the only thing that the Yuzu staff finds creativity
in. The restaurant offers the promise of in-house cooking with
deviant twists, like pickled foods. “We offer pickled pork, pickled
squash, different than your traditional poke,” Ramirez said.
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was leading a trip out, Ive taken this trip multiple
times, I love it, it’s my favorite one. It’s basically a
combination of hiking and bouldering with some water
around. We had stopped to take a break at this jump site
where you can jump off the rock into the water. This girl
goes to jump off the rock, and she jumps too far, and I can
see that she’s going to hit another rock, and so since I was
across from her I jumped and pushed her backwards into
the water, but I was a little clumsy about it and I landed
on the rock- so my arm broke. We were 30 minutes into
the hike and it took us 4.5 hours to get back to the car.
-Elizabeth, summer camp counselor
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e had our studios down in the
stadium and we had these little
mice. I would be working on my art
price and just see them running by.
Anyways, I had a box of crayons on my
table and I came in one day and you
could tell they had eaten the crayons,
and there were like little remnants of
mouse poop- they ate my paintings too.
-Jennifer, LSU Alum
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eople being vulnerable
is really inspirational
to me. So whether that’s in
an interaction in person, or
in a movie, in a book, in an
interview- anything like that.
- Diana, Photography Grad
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is name is Gucci, I
don’t bring him often
though because
people get so distracted by him.
-John Paul
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he Sistine Chapel. It’s the very last
room that you see. It’s like, you
enter the house and it’s really dark, and
whenever you go into the main room it’s
covered with glass. That’s for effect, so you
start out kind of dark and then you go into
like the big masterpiece. -Joseph
I went on a senior trip in high school to
China, it had been a long day, like the end
of two weeks and we had just gotten done
touring and were waiting on our busses to
go back to our hotels. All of us found this
one little hot spring area and it started
drizzling right at that point so we were
cold but we were hot- it was just a very
relaxing experience. -Gourav
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went here 12 years ago
and I got kicked out.
Now I live in Austin. I miss
how beautiful it is here, that’s
something I noticed as we
were pulling in because I
haven’t been back here in like
a decade until now.”
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y husband went to
LSU, but I went to
Tulane- but really LSU
is the only school in our
house. After we walk I’m
going to get the dogs
their McDonald’s for
dinner.
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painted my nails last
night for Halloween,
but that’s as far as I got
on my costume. I just got
a daiquiri, watched a tv
show, and hung out in bed.
- Arden
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ll I can think about right now
is watching Cats the musical
- Tori, Graduate Student
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f other people can follow their dreams,
there’s no reason you can’t. -Teresa
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have a cat with three legs.
His name is Zoom. He’s fat
too, I don’t know how he stands up,
his front leg is really muscular.
-Kaylee
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did a performance art piece
today where I threw talc all
over my face, and my hair, and my
body to signify neoliberalism”
-Heather, graduate student
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y favorite thing about my son
would probably be whenever
he stares into your soul, like he’s sitting
there observing you and he just will
lock on, he has like laser focus. It’s just
his eyes, they peel you away. Then after
a minute or two of just looking at you he
just smiles. -Rachel
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saying that I live by is, ‘Have time for
what you make time for.’ I live by that
because I’m taking 18 hours currently, and this
is the most I’ve ever taken since I’ve been at
LSU for the past two and a half years. I say that
because a lot of people make excuses
because they don’t prioritize. I make it a habit
to stay organized and stay on top of my
priorities. I still make time to go to the gym,
take care of my dog, and hang out with friends
because I have time for what I make time for.
-Falon Brown
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hat do you call a man with
a rubber toe? Roberto!
-Alex Gutierrez
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or one of my classes, French, I skipped
the day before because I had to fill out
paperwork for my job. I go back, and I thought
it would be like a normal French class. But no,
the midterm was that day, and I didn’t know.
So, everyone’s studying in the hallway, and I
was like ‘Hey what’s going on, what’s up?’ And
they say, ‘Yeah the midterm is today,’ and I’m
like “Ahhh great!” Everyone was looking at me
crying and saying, ‘This girl is gonna fail!’ So, I
walk in and take it blind, but I didn’t do too bad.
- Sarah French
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here’s this girl in my boyfriend’s
Spanish class that won’t leave him alone,
and he keeps telling her he has a girlfriend,
but she won’t back off. She invited him to
the gymnastics meet and everything!
-Gabie (right)
I can’t believe she just said that! She’s a
crazy girlfriend. -Shelby (left)
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yd LOVES people.
-Jordan
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t’s called an ocarina. I found it on Zelda
and started playing around with the
sounds, seeing what different tones I could
get. I actually had this one custom made to
play in three different keys
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’m trying to think like what I am searching
for right now and that is just sleep. - Andrea
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was really interested in comparative literature. I
didn’t really know what it was, but it sounded
really cool. The head of the comparative literature
program has been so incredibly supportive whether
it’s doing an independent study or helping me start
my own journal on campus. It’s called Comparative
Woman; its about bridging the gap between artists
and academics. I started from the ground with no
funding, which has been an amazing experience,
and everyone has been so supportive in this program; its so diverse. Everyone’s really creative, and
it’s allowed me to be creative. I’m also a poet, so I’ve
really gained the confidence to do open mics and
publish things. I think my biggest thing is if you
don’t see it, create it.
Liz Johnston

151
153

152
154

ur first memory of LSU was the first week of
school. Some kid just pulled the fire alarm.
Then we hear a voice say, ‘This is not a drill. You
need to exit the building.’ Me and Erynn looked
at each other. We ran down those stairs so fast!
We went outside and looked at the building
flashing. It looked like the Tower of Terror or
something. We see this one kid walk out with
his PS4 running for his life!
-Brooke (top)
I was scared for my life; I was terrified!
-Erynn (bottom)

153
155

drive the
same car as
Michael Scott
from the Office
-Josh Crawford

154
156

155
157

156
158

'm going to look for my valentine
because my last one wasn't too hot.
-Jerome (left)
Yeah, last year didn’t work out, but
hopefully this year, things go according
to plan. -George (right)

I’m single like a pringle, and I’m just going
to chill today. -Cornelius (middle right)

...WOOOH! -Jalon (middle left)
157
159

158
160

lost a tooth in
a bar fight, and I
have an even more
beautiful smile now.
-Micah

159
161

old on.
Some old guy said that to me once. I didn’t
know what it meant at the time, but I feel
like I definitely understand it now.
-Giovann

160
162

161
163

think it is really
beautiful the way the flora
and fauna changes as
you go up in elevation. It’s
not just what you see that
changes, but the smell too.
I just think that’s a really
beautiful phenomenon.
-Chris

162
164

163
165

166
166

’m in Bio Lab 1209, and we all had to do a continuation of an
experiment that’s been going on since 2008. It’s on the water
colonies of the lagoon and the campus lake in general. Essentially,
what happened in 2008, a bunch of fish died because there was
no longer any oxygen in the lakes, and they didn’t know until it
started to smell horribly. What we had to do as a continuation was
to measure the oxygen in the lake.
-Julianne Lany

165
167

ne place that really changed my life was traveling to Northern Ireland.
There was this park called Giant’s Causeway, and right next to it were
these coastal cliffs. When I was standing on the edge of those cliffs, just looking
down at the water, there was nothing separating me from falling. I don’t know
what it was, but when I was standing there, that was the most alive I’ve ever felt.
It really shattered my fear of heights. It was a negative thing for me, because
that was always one way I defined myself. Nothing can beat the feeling of
overcoming something negative that’s always been in the back of your mind.
Also, I play pool at the West Campus Apartments pretty often, and if you’re
interested in 1-v-1, DM me and we can talk about it.
-Ethan Smith

166
168

167
169

168
170

henever I moved
to this country from
Mexico, one of the
first words I learned
was ‘geaux tigers’ and
that’s not a lie!!
-Cindy

169
171

170
172

oes it have to be my real
name? Can I like make up a
persona? My name is
Graham C. Racker and this
is my dog, Marshmallow. I
am an athletic dog trainer
and I am graduating in
animal sciences. Yeah.

171
173
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College of Agriculture
70

20

More than 70 students participate
in international programs including
summer, semester, and year-long
abroad programs and international
internships

Over 20 student
organizations with an
agriculture focus

3.067

Average GPA
among 260 students receiving degrees

1 on 1

advising with faculty from
day one until graduation
174

e
$85,000
Awarded to Undergraduate Research Grants

1,384

260

UNDERGRADUATES ENROLLED

BACHELOR DEGREES CONFERRED

308

71

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ENROLLED

GRADUATE DEGREES CONFERRED

$250,000

Awarded
in scholarships

175

College of Art & Desig
#

1

Robert Reich School of
Landscape Architecture
undergraduate program
ranked #1 in the nation in
2017 by DesignIntelligence

#

7

62 25

MFA ceramics program
ranked #7 in nation by
U.S. News & World
Report

Students
studied abroad

st
1

7

2

Year of the
Doctor of Design Program

Doctor of Design students
in the first class of DDES
candidates

New Art & Design
School Directors

Total Funds Raised

$2.26 Million
176

Alumni in all 50 U.S.
states, and at least
25 countries around
the world

gn

28
847

Exhibitions

by the School of Art, including collaborations
with Baton Rouge Gallery, Firehouse Gallery,
LSU Museum of Art, & more

138 UNDERGRADUATE
+ 43 GRADUATE

654

Twitter Retweets & Likes

5,790
Combined Facebook Fans
(15% Annual Increase)

STUDENTS ENROLLED

181

735 UNDERGRADUATE
+ 112 GRADUATE

6,411
Social Media Followers

DEGREES CONFERRED

$144,381

c

in scholarships
awarded to 11 9
students.

177

E.J. Ourso College of B
53%

24

20:1

Acceptance rate

Average age of students

The average student-to-faculty
ratio in classes.

10

Foreign countries
represented

3.30
178

Average cumulative
undergraduate GPA

Business

$20,625
average scholarships awarded

#36 MBA Program
Flores MBA Program moves up in ranking
of top business schools in the US

2,467

Total Students
Enrolled in 2018

179

College of Coast & En
24

50

3:1

students from the colleges of Coast
& Environment, Agriculture,Science
and Humanities and Social
Sciences served as mentors.

years of service from Ronald
DeLaune, one of the world’s top
two scientists in peer reviewed
publications on wetlands and
marsh research.

The average student-to-faculty
ratio in classes, one of the
smallest at LSU.

2

st
1

CC&E is home to two of the world’s top
six scientists in wetland and
marsh research.

CC&E’s undergraduate research lab
completed is first year of operation.

45
180

Faculty Members
conducting research on every continent and in
our own backyard.

nvironment

31
150

Students Awarded
Scholarshipds
Students
Enrolled

in the Bachelor of Science
in Coastal Environmental
Sciences progam.

154,000
20,000
citations of research conducted by John
Day, Emeritus Professor, Department of
Oceanography & Coastal Sciences.

97

Students
Enrolled

in globally-renowned CC&E
graduate programs.

citations of faculty in
scholarly publications.

Philanthropic Giving Increase

131%
181

College of Engineerin
400

384

149

Faculty published more than 400
articles in referred journals

Faculty submitted 384
research proposals, the most
of any college at LSU

Active funded research
projects

30

8

Invention Disclosures

Patents Awarded

6,159

Undergraduate
Students Enrolled

1,700 Scholarships
182

ng
460,000 sq. ft.
The size of the newly renovated Patrick F. Taylor Hall

962 Undergraduate
STUDENTS GRADUATED

50 PhD

STUDENTS GRADUATED

$3.4

Million

Awarded in scholarships
183

College of Human Scie
2

7

3

Living/learning laboratories;
University Laboratory School
and the Early Childhood
Education Laboratory
Preschool

Certificate Programs

Centers & Institutes in
the College of Human
Sciences & Education

10

st
1

Top 10 Online Sport Management program
(sportsmanagementdegreehub.com)

First university to offer RIM Certificate
in partnership with ICRM (RIM -

21
184

Student Organizations
Across the College of Human Science
and Education

ences & Education

140

Scholarships
Awarded Each Year

3,197

Students
Enrolled

1,788 UNDERGRADUATE & 1,409 GRADUATE

300
500 +
Alumni achieved
National Board Certified Teacher

School of Kinesiology
students place in
interships each year

20,543
Coastal Roots students

185

Manship School of Ma
25%

2

4

of Graduate students in the
Manship School's program are
people of color. The graduate
programs are increasingly diverse.

new classes new classes covering
politics and sports in spring 2018:
Contemporary American Culture
& Politics and Sports and Mass
Communication

new students entering
the doctoral program.

17

7

new students welcomed into the Master
of Mass Communication program.

University Medalists, an honor
awarded to the undergraduate
student (or students) graduating
with the highest GPA,

#1
186

Students Public
Relations Team
in the Country

ass Communication

3+3
912

Pre-Law Program which offers
a law degree in only 6 years

Students
Enrolled

In Full-Time
Undergraduate programs

3

Students Named LSU
Millenial Scholars

QB

Areas of Freshmen
Concentration
Journalism

61

Public Records

56

Political Communication

49

Digital Advertising

24

No Concentration

4

Danny Etling was named
SEC Scholar Athlete of the
Year 2017.
187

School of Veterinary M
188
MS degrees bestowed in
SVM history

PhD degrees bestowed in
SVM history

437

Advanced degrees total as
of 2018

70

34

percentage of veterinarians licensed
to practice in Louisiana are LSU SVM
graduates

percentage of veterinarians licensed
to practice in Arkansas are LSU SVM
graduates

94%
188

249

Graduation Rate

Medicine

23
367

Average age of
DVM students
Students
Enrolled

in the Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine progam.

$215,325

80

Students
Enrolled

in the Master of Science/PhD
program.

in scholarships and
awards distributed
in 2018

Hospital cases in FY 2017-2018

22,971
189

Roger Hadfield Ogden
1:1

10

15:1

Student to mentor ratio for Honors
thesis research

Acres, One of the country’s
Premiere Honors Campuses
right in the heart of LSU

The average student-to-faculty
ratio in classes, one of the
smallest at LSU.

140
Over 140 Honors
Courses Offered

Study Abroad

offered for all continets,
all majors, any year

27.6%
190

increase in the
number of
out-of-state students

n Honors College

99%

of incoming Ogden Honors
students receive merit-based
scholarships

67.6% increase
in overall makeup of diversity

745

Students in the Honors
Class of 2022, the
largest class to date
191

College of Music &
#1

#2

1:1

Theatre Program
in the SEC

Theatre Program
in the Nation

Student-Faculty
Mentoring

Four Awards

from the National Opera Association

1.1 million

OVER

300
192

video views of the Golden Band from
Tigerland on Facebook in 2018

Performing Arts
Events Each Year

& Dramatic Arts

125

years

The Golden Band
from Tigerland
The organizations can trace its roots to the
military traditions of LSU’s “Old War Skule”

$4 Million Opera Endowment

creates the John G. Turner and Jerry G. Fischer Center for Opera at LSU and
will enable the renovation of the LSU School of Music Recital Hall—including
the addition of the Paula G. Manship Concert Organ—to create a world-class
facility for educating high-level artists who have a global impact.

$2 Million Music Therapy
Endowment
LSU alumni Ava Leavell Haymon and Cordell Haymon of Baton Rouge have
made a $1.2 million gift to the LSU College of Music & Dramatic Arts to fund
an endowed chair in music therapy, making LSU a leader in creating such a
position. The Haymons’ gift, which will be eligible for $800,000 in competitive matching funds from the Louisiana Board of Regents, will establish the
first music therapy program at a public university in Louisiana.

193

LSU Paul M. Hebe
National Champs

1st

1st

John L. Costello National Criminal Lefkowitz National Trademark
Trial Competition
Law Moot Court Competition

Jerry Dodson donates
shipping memorabilia to
pique LSU Law students’
interest in maritime law
194

ert Law Center
LSU Law signs admissions
agreement with Centenary
College
The LSU Paul M. Hebert Law Center signed a memorandum of understanding with Centenary College to create a partnership that will provide Centenary students who meet LSU Law admission requirements and who are
interested in public interest careers an opportunity for an expedited admissions review and notification process.

LSU Law Students Achieve State’s Highest
Passage Rate on July 2018 Bar Exam

87.41%

92.13%

135 LSU test taker applicants’
passge rate

127 LSU first-time test taker
applicants’ passge rate

195

SPORTS
196
202

197
203

198
204

No.

Name			

Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
32
35
38
40
41
43
44
45
46
52
55

Daniel Cabrera
Hal Hughes			
Josh Smith			
Drew Bianco
Gavin Dugas 		
Giovanni DiGiacomo
Antoine Duplantis		
Zach Watson			
Eric Walker			
Landon Marceaux
Saul Garza			
Brandt Broussard		
Chris Reid			
Cole Henry 			
Will Ripoll
Nick Storz			
Brock Mathis
CJ Willis			
Cade Beloso			
AJ Labas			
Matthew Beck		
Devin Fontenot		
Chase Costello		
Trent Vietmeier		
Aaron George
Clay Moffitt			
Zack Hess			
Riggs Threadgill		
Caleb Gilbert			
Todd Peterson		
Jaden Hill
Braden Doughty
Rye Gunter			
Ma'Khail Hilliard		
Easton McMurray

So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
So
Fr.
So.
Fr.

Baseball

No.

Name

Class

0
1
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
15
21
22
24
44

Naz Reid
Javonte Smart
Tremont Waters
Skylar Mays
Daryl Edwards
Kavell Bigby-Williams
Marshall Graves
Will Reese
Marlon Taylor
Aundre Hyatt
Courtese Cooper
Darius Days
Emmitt Williams
Wayde Sims

Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.

Men's Basketball

199
205

No.
1
2
3
5
10
12
13
14
15
23
24
25
32

Name

Jailin Cherry
Shanice Norton
Khayla Pointer
Ayana Mitchell
Monet Jones
Mercedes Brooks
Jaelyn Richard-Harris
LaToya Ashman
Yasmine Bidikuindila
Karli Seay
Faustine Aifuwa
Rakell Spencer
Jalaysha Thomas

Class
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
So.

Women's Basketball
200
206

Beach Volleyball
No.
1
2
3
4
5
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
21
22
23
24
25
30
31
32
33
34
42

Name

Kelli Agnew
Allison Coens
Maddie Ligon
Melia Lindner
Kahlee York
Hunter Domanski
Ashley Allmer
Taryn Kloth
Kristen Nuss
Claire Coppola
Hailey Cabeceiras
Tatum Ballard
Nicole Decker
Savvanh Wininger
Ashlyn Rasnick-Pope
Alexis Toney
Olivia Powers
Olivia Beyer
Megan Davenport
Katie Kampen
Jeni Clark
Caitlin Broadwell
Toni Roodriguez

Class
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr,
Gr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Gr.
Sr.

201
207

Cross Country
Men
Blake Baldassaro		
Eric Coston			
Hayden Courrege
Garrett Hamilton		
Thomas Laville Jr.
Michael Lee III 		
Harrison Martingayle
Kyle Montgomery		
Stephen Schlottman
Josef Schuster
Adam Wise

Women
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.

Jennifer Bennett
Hannah Bourque		
Heather Cizek		
Kristin Delgado		
Amber Desselle
Ersula Farrow		
Sara Funderburk
Monica Guillot		
Keterra Harris		
Annie Jung			
Erika Lewis			
Katy-Ann McDonald
Molly McHale 		
Cori Mitchell		
Julie Palin
Hollie Parker
Angelle Primeaux
Caroline Saucier
Allyson Seals			
Alicia Stamey			
Courtney Tapocik		
Amelie Whitehurst		

202
208

Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.		
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr
So.
So.
So.
Sr.

Ja'Marr Chase			
Kelvin Joseph			
Justin Jefferson		
AJ Aycock			
JaCoby Stevens		
K'Lavon Chaisson		
Alex Aucoin			
Kary Vincent Jr.		
Terrace Marshall Jr.		
Jacob Phillips			
Grant Delpit			
Jordan Loving			
Patrick Queen			
Joe Burrow			
Stephen Sullivan		
Dee Anderson		
Eric Monroe			
Jonathan Giles			
Jontre Kirklin			
Andre Sale			
Myles Brennan		
Racey McMath		
Jabari Murray			
Derrick Dillon			
Kenan Jones			
Clyde Edwards-Helaire
Kristian Fulton			
Micah Baskerville		
Chris Curry			
Derek Stingley Jr.		
Lanard Fournette		
Treven Kately 		
Mannie Netherly		
Cameron Lewis		
Avery Atkins			
Todd Harris Jr.			

So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

Lloyd Cole			
Connor Culp			
Damone Clark			
Derian Moore			
Josh Growden			
Mike Williams			
Josh Massa			
Carlton Smith			
Hunter Faust			
Aaron Moffitt			
Ray Thornton			
Tory Carter			
Michael Divinity Jr.		
Stephen King			
Andre Anthony		
Zach Von Rosenberg		
Nelson Jenkins III		
Blake Ferguson		
Jansen Mayea			
Travez Moore			
Dare Rosenthal		
Jarell Cherry			
Chasen Hines			
Jared Small			
Cameron Wire			
Siaki Ika		
Jakori Savage			
Cole Smith			
Damien Lewis			
Charles Turner			
Ed Ingram			
Donavaughn Campbell
Tyler Shelvin			
Adrian Magee			
Badara Traore			
Michael Smith			

Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Austin Deculus		
Saahdiq Charles		
III Lloyd Cushenberry III
Jamal Pettigrew		
Thaddeus Moss		
Jaray Jenkins			
TK McLendon			
Michael Martin			
Johnny Richard II 		
Colby Brunet			
Rashard Lawrence 		
Breiden Fehoko		
Neil Farrell Jr.			
Justin Thomas			
Glen Logan			
Anthony Bradford 		
Marcel Brooks 		
Tyrion Davis-Price 		
John Emery Jr. 		
Joseph Evans
		
Cordale Flott 		
Soni Fonua
Maurice Hampton Jr. 		
Raydarious Jones 		
Devonta Lee 		
Desmond Little 		
Kendall McCallum 		
Trey Palmer
Ray Parker
Peter Parrish
Thomas Perry 		
Quentin Skinner 		
Donte Starks 		
Kardell Thomas 		
Jay Ward
Cade York

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

Football
203
209

Golf

NAME		

CLASS

Philip Barbaree		
Garrett Barber		
Luis Gagne			
Drew Gonzales		
Nathan Jeansonne
Michael Sanders		
Carter Toms		
Hayden White		
Trey Winstead		
Chris Woollam		

204
210

Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.

Name		 Class
Presley Baggett		
Mary Frances Chauvin
Monica Dibildox		
Kathleen Gallagher
Kendall Griffin		
Marina Hedlund		
Page Morehead		
Rivani Sihotang		
Alden Wallace		

Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

205
211

Name			

Class

Reagan Campbell
Julianna Cannamela
Rebecca D'Antonio
Bridget Dean		
Christina Desiderio
Sami Durante		
Kennedi Edney		
Sarah Edwards		
Bailey Ferrer		
Sarah Finnegan		
Olivia Gunter		
Ruby Harrold		
McKenna Kelley		
Ashlyn Kirby		
Lexie Priessman		

So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

Gymnastics
206
212

Soccer
Name			

Class

Sydney Lau			
Fr.
Reese Moffatt		
Fr.
Lindsey Eaton		
So.
Chiara Ritchie-Williams So.
Lucy Parker		
So.
Chrissy Pitre		
Sr.
Caitie Cantrill		
Jr.
Shannon Cooke		
Fr.
Alex Thomas		
Sr.
Adrienne Richardson So.
Tinaya Alexander
So.
Mackenzie Manuel
Fr.
Caroline Brockmeier Sr.
Maddison Martin		
Fr.
Abbey Newton		
Fr.
Tiana Caffey		
So.

Mia Dubroc			
So.
Alexis Larimore		
So.
Marlena Cutura		
Jr.
Courtney Henderson So.
Ellie Weber		
Jr.
Jade Clarke		
Jr.
Emma Grace Goldman So.
Raven Guerrero		
So.
Hannah Cuneo		
Fr.
Haley Garrett		
So.
Meghan Johnson
Fr.
Afrah Khan			
Fr.
Gabbie Angelle		
Fr.
Molly Thompson		
Fr.
Makenzie Maher		
Fr.
Camille Carriere		
Fr.

207
213

Softball
Name					

Class

Akiya Thymes				
Michaela Schlattman			
Ali Kilponen				
Taylor Tidwell				
Aliyah Andrews				
Kara Goff					
Maribeth Gorsuch			
Becca Schulte				
Savannah Stewart			
Elyse Thornhill				
Sydney Bourg				
Shelby Wickersham			
Taryn Antoine				
Amber Serrett				
Jordyn Perkins				
Amanda Sanchez			
Amanda Doyle				
Shemiah Sanchez			
Claire Weinberger			
Georgia Clark				
Morgan Cummins			
Shelbi Sunseri				
Baylie Thornhill				
Karrington Houshmandzadeh

Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

208
214

Swimming & Diving
Name			

Class

Men
Will Arthur				
Juan Celaya-Hernandez
Lewis Clough			
Finley Keagan Finley		
Tyler Harper			
Dakota Hurbis			
Jack Jannasch			
Harrison Jones			
Cameron Karkoska		
Matt Klotz				
Alarii Levreault-Lopez		
Karl Luht				
Matt McClellan			
Brian McGroarty			
Braden Nyboer			
Mitchell Petras			
Michael Petro			
Luca Pfyffer			
Matthew Phillip			
Thomas Roark			
Sven Saemundsson		
Trent Schachter			
Thomas Smith			
Jeffrey Snoddy			
Miguel Velasquez		

Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.

Women
Taylor Anderson			
Ellie Baldwin			
Raleigh Bentz			
Jolie Blodgett			
Isabella Butacci			
Leyre Casarin			
Lizzie Cui				
Lexi Daniels			
Helen Grossman			
Alexandria Ham			
Kit Hanley				
Alyssa Helak			
Tennyson Henry			
Grace Horton			
Lia Joslin

Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.

209
215

Tennis
Name					
Men
Malik Bhatnagar				
Boris Kozlov				
Shane Monroe				
Agie Moreno				
Daniel Moreno				
Nikola Samardzic			
Ruy Teixeira				
Joey Thomas				
Rafael Wagner				
Nick Watson				

210
216

Class
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.

Women
Taylor Bridges				
Paris Corley				
Jessica Golovin				
Marina Hermanny de Figueiredo
Kennan Johnson				
Anna Loughlan				
Ashton Rabalais				
Eden Richardson				
Luba Vasilyuk				

So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.

211
217

Name			
Men
Raymond Kibet		
Charles Klous		
Patrick Klous		
DC Lipani			
Harrison Martingayle
Christian Miller		
Correion Mosby		
Xavier Mulugata		
Jake Norris			
Dylan Peebles		
Arthur Price		
Cameron Reed		
Tyler Terry			
Damion Thomas		
Jahnoy Thompson
Jacob Thornton		
Kary Vincent Jr.		
RC Walbrook		
Adam Wise			

Class
Jr.
Fr
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

Track & Field
212
218

Women
Mercy Abire		
Ariyonna Augustine
Noel Baker			
Jennifer Bennett		
Hannah Bourque		
Heather Cizek		
Kristin Delgado		
Zakiya Denoon		
Amber Desselle		
Ersula Farrow		
Sara Funderburk		
Lisa Gunnarsson		
Cassondra Hall		
Keterra Harris		
Brittley Humphrey
Kortnei Johnson		
Annie Jung			
Erika Lewis			
Tonea Marshall		
Katy-Ann McDonald
Molly McHale		
Kyndal McKnight		
Rachel Misher		
Cori Mitchell		
Abby O'Donoghue
Caroline Odinet		
Kiya Oviosun		
Julia Palin			
Hollie Parker		
Angelle Primeaux		
Sha'Carri Richardson

Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

Volleyball
Name			

Class

Anna Zwiebel		
Whitney Foreman
Raigen Cianciulli		
Darian Goins		
Taylor Bannister		
Olivia Beyer		
Katie Kampen		
Jacqui Armer		
Leigh Maher		
Lindsay Flory		
Milan Stokes		
Sydney Mukes		
Paige Hilliard		
Toni Rodriguez		

Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
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Senior

GRADUATES
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Photo // Eddy Perez and Katherine Seghers, LSU Strategic
Communications
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Christopher Abadie

Samuel Abene

Harriet Adams

Sinella Aghasi
Moshabad

Damilola Agoro

Kane Aguila

Iuliia Akers

Almuatasem Al ghaithi

Esraa Al Raiisi

Hamed Al-ajmi

Jeremiah Allee

Stephanie Allee

Benjamin Allen

Conner Allison

Samantha Allred

Renee Alphonso

Jason Alvarez

Ehab Alzoubi

Camille Amadeo

Casey Anderson

Jayla Anderson

Marquez Anderson

Zachary Anderson

Chelsea Andras

Dominique Angibeau

Chase Anselmo

Ida Arango

William Arata

Caroline Arbour

Emily Arceneaux
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Therese Arceneaux

Brian ArceneauxSackett

Benjamin Argeanton

Ryan Armstrong

Dajanae Arnaud

Mary Arotin

Wayan Aryana

Colin Ashby

Firdaws Ashiru

Qiraat Aslam

Colleen Atkins

Meredith Aulds

Avery Austin

Nawaf Awad

Andrew Badeaux

Austen Bailey

Kayla Baker

Matthew Baldone

Sydni Barras

Aaron Basso

Dylan Bates

Jonathan Batiste

David Beerman

Michael Belanger

Peter Belleau

Andre Bellefontaine

Saul Belloso

Alexandria Benboe

Amanda Benge

Jenee’ Benoit
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Laura Bensabat

Ragan Benton

Carioline Bergeron

Emily Bergeron

Lauren Bergeron

Taylor Bergeron

Jazmyn Bernard

Madeline Bernard

Kelleigh Berryhill

Alexandria Bertucci

Nancy Beteta

Logan Betzer

Emily Blair

Kaitlyn Blanchard

Brittney Blevins

NIcholas Bogan

Will Boles

Susan Borne

Sydney Boudreaux

Adrienne Boutte

Emilie Bowen

Dana Bowman

Rileigh Boyd

Shelby Boyd

Bradley Nicholas

Anne Bradstreet

Robin Bradstreet

Jewry Brady

Carletta Brantley

Rhashan Brazelton
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Ashley Brewer

Brooke Brignac

Benjamin Brim

Emily Brooks

Danielle Brouillette

Blaise Broussard

Seth Broussard

Katlin Brown

Keatra Brown

Kelsey Brown

Jordan Brumfield

Gabrielle Brunet

Kathryn Bryson

Steven Buchholz

Ian Buenafe

Tuyen Bui

Justin Buoch

Victoria Buquet

Donna Burnett

Cameron Burris

Zachary Buster

Carly Caballero

Vannessa Cabrera

Joseph Caletri

James Callis

Gabrielle Cambronne

Jessica Camelo

David Cannon

Hannah Caplan

Ben Carbon
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Dominique Carr

Dennis Carriere

Ava Carroll

Darria Carter

Kevin Carter

David Caruso

Emily Caruso

Joshua Caskey

Michael Castle III

Hugo Castro

Marjorie Castro

Natalie Cathcart

Catherine Cavitt

Joseph Cerniglia

Kerci Champagne

Kevin Chapman

Florence Charles

Faith Chauvin

Maria Chavez

Cheramie Alexander

Madison Chiota

Taylor Christian

Christian
Christoffersen

Christopher Chuang

Brandon Clancey

Devon Clancey

Jennifer Clark

Philip Clark

Joshua Clavin

Hannah Cleavland
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Matthew Cloessner

Connor Clouatre

Courtney Clouatre

Brittany Cobb

Rebecca Cody

Kristen Cohenour

Andrea Cole

Pierina Colina

Seth Collins

Dylan Colvin

Alex Comeaux

Marie Comeaux

Skylar Compton

Chad Conard

Anna Conaway

Bridget Cone

Emily Coniglio

Molly Connor

Madline Conrad

Emily Cook

Terrese Cooks

Dantonio Cooksey

Gabriel Correa

Katie Corrente

Alexandra Craft

Gabbie Craft

Autumn Crawford

Emily Cressoine

Morgan Crier

Kirk Crochet
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Irelan Crosby

Vi Cu

Ellyn Culotta

Peter Currier

Bria Curtis

Dario Cutura

Alyza Dacula

Harrison Daste

Maryam Datcher

Austin David

Cody David

Juan Davila

Theodore Davis IV

Frances Davis

Jalen Davis

Kari Davis

Kayla Davis

Paige De Leo

Marcos De Souza

Julia Dean

Andrew DeBlanc

Faith DeJean

Dominique Delaney

Paskah Deo Gratias

Margi Desai

Shradha Deshpande

Alissa Diaz

Lindsey Diaz

Luis Diaz

Pedro Diaz
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Zoe Dickerson

Gemma DiCristina

Kathleen Dietrich

Dominique Dolese

Cullen Domangue

Laura Dore

Holly Dorward

Veronica Dow

David Drago

Allison Dufrechou

Trent Drae Dugas

Hydei Duong

Brittany Dupre

Sarah Dykes

Marla Ebert

Daniel Edmund

Trinity Edwards

Alexander Effinger

Blake Eichorn

Daniel Ellender

Katelyn Ellis

Rachel Ellis

Chelsey Ellsworth

Joshua Elrod

Maria Enger

Halie Englade

Morenike Erinkitola

Alexander Escott

Edward Facundus

Ayala Clara Fajardo
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Amandine Faucheux

Hannah Ferguson

Andres Fino

Briana Fleetwood

Josh Daniel Florida

Ashlee Flynn

Grace Foil

Nathan Fontenot

Sarah Fontenot

Holly Foote

Haley Ford

Mazie Foret

Marianna Fotakos

Steven Foundas

Brittany Francisco

Mark Frank

Cameron Frazier

Garrett Fredrick

Brittany Freeman

Michael Froeba

Joseph Gaiennie

David Gaines

Jorge Galdamez

Kelli Gallardo

Nicholas Galle

Nisha Gallow

Katherine Gambel

Simran Gandhi

Caroline Gardner

Victoria Garza
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Jake Gaspard

Austin Gaudet

Megan Geisert

Christina
Georgacopoulos

Hailey German

Jonathan Giardina

Gabrielle Glapion

Cole Gluth

Nathan Goff

Cecilia Gomes

Gregory Gonzales II

Emma Gonzales

Keith Gonzales

Morgan Gonzales

Gabrielle Gonzalez

Julia Goodridge

Raleigh Goodwin

Justin Greaud

A’Launi Greig

Ashley Gremillion

Jeremy Gremillion

Lauren Griffin

Simon Grigoryan

Monica Growden

Dana Guan

Nelson Guevara

Lauren Guidroz

Carley Guidry

Hadley Guidry

Jonathan Guidry
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Luke Guidry

Cole Guillory

Evan Guillory

Gabriel Guillory

Stephen Guillory

Ethan Gunter

Laura Guzzardo

Colleen Haas

Luke Hagen

Dominick Hagstette

Natalie Haigler

Nicholas Halaby

Lesa Hall

Martha Hall

Katherine Hamilton

Ahmed Harib

Carl Harrigan

Stephen Harst

Brianna Hart

Hannah Hartley

Tabitha Harvey

Baele Hasbrouck

Jorge Hasbun

Abraham Hatem

Taylor Hays

Corinne Hebert

Deja Hebert

Grace Hebert

Aprizky Heldinto

Justin Helm
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Alyssa Henderon

Lainey Henican

Tyler Henne

John Henning

Jeanne Hidalgo

Hunter Hill

Kaivan Hill

Reily Hill

Renee Hill

Brandon Himel

Emily Hingle

Brennan Hodges

Madison Hoffman

Ryan Hoffman

Devin Hoffman

Jordan Holland

Nathan Holley

Jessica Holman

Sebastian Homa

BreAnna Hooper

Jack Hopper

Teresa Horan

Anna Jane Howell

Coriana Hubbard

John Hue

Kasey Huff

Charla Hughes

David Hunt

Emma Hurstell

Claudia Hurtado
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Elshnique Husband

Lauren Immel

Rebecca Ishee

Lana Ismail

Ade Istianto

Mohamed Jabbar

Kire Jackson

Kallan Jackson

Harrison Jambon

Kenya James

Crystal Janicek

Joshua Janway

Amber Jarrell

Jeanne Jegousso

Vivian Ji

Paolo Jiminez
Antenucci

Brandyce John

Alfred Johnson IV

Alana Johnson

Jada Johnson

Loreal Johnson

Nile Johnson

Norman Johnson

Krystal Johnson

Asia Jones

Bianca Jones

Casie Jones

Elijah Jones

Emily Jones

Kelly Jones
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Madison Jones

Tia Jordan

Janai Joseph

Rachel Joyce

Matthew Junot

Bridgette Karcher

Brittany Karcher

Adam Karrigan

Hannah Katz

Cole Katzenstein

Samantha Kelley

Emily Kennedy

James Kereri

Collin Kersker

James Keys

Mehvish Khalid

Karim Khattab

Maxwell Khonsari

Khadijah Killon

Jiwon Kim

Samuel Kimbrell Jr.

Devon King

Carlton Knight

Jaimie Knight

Kaitlin Knight

Elizabeth Knott

Caroline Knowles

Brett Kodak

Madeline Koenig

Thaksin Kongchum
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Brianna Kora

Renuka Koritala

Courtney Kovacs

Kasey Kraft

Jeremy Krouse

Connor Kuhn

Katelyn Kyler

Jonathan Labatut

Samantha Labbit

Chloe Laborde

Krista LaBorde

Monet LaCour

Symone LaCour

Kayla Lafitteau

Ainsley LaHaye

Joshua LaHaye

Taylor Lamb

Drake Lambert

Hunter Lambert

Luke Lambert

Morgan Lamkin

Donald Lamotte

Thomas Landrenaeu

Alex Landry

Drew Landry

Gabriele Landry

Matthieu Landry

Sara Landry

Emily Langlinais

Kendall Langs
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Christian Lashover

Haleigh Lasseigne

Bernard Laviolette

Christie Lawrence

Samantha Lawrence

Jamal Laymoun

Kim Le

Loc Le

Baylie LeBlanc

Elena LeBlanc

Kailyn LeBlanc

Carly LeDay

Abigail Ledet

Jessie Ledet

Dillon Lee

Julia Lee

Shanique Lee

Anna Legrand

Kayla Lehmann

Jeremy LeJeune

John LeJeune

Wyatt Lejeune

Seth Lepine

Gianna Liantonio

Irene Lien

Madison Liggio

Emily Lindsay

Spencer Link

Don Lipani

Caroline Lipscomb
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Anteneh Lisan

Julie Liu

Brandon Livingston

Justin Lobell

Joseph Lobrano

Brandon LoCascio

Stewart Lockett

Catherine Loehr

Jacy Long

Mark Losey

Jackson Loupe

Kaitlyn Lowry

Frances Zhiwen Luo

Ashlyn Lyons

Hayden Lyons

Jane MacDougall

Wes Madere

Sarah Mahler

Austin Maidlow

Sheila Mallenahalli

Austin Mamou III

Hannah Marcantel

Jaron Marks

Terrianne Martin

Erik Martinez

Barak Martone

Haley Matthews

Jade Matthews

Mallik Matthews

Austin Mauldin
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Joshua McAlister

Garrett McCaskill

Matthew McClellan

Remy McConnell

Brooke McCulley

Tyler McDonald

Hannah McDuffie

Tra’Vecia McGee

Michael McGill

Connor McGrew

Kaleigh McKean

Jaqueline McKenna

Morgan McKey

Mollye McManus

Thomas McMillan

Ryan McNeil

Kyle McQuen

Christina Melancon

Joshua Melugin

Dakota Mengel

Philippe Meraux

Maxwell Merchant

Shelby Meredith

Mollie Messina

Madelyn Michael

Jacob Miller

Lauren Mills

Madison Miner

Sara Mire

Smitkumar MIstry
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Caroline Mitchell

Elizabeth Mitchell

Mikeisha Mitchell

Charlotte Mitts

Timothy Mixson

Devin Molina

Talia Momon

Meredith Monk

Catherine Montaldo

Gabriela Montalvo

Traci Moore

Haleigh Moran

Heather Moran

Kristen Moreau

Bernae Morgan

Nicholas Moss

Ja’Vona Mott

Kassidy Mueller

Mary Mullen

Courtney Musso

Angel Neal

Kylie Neal

Mackenzie Neal

Amanda Nethery

Olivia Neyland

Chyna Nguygen

David Nguyen

Diana Nguyen

Elizabeth Nguyen

Kathleen Nguyen
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Lilly Nguyen

Phuc Nguyen

Truong Nguyen

Victoria Nielsen

Christian Nieves

Joshua Nunez

Haley Oathout

Olivia Obot

Tyler Ochinko

Skyler Ockman

Antonia Odeh

Emily O’Dell

Ramsina Odisho

Maggie O’Dowd

Glory Ogunyinka

Michaela O’Hanlon

Unoma Okoye

Rachel O’Leary

Oscar Ortiz

Adele Ory

Antonio Otero

Justin Oubre

Sidni Page

Casey Panepinto

Roosevelt Parker

Kayla Parks

Jose Parodi Amaya

Ashleigh Passafume

Mit Patel

Divya Patel
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Victoria Payne

Kyle Pecoraro

Connor Pecoul

Gabriel Pedigo

Darby Penny

Evan Perez

Megan Perez

Jared Perkins

Madison Perrin

Alexis Perry

Peyton Pertuit

Lea Peters

Christiane Petitbon

Jacob Petigrew

Blair Pfister

Manysa Phachansitthi

Patrick Pham

Lisa Phelps

Garrett Phillips

Peyton Phillips

Richard Picou Jr.

Drake Peirce

Renae Pierre

Juan Pino

Taylor Pitcock

Randall Pizzolato

Chandler Poche

Timothy Poche’

Jamisha Politte

Sean Pons
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Brielle Pourciau

Patricia Powell

Madison Power

Deas Pratama

Logan Prather

Wes Prejean

Zachary Prevot

Andante Price

Quintarius Queen

Kevin Quinn

Alexander Rader

Sarah Ramaraj

Claire Ramirez

Kathryn Rampley

Breana Ramsey

Krisya Recinos

Sophia Reck

Gunther Redlich

Courtney Reeder

Andrea Remy

Glendon Rewerts

Isabel Reyes

Kaylin Reynolds

Sean Rhame

Emily Rhatigan

Dale Rhodies

Dean Rhodies

Sara Richard

Kaya Richardson

Cassidy Riley
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Cheyanne Rimmer

Shelby Robert

Kayaire Robertson

Mallory Robichaux

Emilie Robillard

Laura Robertson

Ryan Robinson

Shandrekia Robinson

Travonte Robinson

Michael Rockwell

Justin Rodolfich

Maria Rodriguez

Victoria Rogers

Triten Rolling

Darbie Roques

Morgan Rosamond

Cassady Ross

Richard Ross

Morgan Rosteet

Bridgette Roundtree

Isabel Rountree

Mason Roussel

Nicholas Russel

Tate Roussel

Kendall Russell

Olivia Russell

Allyson Russo

Christopher Russo

Anne-Marie Ryan

Ester Saavedra
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Amana Sabir

Austin Sagona

Amanda Salario

Samir Sanchez

Allyson Sanders

Sidney Sanders

Brandon Savone

Andrew Schaeffer

Emily Schenk

Benjamin Schexnayder

Kristie Schexnaydre

Harrison Schluter

Hannah Schroeder

Dylan Schueren

Kaitlin Schuette

Darion Scott

Andrew Seba

Cooper Seeser

Jacquari Self

Amy Sequeira

Giovanni Sequeira

Bryan Serrao

Kristina Seruntine

Linda Shea

Sydney Sheehan

Staci Shelby

Samantha Sheppard

Megan Shine

Emily Shockey

Hannah Short
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Taylor Sigur

Darby Simmons

Laura Simmons

Tanner Sinclair

Napat Sitkrongwong

Christopher Siverd

Jacob Smith

Moesha Smith

Allison Sommers

Jeffrey Spann

ShaDonna Spann

Reagan Spears

William Spencer

Ilana Springer

Jana St. Germain

Corey St. Romain

Kassie St. Pierre

Claire Stansbury

Angela Stark

Nicholas Starkweather

Rachel Steakley

Jake Steinhardt

Matthew Stephens

Cole Stevens

Jeremy Stevens

Scott Stevenson

Nancy Stich

Destinie Stovall

Elaine Stremlau

Lane Sumrall
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Brandi Sun

Catherine Swindel

Deby Syahera

Debby Syefira

Anthony Taffaro

Adam Tamplain

Joseph Tanner

Samantha Tatum

Morgan Taylor

Raegan Taylor

Hailey Teachout

Courtney Templet

Jordan Templet

Rachel Terrell

Alexis Thibodeaux

Jefferson Thomas

Torrance Thomas

Valerie Thomas

Taylor Thompson

Akiya Thymes

Nicholas Toca

Kenneth Toloudis

JuWan Torregano

Benjamin Toups

Brandon Tran

Isabella Tran

Taylor Tran

Madalynn Traylor

Michael Treco

Kristen Trichell
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Ryan Troendle

Austin Troxler

Mackenzie Tulak

Aimee Turner

Amy Turner

Kiran Upreti

Zoe Vallotton

Collin Van Eijk

Delena VanValkenburg

Scott Vedros

Tyler Venable

Dylan Verret

Kristen Vicknair

Matthew Vicknair

James Viguerie

Dakota Voiselle

Joshua Vrettos

Allison Vu

Minh Vu

Adam Waguespack

Kaitlyn Walker

Kennedi Walker

Kyla Walker

Kelly Wallace

Betsy Wallbillich

Cameron Warner

Curtais Warren

Christopher
Washington III

Dynna Washington

Andrew Watkins
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Johnathan Watt

Richard Weaver IV

Austin Weber

Esther Wee

Gabrielle Wehle

Wyatt Weilbaecher

Jacqueline Welch

Natalie Welch

Caroline Welker

Chris ‘Shonte’
Wellington

Anna West

Trevor West

Jonathan Whelan

John White

Sarah Whitecotton

Matthew Whitehead

Courtney Whittle

Richard Wi-Afedzi

Emily Wiewiorowski

Aubree’
Wilburn-Aucoin

Ashlynn Williams

Desire Williams

Kameron Williams

Kendrika Williams

Sky Williams

Andrea Willis

Charles Wilson IV

John Wilson

Jeremy Wiltz

Valana Wiltz
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Michael Wingerter

Joey Winston

Sydni Winston

Omer Wolff

Jarrett Womack

Caroline Wunstell

Alexander Yandell

Carla Yeakel

Nellie Yelvington

Jennfer Yost

Liesl Zastrow

Wei Zhao

Muhammad Zulendra
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We wish you the best in
the next stage of your
lives. It was a pleasure
telling your story.
Congratulations,
LSU Gumbo Yearbook
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[From left to right]
Back row: Alexia
Tsiropoulos (News
Director), Jack
Lopoo, Matthew
Landry, Rachel
Handley, Zois
Manaris, Zachary
Nunez. Middle row:
Cortney Brown,
Caroline Fenton
(Sports Director),
Brittany Lofaso,
Hunter Lovell, Lily
Fontenot (Station
Manager). Front
row: Falon Brown
(Entertainment
Director), Lauren
Cochran.

Story // Reveille Writer
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Chloe Bryars
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Tiger TV
iger TV broadcasts live news, sports and entertainment
programs four days a week via livestream on our website
and our Twitter @LSUTigerTV and rebroadcasts two days a week
on WBTR, local cable channel 19. We also offer daily news stories
and updates, information, web exclusives and other digital
offerings via our and website and social media. Tiger TV employs
approximately 60 people each semester giving students the
opportunity to work as station managers, camera operators,
news, sports and entertainment reporters, programmers, on-air
personalities and producers. Our training and our work
expectations reflect what is happening in today's professional
media. Our programming offerings include an ESPN style, live
home football game-day show "Tiger TV Tailgate" and daily
newscast, "Newsbeat". Student reporters have the unique
opportunity of creating live-shots for their story by utilizing our
TVU live-pack. They can go live in the field with their reports from
anywhere in the community.
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The Daily Reveille

Deputy news editor Luke Jeanfreau and Editor-in--Chief Natalie Anderson traveled to Nashville, Tennessee, from March 29-31, for
the Region 12 Society of Professional Journalists Mark of Excellence awards. First-place awards will move on to compete at the
national level.
The Reveille launched
its sports podcast, Full
Court Press, in January 2019. Hosted by
sports editor Kennedi
Landry and managing
editor Evan Saacks,
the show took a fun
angle on sports topics.
The pair discussed
things such as what
their baseball walkup songs would be,
what sports each of
the Avengers would
play and a hypothetical fight between Mike
the Tiger and the
University of Texas'
steer, Bevo.
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Editors
The Reveille staff traveled to Jackson, Mississippi, on April 6 to sweep top awards from the Louisiana-Mississippi Associated Press Media
layout/design.
and
reporting
stigative
enterprise/inve
news,
breaking
college contest. First place awards included best website, sports

Story // Reveille Writer
Photo // Reveille Photographer
Design // Briley Slaton
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Advertising and Mark
Student Media's Advertising and Marketing department encompasses Marketing Managers, Advertising
Sales Account Executives and Graphic Designers.
This is the primary source of advertising revenue
for Student Media. Students collaborate and maintain
professional relationships with businesses that utilize
Student Media's services.
Advertising campaigns are also built and run by
students in order to promote Student Media's
products to the LSU Community. This is a place where
students gain real-world experience in a variety of
fields, ranging from account management to event
planning.
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306

keting

2018-2019 Advertising and Marketing staff: Sarah Francioni, Matthew Oakman, Emily Poole, Kellen Skains, Laura Metcalf
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307
21

Fall 2018 Gumbo staff: Briley Slaton, Catherine Carpenter, Yerin Heo, Marlie Lynch, Chloe Bryars, Dakota Banos, Rachel Hurt, KK McCarley

Spring 2019 Gumbo staff: Briley Slaton, Abby Kibler, Catherine Carpenter, Chloe Bryars, Rachel Hurt, KK McCarley, Dakota Banos, Yerin Heo
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Dakota Banos, junior
Art Director

Yerin Heo, junior
Marketing Director

Chloe Bryars, junior
Page Designer

Abby Kibler, freshman
Humans of LSU Reporter

KK McCarley, junior
Humans of LSU Reporter

Gumbo Yearbook 18-19

Rachel Hurt, junior
Fall 2018-Spring 2019 Editor

Catherine Carpenter, freshman
Fall 2018-Spring 2019 Page Designer
Summer 2019 Co-Editor

Briley Slaton, sophomore
Fall 2018-Spring 2019 Page Designer
Summer 2019 Co-Editor
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KLSU
Radio for the Students, by the Students
LSU is the non-profit, student-run radio station of Louisiana State
University. As an FCC-licensed station, 91.1 KLSU broadcasts in
the Greater Baton Rouge area and can be streamed online 24
hours a day. KLSU's core programming falls under the college
rock format, but on nights and weekends DJs contribute their own specialty
programs featuring everything from hip hop to heavy metal. In addition to
music, news and sports content, KLSU produces artist interviews, studio
sessions, and concerts for the Baton Rouge community.
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Story // Courtesy of the Reveille
Photo // Courtesy of the Reveille
Design // Dakota Banos

Full Staff List:

Julia Rosato

Allison Redlich

Kate Gauthreaux

Ari Ross

Kennedi Walker

Aubry Procell

Kurtis Johnson

Avery Davis

Lily LaGrange

Camille Amadeo

Lucien Smith

Cameron Jones

Mason Orantes

Carson Richman

Matthew Urquhart

Claire Pendergast

McKenzie McClain

Clark Lambert

Mitchell Mobley

Cris Dellinger

Nick Halaby

Cylor Ryles

Noelle Primeaux

Daniel Cardenez

Sadie Mcdade

Daniel DiMarco

Samir Alem

Dylan Richie

Stephen Buckner

Gibby Kelly

Sydney Williams

JBriaan Johnson

Taylor Hickman

Jack Hopper

Tristan Jones

Jenelle Bisquera

Tristen Rolling

Jimmy Lloyd

Wade Landry

John Friscia

Will Eunice

Jordan Farho

Will Stark

Jordan Zuppardo

Zia Tammami
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